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Foreword

The science has become more irrevocable than ever: Climate change 

is happening. The evidence is all around us. And unless we act, we will 

see catastrophic consequences including rising sea levels, droughts and 

famine, and the loss of up to a third of the world’s plant and animal species. 

We need a new global agreement to tackle climate change, and this must 

be based on the soundest, most robust and up-to-date science available.

Through its overview of the latest definitive science, this Climate Change 

Science Compendium reaffirms the strong evidence outlined in the 

IPCC’s 4th Assessment Report that climate change is continuing apace. 

In fact, this report shows that climate change is accelerating at a much 

faster pace than was previously thought by scientists. New scientific 

evidence suggests important tipping points, leading to irreversible changes 

in major Earth systems and ecosystems, may already have been reached 

or even overtaken.

Climate change, more than any other challenge facing the world today, is 

a planetary crisis that will require strong, focused global action. 

As pressures build for an internationally agreed response, we now have a 

once-in-a-generation opportunity to come together and address climate 

change through a newly invigorated multilateralism. This will be our 

chance to put in place a climate change agreement that all nations can 

embrace – an agreement that is equitable, balanced and comprehensive. 

This Climate Change Science Compendium is a wake-up call. The time 

for hesitation is over. We need the world to realize, once and for all, 

that the time to act is now and we must work together to address this 

monumental challenge. This is the moral challenge of our generation. 

Ban Ki-moon

Secretary-General of the United Nations

United Nations Headquarters, New York

September 2009
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Preface

If governments are to make informed and transformative choices concern-

ing climate change, they require the best and most up to date science.

Two years ago, in 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s 

Fourth Assessment Report provided the world with conclusive proof that 

humans are altering the climate.

It also outlined a range of sobering impact scenarios covering sea-level rise 

and extreme weather events, as well as the implications for agricultural 

production, human health, and the marine food chain.

The IPCC’s unique, consensus-led process has been at the centre of 

catalyzing a political response to the phenomena unfolding across the 

planet as a result of fossil fuel emissions and land use changes.

In a matter of a few weeks’ time, governments will gather in Copenhagen, 

Denmark, for a crucial UN climate convention meeting. Many governments 

and stakeholders have requested an annual snapshot of how the science 

has been evolving since the publication of the IPCC’s landmark fourth 

assessment in advance of the panel’s next one in 2014.

This Climate Change Science Compendium, based on the wealth of peer-

reviewed research published by researchers and institutions since 2006, 

has been compiled by UNEP in response to that request. The findings 

indicate that ever more rapid environmental change is underway with 

the pace and the scale of climate change accelerating, along with the 

confidence among researchers in their forecasts.

The Arctic, with implications for the globe, is emerging as an area of major 

concern. There is growing evidence that the ice there is melting far faster 

than had been previously supposed. Mountains glaciers also appear to be 

retreating faster. Scientists now suggest that the Arctic could be virtually 

ice free in September of 2037 and that a nearly ice-free September by 

2028 is well within the realms of possibility. Recent findings also show 

that significant warming extends well beyond the Antarctic Peninsula to 

cover most of West Antarctica, an area of warming much larger than 

previously reported. 

The impact on the Earth’s multi-trillion dollar ecosystems is also a key 

area of concern. Under a high emission scenario—the one that most 

closely matches current trends—12–39 per cent of the planet’s terrestrial 

surface could experience novel climate conditions and 10–48 per cent 

could suffer disappearing climates by 2100.

Rising levels of aridity are also concentrating scientific minds. New 

research indicates that by the end of the 21st century the Mediterra-

nean region will also experience much more severe increases in aridity 

than previously estimated rendering the entire region, but particularly 

the southern Mediterranean, even more vulnerable to water stress and 

desertification.

While the Compendium presents current science, it can never replace the 

painstaking rigour of an IPCC process—a shining example of how the 

United Nations can provide a path to consensus among the sometimes 

differing views of more than 190 nations.

However, I hope the Compendium will provide important insights into the 

rapidly developing and fast moving realm of climate science so that the 

choices made by leaders in Copenhagen in December are informed by 

the best and the latest research available to the international community.

Achim Steiner

UN Under-Secretary General and Executive Director, 

United Nations Environment Programme

September 2009
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Significant climate anomalies from 2007 to 2009

Source: NOAA 2007, NOAA 2008, NOAA 2009a
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 Earth Systems
A thin veneer of atmosphere, soil, and water covers the surface of the planet. That is the envelope supplying most 

of the raw material we need to live. Energy from the Sun, with some residual energy still within the planet’s core, 

feeds Earth’s dynamic systems that cycle materials within the envelope. Earth System scientists are investigating 

the energy and material fluxes that determine the systems’ dynamics to better understand climate change.

INTRODUCTION

This Compendium presents some of the vanguard science and 

conceptual advances under discussion and published by research-

ers since 2006 that explores the challenge presented by climate 

change. Rapidly developing tools—that allow fast and accurate 

readings of environmental conditions, that compile and analyze data series 

of increasing complexities at unprecedented rates, and that allow insights 

into fluxes of energy and material at micro and macro scales—have ac-

celerated the rate at which vanguard science is being produced.

In 1988, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United 

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) established the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as a scientific body to evaluate the risk 

of climate change and whether it could be caused by human activity. 

Based on the findings of the first IPCC assessment, the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was negotiated 

as an international environmental treaty produced at the United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development in 1992. The treaty is 

aimed at stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere 

at a level that would prevent ‘dangerous anthropogenic interference with 

the climate system’.

The IPCC produced its second, third, and fourth reports in 1995, 2001, 

and 2007 respectively, as well as a number of special reports on standard-

izing methodologies and focusing on particular concerns. The four IPCC 

Assessment Reports track scientists’ growing understanding of Earth 

System complexities and present consensus conclusions of possible impli-

cations. The impressive body of analysis produced by collaboration among 

thousands of scientists and policy-makers is unrivalled and remains the 

final arbiter and consensus source of agreed scientific or political canon. 

This Compendium serves a purpose different from the IPCC assessments. 

The questions addressed by the science presented here, simply concern 

where the frontiers of Earth System Science are evolving. What has been 

learned in the last few years? What is exciting the researchers and inspiring 

them to persist in their tests and experiments, their conceptual explorations? 

What is science telling us now about how climate is changing and why? 

Background

Composed of different gases, the atmosphere circulates energy from the 

equator, where the Sun’s radiation arrives most intensely, to the poles 

via weather systems such as cyclones, storms, and weather fronts. One 

of the most important circulation systems the atmosphere supports is 

the hydrologic cycle: Water evaporates from seas, lakes, rivers, soils, 

ice (sublimation), and plants (evapotranspiration) and moves through 

the atmosphere to precipitate as rain or snow—the precipitation that 

falls during monsoons and other events forms streams, rivers, lakes, 

permeating into soils and then into aquifers and groundwater. Plants send 

out roots to tap water and minerals in soils and use the Sun’s energy to 

photosynthesize and grow. Snow solidifies into ice sheets and glaciers and 

in spring ice and snow melt to feed the streams and rivers that provide 

the water for forests and meadows and fields. Fresh water is delivered to 

oceans creating deltaic and coastal environments that support brackish 

water ecosystems such as tidal flats and mangrove forests.

Climate on Earth is affected by a myriad of drivers that operate over weeks 

and over geological eras. Long-term changes in average temperature and 

surface cover are dependent on orbital forcing, freshwater pulses, volcanic 

activity, variations in solar output, and the relative positions of continents 

and oceans, among other factors. Within the atmosphere, proportions of 

gases affect how much solar radiation reaches the Earth’s surface to be 

absorbed and stored as heat. The composition of the atmosphere also 

affects how much of that heat, as longwave radiation from the Earth’s 

surface, is then lost again into space, and how much is retained to circulate 

through Earth Systems.

Water vapour, which passes through the atmosphere in a matter of days or 

weeks, and other aerosols, can form clouds and affect radiation transfers 

in feedback systems. Aerosols have a strong influence on radiation fluxes, 
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Solar radiation is absorbed by the Earth’s surface, causing the Earth to warm and to emit 

infrared radiation. The greenhouse gases then trap the infrared radiation, warming the 

atmosphere. Source: UNEP/GRID-Arendal 2002

Figure 1.1: The greenhouse effect 

A thin veneer of atmos-

phere along the arc of 

the planet seen from a 

high altitude. Source: 

A. Jordan, P. Cullis 

and E. Hall/NOAA
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as they can either block or enhance delivery of shortwave radiation or 

escape of longwave radiation. Other components of the atmosphere 

can influence how much radiation reaches the Earth’s surface and how 

much escapes. Those gases that remain in the atmosphere for decades 

and longer and that inhibit the escape of longwave radiation are called 

‘greenhouse gases’ (GHGs).

One of the most common GHGs is carbon dioxide, an essential link be-

tween plants and animals. Animals produce carbon dioxide and exhale 

it, while plants absorb carbon dioxide during photosynthesis, store it 

within their material structures, and then release it when they respire. 

Plant material decomposes as bacteria and other organisms consume 

the mass, releasing more carbon dioxide back to the atmosphere. In 

the absence of oxygen, bacteria produce methane, the second most 

common GHG. Since the advent of the Industrial Revolution, in the mid 

18th century, intense and inefficient burning of wood, charcoal, coal, 

oil, and gas, accompanied by massive land use change, has resulted in 

increased concentrations of GHGs in the Earth’s atmosphere. The use 

of artificial fertilizers, made possible by techniques developed in the 

late 19th century, has led to practices resulting in releases of nitrous 

oxide, another GHG, into air. Since the 1920s, industrial activities have 

applied a number of manmade carbon compounds for refrigeration, fire 

suppression, and other purposes some of which have been found to be 

very powerful GHGs (UNEP 2009).

Climate and Earth Systems

In 1957 and 1958, the International Geophysical Year (IGY) produced 

a coordinated effort to fill gaps in scientific understanding of the Earth 

using innovative technologies such as rockets, radar, and comput-

ers (NOAA-ESRL 2008). Among the many observations and research 

programmes that originated from IGY, measurements of the gases that 

comprise the Earth’s atmosphere—and the fluctuations in their propor-

tions—provided new insights to the field of study that is now known as 

Earth System Science. 

Measurements of carbon dioxide taken at the Mauna Loa Observatory in 

Hawaii revealed that the proportion of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

increases during the northern hemisphere autumn and winter and 

decreases in spring and summer. This cycle tracked the varying rates 

of plant photosynthesis during the year. The seasons of the northern 

hemisphere dominate this cycle because of the overwhelming amount 

of land in that hemisphere compared to the vast ocean coverage in the 

south. As observations continued for years and then decades, scientists 

realized that while the annual variations went up and down, the overall 

trend of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere was going up (Keeling and 

Whorf 2005).

Debates among scientists continued, as more and more data were 

collected and information was extracted from many of the programmes 

established in the Earth Sciences since IGY. Some of the 

most intriguing information described the fluctuations of ice sheets across 

the northern hemisphere for the previous 1.5 to 2.5 million years. Those 

fluctuations or pulses of ice coverage could last for hundreds of thou-

sands of years, according to measurements of elemental isotope ratios 

of compounds trapped in coral reefs, ocean sediments, and ice cores. 

At the same time the atmospheric evidence of the ice pulses was being 

documented, examination of forcing from orbital variations suggested 

the Earth could be ending the interglacial period during which human 

civilization had flourished. But correlations between the trends of carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere and the average global temperature appeared 

to be very strong: Over a 1000-year period, a fairly level trend seemed to 

start a sharp rise since the late 1800s. Was the climate changing—and, 

if so, how? And could human activity possibly have anything to do with 

Source: Keeling et al. 2009

Box 1.1: Formalizing Earth System Science 
In 2001, scientists from around the world gathered in Amsterdam to formally estab-

lish an interdisciplinary field of study called Earth System Science. The Amsterdam 

Declaration on Global Change defines the parameters:

1)  The Earth System behaves as a single, self-regulating system comprised of 

physical, chemical, biological, and human components.

2)  Human activities are significantly influencing Earth’s environment in many ways 

in addition to greenhouse gas emissions and climate change.

3)  Global change cannot be understood in terms of a simple cause-effect paradigm.

4)  Earth System dynamics are characterized by critical thresholds and abrupt 

changes.

5)  Human activities could inadvertently trigger such changes with severe conse-

quences for Earth’s environment and inhabitants.

6)  In terms of some key environmental parameters, the Earth System has moved 

well outside the range of the natural variability exhibited over the last half million 

years at least.

7)  An ethical framework for global stewardship and strategies for Earth System 

management are urgently needed.

Source: Earth System Science Partnership 2001

Figure 1.2: Atmospheric CO
2
: Mauna Loa measurements

Figure 1.3: Surface temperature anomalies relative to 1951–1980 from surface 

air measurements at meteorological stations and ship and satellite SST 

measurements

Source: Hansen et al. 2006
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it? To answer such questions, researchers needed to use innovative 

approaches working with interdisciplinary teams that could incorporate 

data, information, and knowledge from many sources.

Demand for innovative approaches came from many directions, not the 

least from multinational environmental agreements. The UNFCCC’s Ar-

ticle 2 commits signatory nations to stabilizing greenhouse gas con-

centrations at levels that prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference 

with the climate system. This stabilization is to be achieved within a 

timeframe that is sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to 

climate change, to ensure that food production is not threatened, and 

to enable economic development to proceed in a sustainable manner. 

The debate about what is dangerous anthropogenic interference and 

what is a sufficient timeframe has continued since the convention 

came into force in 1994. The scientific interdisciplinary approach, that 

has developed to study the Earth as a dynamic meta-system, partly 

in response to these and other questions about Global Environmental 

Change, is Earth System Science.

HOW EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE WORKS

Earth System scientists incorporate data from a global network of over 

11,000 ground stations that provide daily records of temperatures, 

precipitation, barometric pressure, and atmospheric concentrations of 

various compounds into their analyses of how the Earth System works 

(WMO 2009). These are records of the Essential Climate Variables. Data 

and information also emerge from specifically defined research projects 

designed to answer questions about the nature and the rates of change 

in natural systems. 

Interpretation of data from research projects, ground stations, ocean 

monitoring, and satellite observation systems is a critical contribution to 

our understanding of changes in the climate system and to the identifica-

tion of the most effective and efficient response options to these changes 

(WMO 2009).

Recent scientific and technological developments allow for more accurate 

modelling of climate change and its impacts. At the same time, looking into 

the past and studying historical changes in climate can help us to make 

more sense of the present and to better predict the future. 

Global observing systems

In the 1980s, several UN agencies recognized the need for a comprehen-

sive, long-term, global monitoring programme to observe phenomena re-

lated to climate change. Today, three inter-related global observing systems 

to monitor the Earth’s environment are organized by these UN agencies 

in cooperation with the scientific community and national governments. 

The Global Climate Observing System aims to provide comprehensive 

information on the total climate system through the collection of data on 

long-term climate change. The Global Ocean Observing System implements 

observation programmes for the oceans and coastal areas, respective 

to five programme areas: Climate Change and Variability, Marine Living 

Resources, Oceanographic Data Services, the Coastal Zone, and Health 

of the Oceans (GCOS 2009). The Global Terrestrial Observing System 

develops and networks observations of longterm changes in land quality, 

availability of freshwater resources, pollution and toxicity, loss of biodiversity, 

and climate change (GTOS 2009). Together, these systems provide vital 

data on the Earth System and climate change.

Satellite capabilities

There are at least eight Earth observing satellite projects in operation 

that are formally part of the UN-managed programme. In addition, many 

nations operate weather satellites and commercial interests have also 

begun to contribute to the monitoring of the planet and its environment. 

The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) is one example 

of how advances in satellite technology are dramatically improving our 

understanding of Earth’s natural systems and the ways in which they are 

changing. The GRACE project utilizes two identical spacecrafts flying in 

tandem approximately 220 kilometres apart in a polar orbit 500 kilometres 

above the Earth. As the twin satellites fly in formation over Earth, the speed 

of each and the distance between them are constantly communicated 

via a microwave interferometer ranging instrument (NASA JPL 2009). As 

the gravitational field below the satellites changes, correlating to changes 

in mass and topography, the orbital motion of each satellite is changed, 

and this is measured in response to variations in the pull of gravity. From 

this, the surface mass fluctuations in the Earth’s gravitational field can be 

determined. The satellite pair completes a full Earth orbit every 30 days, 

allowing researchers to build a monthly picture of the Earth’s gravitational 

field and to track variations and trends in gravitational fluxes of water and 

ice, as well as land mass.

The gravity variations that GRACE detects include those related to surface 

and deep currents in the ocean, runoff and groundwater storage in land 

masses, exchanges between ice sheets or glaciers and the oceans, and 

variations of mass within the Earth, such as those associated with tectonic 

and volcanic processes (Rodell et al. 2009). The combination of advanced 

gravity models with ocean height measurements from satellite altimeters 

and data from the GRACE satellites enables a far more detailed study of 

global ocean circulation than previously possible.

Ocean monitoring

Earth’s oceans play an integral role in the global climate system. Regular 

scanning of the ocean surface is vital to building a database of ocean 

surface topography that can help predict short-term changes in weather 

and longer term patterns of climate. Historically, ships navigating the 

world’s oceans have gathered observations of this nature, and so the 

resulting data has been restricted to main shipping routes. 

Since 2000, the ship-based observations are being complemented by more 

precise information from an array of Argo ocean buoys, which provide 

accurate, reliable oceanographic data to monitor currents, the oceans’ 

transport of heat and fresh water around the globe, and sea-level rise. 

The Argo system collects high-quality temperature and salinity profiles 

from the upper 2,000 metres of the ice-free global oceans—the layer that 

exchanges heat, chemicals, and moisture most readily with the terrestrial 

and atmospheric environments (NASA JPL 2009).

The battery-powered, autonomous floats are released to drift at a depth 

where they are stabilized by being neutrally buoyant. They are programmed 

to surface at typically ten-day intervals by pumping fluid into an external 

bladder and rising to the surface over a period of about six hours, measuring 

temperature and salinity along the way. These data are then transmitted 
The twinned GRACE satellites bring new dimensions to Earth observations.  

Source: NASA 2006a
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from the surface to satellites, which also record the position of the buoys, 

before they deflate and sink to drift until the cycle is repeated (UCSD 2009).

The first Argo floats were deployed in 2000 and the array was complete 

in 2007, comprising over 3,300 floats to date. The array is made up of 23 

different countries’ contributions that range from a single float to much 

larger deployments (NASA JPL 2008). The Argo system has become a major 

component of the ocean observing system and is now the main source of 

data on subsurface temperature and salinity fluctuations in oceans—criti-

cally important factors in understanding global climate change. 

Geological research

Paleoclimate research has both theoretical and applied scientific objec-

tives. Evidence of past climates helps us to more fully understand the 

evolution of the Earth’s atmosphere, oceans, biosphere, and cryosphere. 

At the same time, paleoclimate studies help us to quantify properties 

of Earth’s climate, including the forces that drive climate change and 

the sensitivity of the Earth’s climate to those forces. When scientists 

investigate causes or complex processes in the present and future, 

they may find evidence in the past that helps them in mapping out the 

complexities. 

For instance, about 55 million years ago an event known as the Paleocene-

Eocene Thermal Maximum occurred. This was an episode of rapid and 

intense warming lasting less than 100,000 years (Eldrett et al. 2009). 

Scientists have suggested that methane released by warming and rising 

sea levels on continental shelves may have contributed to this and other 

similar events displayed in the geologic record (Schmidt and Shindell 2003, 

Archer 2007). Another paleoclimatic analogue comes from the 1980s and 

1990s research into freshwater pulses introduced to the North Atlantic 

between 8,000 and 15,000 years ago by the deteriorating Laurentide 

Ice Sheet—work that stimulated much of the basis for today’s study of 

the formation of the North Atlantic Deepwater Conveyer (Broecker et al. 

1989, Clark et al. 2002). These studies inform us about the possibilities 

and implications of feedbacks and thresholds that could be recreated 

under modern, anthropogenically initiated conditions. 

Modelling

Models are fundamental tools for understanding climate variations, allowing 

the synthesis of relevant atmospheric, oceanographic, cryospheric and 

land-surface data, and providing predictions of natural and anthropogenic 

climate change. Models are tested by their success at ‘hindcasting’ the 

conditions revealed by paleoclimate studies. Once they have established 

their ability to accurately represent past conditions, models are then refined 

for projecting trends into the future.

In 2008, the World Climate Research Program and the World Weather 

Research Programme convened a group of experts to review the current 

state of modelling, and to suggest a strategy for “seamless” prediction 

of weather and climate, from days to centuries. A major conclusion of 

the group was that projections from the current generation of climate 

models were insufficient in providing accurate and reliable predictions of 

regional climate change, including the statistics of extreme events and 

high impact weather, which are required for regional and local adaptation 

strategies. A new modelling system has been designed that predicts both 

internal variability and externally forced changes, and forecasts surface 

temperature with substantially improved skill throughout a decade, globally 

and in many regions (WMO 2009).

Decadal prediction

A new field of study, ‘decadal prediction’, is emerging in Earth System 

Science. Decadal prediction focuses between seasonal or inter-annual 

forecasting and longer term climate change projections, and explores 

time-evolving, regional climate conditions over the next 10 to 30 years. 

Numerous assessments of climate information user needs have identified 

the importance of this timescale to infrastructure planners, water resource 

managers, and other stakeholders (Meehl et al. 2009).

Several methods have been proposed for initializing global coupled-climate 

models for decadal predictions, all of which involve global time-evolving 

and three-dimensional ocean data, including temperature and salinity. 

An experimental framework to address decadal predictions has been 

incorporated into the most recent phase of the ongoing coupled model 

intercomparison project, some of which will be assessed for the use in 

the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5). The experimental framework will 

Source: Adapted from SEG 2007, Solomon et al. 2007, Metz et al. 2007

Table 1.1: Cause and relative magnitudes of the major anthropogenic and natural influ-
ences on the climate over the period 1750-2007

Influence on solar 
and/or infrared 
radiation

Primary source of the 
influence

Resulting 
climate 
forcing  
(W/m2) 
from 
1750 to 
2000

Persist- 
ence of 
the influ-
ence after 
sources 
are 
reduced

Resulting 
climate 
forcing  
(W/m2) up-
date from 
IPCC AR4 
(2007)

Increased presence 
of contrails and cirrus 
clouds

Mainly a result of water vapor 
emissions from aircraft +0.02 Days +0.02

Increase in the concen-
trations of black soot 
and other aerosols

Emissions from fossil fuel 
combustion and biomass 
burning

+0.4
Days to 
weeks

+0.4

Increase in the loading 
of sulphate and other 
reflective aerosols

Mainly a result of coal 
combustion -0.9

Days to 
weeks

-0.5

Cloud-forming effects 
of an increased loading 
of atmospheric particles

Mainly due to emissions from 
fossil fuel combustion and 
biomass burning

-0.7
Days to 
weeks

-0.7

Increased concentra-
tions of mineral dust 
aerosols

Mainly from wind lofting from 
cleared areas of land

-0.6 to 
+0.4

Days to 
weeks

-0.6 to 
+0.4

Increase in the atmos-
pheric CH

4
 concentra-

tion

Emissions from rice agriculture, 
ruminants, energy production, 
biomass burning, and landfills

+0.5 Decades +0.07

Decrease in the 
concentrations of 
stratospheric ozone

Mainly from chemical reac-
tions caused by halocarbon 
emissions, aggravated by 
stratospheric cooling caused 
by increasing atmospheric 
concentrations of greenhouse 
gases

-0.15 Decades -0.05

Increased surface 
reflectivity

Mainly a result of clearing 
vegetation from land areas

-0.2
Decades to 
centuries

-0.2

Increase in the atmos-
pheric N

2
O concentra-

tion

Emissions from agriculture 
cattle and feedlots, industry, 
and biomass burning

+0.15 Centuries +0.15

Increase in the atmos-
pheric CO

2
 concentra-

tion

Emissions from fossil fuel com-
bustion, deforestation, etc. +1.5

Centuries 
and longer

+1.66

Increase in the concen-
trations of atmospheric 
halocarbons

Emissions from refrigeration, 
foam, industry, fire protection, 
and agriculture

+0.3

Centuries 
and longer, 
even out to 
millennia

+0.3

Total of human-induced factors (using central 
estimates) ∼+1.2 ∼+1.6

Natural influences on radiative forcing

Solar radiation 
incident at the top 
of atmosphere

Natural variation in solar inten-
sity, with possible cycles from 
11 years to several centuries, 
and changes in the Earth’s 
orbital parameters over tens of 
thousands of years

+0.3 increase 
since lower- 
than-average 
value in 1750

A few 
years

+0.12 In-
crease since 
lower-than-

average value 
in 1750

Decrease in 
solar radiation 
reaching the lower 
atmosphere due to 
volcanic eruptions

Natural event, occuring 
intermittently

near 0 (typi-
cal range is 

from about 0 
to -4)

A few 
years to 

dec-
ades

near 0 (typi-
cal range is 

from about 0 
to -4)
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likely guide this emerging field over the next five years (WMO 

2009, Meehl et al. 2009).

These are the main tools at scientists’ disposal for monitoring, 

analyzing, and understanding the immense complexities of Earth 

Systems. Modern information and communication technologies 

have revolutionized modern science within the last two decades.

READING THE SIGNS

As we have seen, these new dimensions of understanding have 

revealed disturbing trends. Earth System scientists are becoming 

more concerned about dangerous anthropogenic interference 

and concepts like irreversibility. They are using the term ‘com-

mitted’ to define the natural responses of the Earth’s systems to 

the increased GHG concentrations in the atmosphere and to the 

resulting increase in radiative forcing that brings higher global 

mean temperatures. Manifestations of these responses may 

be delayed, but once initiated they are all too likely irreversible.

 » Already we are committed to ocean acidification that will dam-

age or destroy coral reefs and the many species of marine life 

that inhabit or depend upon the ecosystem services of the reefs. 

 » Already we are committed to sea-level rise (SLR) over the 

next millennium.

 » Already we are committed to tropical and temperate mountain glacier 

loss that will disrupt irrigation systems and hydroelectric installations, 

as well as alter the socio-economic and cultural lives of perhaps 20-25 

per cent of the human population. 

 » Already we are committed to shifts in the hydrologic cycle that may 

result in the disappearance of regional climates with associated eco-

system disruption and species extinction as drylands shift poleward 

with the expansion of the intertropical convergence zone and bordering 

subtropical climates.

Projections of these consequences from increased GHG concentrations 

in the atmosphere extend over this century and through this millennium. 

The century timeframe affects many of those alive today—and certainly 

their children and grandchildren. The millennium timescale affects the 

development of our civilization: We still utilize canals, roads, and irrigation 

systems that were planned and constructed more than two millennia ago, 

and we still farm lands that were claimed from the ocean a thousand years 

ago. When we talk about a millennium we are talking about the civilization 

we have built (Lenton et al. 2008).

However, the projections and scenarios that define these unavoidable 

results may in some cases underestimate the actual impacts (Smith et al. 

2009). Created in the 1990s, these scenarios all assumed that political 

will or other phenomena would have brought about the reduction in GHG 

emissions by this point in the 21st century.

In fact, CO
2
 emissions from fossil-fuel burning and industrial processes 

have been accelerating at a global scale, with their growth rate increasing 

from 1.1 per cent per year for 1990–1999 to 3.5 per cent per year for 

2000–2007. The emissions growth rate since 2000 was greater than for 

the most fossil-fuel intensive of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change emissions scenarios developed in the late 1990s. Global emis-

sions growth since 2000 has been driven by growing populations and 

per capita gross domestic product. Nearly constant or slightly increasing 

trends in the carbon intensity of energy have been recently observed in 

both developed and developing regions due to increasing reliance on coal. 

No region is substantially decarbonizing its energy supply. The emission 

growth rates are highest in rapidly developing economies, particularly 

China. Together, the developing and least-developed economies—80 per 

cent of the world’s population—accounted for 73 per cent of the global 

growth in 2004 emissions, but only 41 per cent of total global emissions 

and only 23 per cent of cumulative emissions since 1750 (Raupach et 

al. 2007, Canadell and Raupach 2009).

Implications

Concentrations of atmospheric CO
2
 are increasing rapidly because of two 

processes. Firstly, the growth of the world economy in the early 2000s, 

combined with an increase in its carbon intensity, has led to rapid growth 

in fossil fuel CO
2
 emissions. Comparing the 1990s with 2000–2006, 

the emissions growth rate increased from 1.3 per cent to 3.3 per cent 

per year. The second process is indicated by increasing evidence of a 

decline in the efficiency of CO
2
 sinks in oceans and on land in absorbing 

anthropogenic emissions. The decline in sink efficiency is consistent 

with results of climate–carbon cycle models, but the magnitude of the 

observed signal appears larger than that estimated by the models. All of 

these changes characterize a carbon cycle that is generating stronger-

than-expected and sooner-than-expected climate forcing (Canadell et al. 

2007, Le Quéré et al. 2007).

The climate forcing arriving sooner-than-expected includes faster sea-

level rise, ocean acidification, melting of Arctic sea-ice cover, warming 

of polar land masses, freshening in ocean currents, and shifts in circula-

tion patterns in the atmosphere and the oceans (Rahmstorf et al. 2009, 

Guinotte et al. 2008, Stroeve et al. 2008, McPhee et al. 2009, Seidel et 

al. 2008, MacDonald et al. 2008, Böning et al. 2008, Oldenborgh et al. 

2008, Karl et al. 2009).

Scientific findings point to the possibility of abrupt changes in the Earth 

System (Zachos et al. 1993, Manabe and Stouffer 1995, Severinghaus 

et al. 1998, Severinghaus and Brook 1999, Clark et al. 2002, Alley et al. 

2003, Clark and Weaver 2008, Severinghaus et al. 2009, Weaver et al. 

2008). Acceptance of such a possibility has led to a number of studies 

that consider the behaviour of Earth Systems within that context. Resist-

ing consideration of ‘catastrophic’ events to explain physical evidence 

is a residual effect from the false dichotomy in early Earth Science that 

resulted in catastrophist vs. uniformitarian contention in the 19th and 

earlier 20th centuries (Baker 1998). Today, abrupt change, thresholds, 

and irreversibility have come to the forefront in many analyses that have 

been published since 2007, reflecting research findings from the last 

three decades.

In early 2008, a team of scientists published the first detailed investigation 

of vulnerable Earth System components that could contain tipping points. 

The team used the term ‘tipping element’ for these vulnerable systems 

and accepted a definition for ‘tipping point’ as “...a critical threshold at 

Anthropogenic emis-

sions from fossil fuels 

increased by 38 per cent 

from the reference year 

1990. The growth rate 

of emissions was 3.5 

per cent per year for the 

period 2000-2007, an al-

most four-fold increase 

from 0.9 per cent per 

year in 1990-1999. The 

actual emissions growth 

rate for 2000-2007 ex-

ceeded the highest fore-

cast growth rates for the 

decade 2000-2010 in 

the emissions scenarios 

of the IPCC Special 

Report on Emissions 

Scenarios (SRES). This 

makes current trends in 

emissions higher than 

the worst case IPCC-

SRES scenario. The 

shaded area indicates 

the uncertainties around 

the projections. Source: 

Raupach et al. 2007

Figure 1.4: Fossil fuel emissions: Actual vs IPCC scenarios
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which a tiny perturbation can qualitatively alter the state or development 

of a system...” (Lenton et al. 2008). They examined nine of these elements 

and assigned transition times to emphasize policy relevance. They also 

suggested the average global temperature increase that approaches a 

critical value within each tipping element. The study warned against a 

false sense of security delivered by projections of smooth transitions of 

climate change. Instead, too many critical thresholds could be crossed 

within the 21st century because of the changing climate. 

Scientists hope to establish early warning systems to detect when possible 

tipping elements become unstable. Detection of ‘slowing down’ of estab-

lished variability before abrupt climate changes of the past offers a possible 

clue about tipping elements, thresholds (Dakos et al. 2008). The goal of 

early warning may be complicated by the cumulative effects the different 

Earth Systems have on each other, given the complex interactions among 

tipping elements at multiple scales and under various circumstances. 

Conceptually, thresholds and tipping elements can be grasped, but the 

time-frames of the effects and the irreversibility of crossing such margins 

remain uncertain and need to be considered carefully. With the help of 

models, scientists have begun to estimate the conditions under which 

irreversible thresholds in the Earth System might be exceeded. 

For example, focusing on two potentially irreversible consequences 

in Earth Systems, dry-season rainfall reductions in some regions and 

ongoing sea-level rise, researchers used models to look at the systems’ 

response to increases in atmospheric CO
2
 concentrations (Solomon et 

al. 2009). Based on an assumption that CO
2
 will peak between 450 and 

600 parts per million (ppm) in the next century, they project a 10 per 

cent increase in aridity, dominating the dry seasons in southern Africa, 

eastern South America, and southwestern North America. An increase in 

dry season aridity approaching 20 per cent would dominate in western 

Australia, northern Africa, and southern Europe. All these regions would 

experience wet-season precipitation somewhat lower or similar to current 

conditions, while southeast Asia would experience up to 5 per cent wetter 

rainy seasons and 10 per cent more arid dry seasons.

The model experiments show that a climate scenario in which CO
2
 

concentrations exceed 600 ppm in the 21st century might lead to a rise 

in the global average sea level of at least 0.4 to 1.0 metres, whereas 

a scenario with a peak concentration of 1000 ppm causes a sea-level 

rise of around 1.9 metres (Solomon et al. 2009). These figures only 

account for the thermal expansion of the sea. In these projections, a 

complete loss of glaciers and small ice caps within the next five cen-

turies would add 0.2-0.7 metres to sea levels. While the researchers 

did not calculate contributions from the West Antarctic, East Antarctic, 

or Greenland Ice Sheets, they do suggest that even a partial loss from 

those ice sheets could ‘add several meters or more to these values’ 

(Solomon et al. 2009).

REASONS FOR CONCERN

In the IPCC’s Third Assessment Report (TAR) scientists created an im-

age to represent the possible risks associated with increases in global 

mean temperature (GMT) and explained particular reasons for concern. 

An updated image was not presented in the AR4 Synthesis Report, but 

the researchers who updated it published their findings in peer-reviewed 

literature (Smith et al. 2009).

The five reasons for concern cover risks to unique and threatened 

systems, risk of extreme weather events, distribution of impacts, ag-

gregate damages, and the risks of large-scale discontinuities. The basis 

for choosing these reasons for concern are the magnitude, the timing, 

the persistence and reversibility, the distribution, and the likelihood of 

the impacts, as well as the potential for adaptation. The reasons for 

concern are analysed over temperature increases ranging from 0-5 

degrees Celsius and assigned values represented by the intensity of 

colours running from white as no threat or risk, to yellow as some to 

moderate risk, and finally to deep red as high risk or very negative ef-

fects. In their 2008 update, the authors re-examined each of the reasons 

for concern and re-assigned colours and intensity from the additional 

information, as appropriate.

The shifting of risk transitions from 2000 to 2008 is based on an as-

sessment of strengthened observations of impacts already occurring 

Box 1.2: Tipping elements 
There are nine tipping elements considered as Earth System 

components vulnerable to possible abrupt change. The time 

frames and threshold temperature increases presented here 

will likely be modified as new data and information track char-

acteristics and rates of change: 

Indian summer monsoon—The regional atmospheric brown 

cloud is one of the many climate change-related factors that 

could disrupt the monsoon. Possible time-frame: one year; 

temperature increase: unknown. 

Sahara and West African monsoon—Small changes to the 

monsoon have triggered abrupt wetting and drying of the Sahara 

in the past. Some models suggest an abrupt return to wet times. 

Possible time-frame: 10 years; temperature increase: 3-5°C. 

Arctic summer sea-ice—As sea-ice melts, it exposes darker 

ocean, which absorbs more heat than ice does, causing further 

warming. Possible time-frame: 10 years; temperature increase: 

0.2-2°C. 

Amazon rainforest—Losing critical mass of the rainforest is 

likely to reduce internal hydrological cycling, triggering further 

dieback. Possible time-frame: 50 years; temperature increase: 

3-4°C. 

Boreal forests—Longer growing seasons and dry periods 

increase vulnerability to fires and pests. Possible time-frame: 

50 years; temperature increase: 3-5°C. 

Atlantic Ocean thermohaline circulation—Regional ice 

melt will freshen North Atlantic water. This could shut down 

the ocean circulation system, including the Gulf Stream, which 

is driven by the sinking of dense saline water in this region. 

Possible time-frame: 100 years; temperature increase: 3-5°C. 

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)—El Niño already 

switches on and off regularly. Climate change models suggest 

ENSO will enter a near-permanent switch-on. Possible time-

frame: 100 years; temperature increase: 3-6°C. 

Greenland Ice Sheet—As ice melts, the height of surface ice 

decreases, so the surface is exposed to warmer temperatures 

at lower altitudes which accelerates melting that could lead to 

ice-sheet break up. Possible time-frame: 300 years; temperature 

increase: 1-2°C. 

West Antarctic Ice Sheet—The ice sheets are frozen to 

submarine mountains, so there is high potential for sudden 

release and collapse as oceans warm. Possible time-frame: 

300 years; temperature increase: 3-5°C. 

Source: Lenton et al. 2008
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because of warming to date; better understanding and greater confidence 

in the likelihood of climatic events and the magnitude of impacts and 

risks associated with increases in GMT; more precise identification of 

particularly affected sectors, groups, and regions; and growing evidence 

that even modest increases in GMT above 1990 levels could commit 

the climate system to the risk of very large impacts over many centuries 

or even millennia.

Smaller increases in GMT are now estimated to lead to significant or 

substantial consequences in the framework of the five reasons for concern. 

The transitions from moderately significant risks to substantial or severe 

risks for all of the concerns are at lower GMT increases above 1990 

compared with the location of the transitions in the TAR. 

In addition, for distribution of impacts, aggregate impacts, and large-scale 

discontinuities, the transition from no or little risk to moderately significant 

risk occurs at a smaller increase in GMT. The transition from no or little 

risk to moderately significant risk in the unique and threatened systems 

and extreme events concerns occurs at a lower increase in GMT because 

there are more and stronger observations of climate change impacts. 

The temperature range of moderately significant risks to substantial 

or severe risks for large-scale discontinuities is now much wider than 

the 2001 estimates in the TAR. In general, the figure illustrates that the 

temperatures risking ‘dangerous anthropogenic interference’ are very 

much within range (Smith et al. 2009). 

The problem of avoiding the climate change thresholds before us calls 

for innovative and perhaps even unorthodox approaches, incorporating 

concepts such as tipping elements and cumulative effects in our risk as-

sessments. As well, minimizing the importance of what we cannot quantify 

while focusing on parameters that are already well constrained should 

be avoided. Development of tools to help us comprehend the scale and 

duration of the climate changes we face, and the commiments we have 

already made, can only help in adopting optimal management strategies.

One of the most difficult additional factors to include accurately in estimates 

of radiative forcing at global, regional, and local scales are the effects of 

aerosols—particles that absorb solar radiation and particles that reflect 

solar radiation. To complicate matters, the same size particles may do either 

at different heights within the atmosphere. Aerosol particles come from dust 

picked up by wind and from a myriad of anthropogenic sources produced 

when people burn fuel, use diesel engines, and clear forests. The aerosols 

that reflect radiation are more common than those that absorb and they 

serve as a mask that prevents the full effect of GHG radiative forcing to 

heat the Earth. These aerosols form atmospheric brown clouds at height 

Climate change consequences are plotted against increases in degrees Celsius global mean temperature after 1990. Each column corresponds 

to a speci"c reason for concern and represents additional outcomes associated with increasing global mean temperature. Source: Smith et al. 

2009

Figure 1.5: Burning embers: Updated reasons for concern

Source: Ramanathan and Feng 2008

Figure 1.6: Probability distribution for the committed warming by GHGs between 

1750 and 2005. Shown are climate tipping elements and the temperature 

threshold range
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and cause health problems from their pollution at the Earth’s surface. As 

they are addressed because of concerns about ground-level pollution, 

their climate change masking function will dwindle and temperatures will 

increase (Seinfeld 2008, Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008, Cox et al. 

2008, Shindell and Faluvegi 2009, Hill et al. 2009, Paytan et al. 2009).

With estimates of 1-5 degrees Celsius as the range of GMT increase 

over 1750 levels as the threshold for tipping elements, and 0-5 degrees 

Celsius over 1990 levels as reasons for concern (Figure 1.5), some 

researchers are realizing that we have already committed ourselves to 

significant environmental changes (Lenton et al. 2008, Smith et al. 2009, 

Ramanathan and Feng 2008). The observed increase in GHG concentration 

since 1750 has most likely committed the world to a warming of 1.4-4.3 

degrees Celsius above pre-industrial surface temperatures. According to 

one study, the equilibrium warming above pre-industrial temperatures that 

the world will observe is 2.4 degrees Celsius—even if GHG concentra-

tions had been fixed at their 2005 concentration levels and without any 

other anthropogenic forcing such as the cooling effect of aerosols. The 

range of 1.4 to 4.3 degrees Celsius in the committed warming overlaps 

and surpasses the currently perceived threshold range of 1-3 degrees 

Celsius for dangerous anthropogenic interference with many of the same 

climate-tipping elements such as the summer Arctic sea-ice, Himalayan 

glaciers, and the Greenland Ice Sheet (Ramanathan and Feng 2008).

Researchers suggest that 0.6 degrees Celsius of the warming we com-

mitted to before 2005 has been realized so far. Most of the rest of the 

1.6 degrees Celsius total we have committed to will develop in the next 

50 years and on through the 21st century. The accompanying sea-level 

rise can continue for more than several centuries. Lastly, even the most 

aggressive CO
2
 mitigation steps as envisioned now can only limit further 

additions to the committed warming, but not reduce the already committed 

GHGs warming of 2.4 degrees Celsius (Ramanathan and Feng 2008).

As outlined in Systems Management (Chapter Five), some positive ideas 

are emerging. However, they require immediate decisions that could take 

effect within the next few years (Ramanathan and Feng 2008, Schellnhuber 

2008, Mignon et al. 2008, Moore and MacCracken 2009, Elzen and Höhne 

2008, Meinshausen et al. 2009, Vaughan et al. 2009). These approaches 

and schemes require decisions about differentiated responsibilities and 

technology transfers. They require leadership and cooperation; tolerance, 

transparency, and honesty.

Perhaps experiences in everyday life have led us to believe that slow 

processes such as climate changes pose small risks, on the assumption 

that a choice can always be made to quickly reduce emissions and reverse 

any harm within a few years or decades. 

This assumption is incorrect for carbon dioxide emissions due to the 

longevity of their effects in the atmosphere and because of ocean warming 

(Lenton et al. 2008, Solomon et al. 2009). Irreversible climate changes due 

to carbon dioxide emissions have already taken place. Continuing carbon 

dioxide emissions in the future means further irreversible effects on the 

planet, with attendant long legacies for choices made by contemporary 

society (Ramanathan and Feng 2008, Eby et al. 2009).

Applying discount rates to future costs with the assumption that more 

efficient climate mitigation can occur in a future world that is wealthier 

than ours ignores the irreversibility of the effects as well as the devastat-

ing consequences they will have on the wealth of future generations. 

We have already committed our civilization to considerable deficiencies 

in the integrity of Earth Systems. These dangers pose substantial chal-

lenges to humanity and nature, with a magnitude that is directly linked 

to the management practices we choose to retreat from further tipping 

points and irreversible changes from GHG emissions (Lenton et al. 2008, 

Solomon et al. 2009).

Where the river meets the sea on the Corcovado Paci"c Coast, Costa Rica, creating one of many estuaries. These important estuary ecosys-

tems create a rich and dynamic system that "lters water, nurtures marine life, and provides coastal protection. Source: Biosphoto/Michel & 

Christine Denis-Huot
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EARTH’S ICE
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Ice on the Earth’s surface makes up more than twice the volume 

of all other freshwater storage types including groundwater, lakes, and 

rivers. Significantly, this ice also contains almost 80 per cent of all the 

fresh water on the planet. As a central component of the Earth’s climate 

system, ice is connected to interactions and feedbacks at global scales, 

including the planetary energy balance, sea-level change, and ocean 

circulation (UNEP 2007). 

The Earth’s surface ice on land can be divided into two categories, ex- 

cluding seasonal snow: These are the three large ice sheets of Greenland, 

West Antarctica, and East Antarctica and the aggregate of all other 

glaciers and ice caps, including those surrounding the ice sheets but not 

connected to them. The Greenland and Antarctica Ice Sheets are by far 

the largest category, containing 12 per cent and 87 per cent of land ice 

volume, respectively. Glaciers and ice caps contain only about 1 per cent 

of global land ice volume. In sea level equivalent terms, if completely 

melted, Antarctica, Greenland, and the category of glaciers and ice caps 

would raise sea level by approximately 57 metres, 8 metres, and 0.7 

metres, respectively. However, while the glaciers and ice caps are a very 

small source of potential sea-level rise, their rate of contribution to sea 

level currently exceeds the rates of both Antarctica and Greenland. The 

volume of glaciers and ice caps is poorly constrained by observations, 

with a range of estimates of total volume varying by more than a factor 

of five (Meier et al. 2007, Pfeffer et al. 2008).

GLACIERS AND ICE CAPS

Many glaciers and ice caps in polar, temperate, and high altitude tropical 

regions are experiencing retreat and volume loss. Diminishing glacier and 

ice cap volumes not only dominate current sea-level rise but also threaten 

 Earth’s Ice
Accelerated shrinking of mountain glaciers on every continent, rapid reduction of Arctic sea-ice, disintegration of 

floating ice shelves, and increased melt rates of Earth’s three Ice Sheets—Greenland, West Antarctic, and East 

Antarctic—provide compelling evidence of our changing climate. 

Melting icebergs. 

Source: Shutterstock

Solheimajokull outlet glacier, south Iceland. Source: Oddur Sigurosson
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the well-being of approximately one-sixth of the world’s population who 

depend on glacier ice and seasonal snow for their water resources during 

dry seasons (WGMS 2008b).

Documentation of this trend has been building for the last century and 

studies of glaciers and ice caps are becoming more sophisticated with new 

satellite-based observation technologies and attempts to distinguish glacier 

responses to multiple variables (WGMS 2008a, WGMS 2008b, Braithwaite 

2009). Evidence from increasing loss rates is becoming stronger. In the 

European Alps, for instance, overall glacial volume reduced by about one 

per cent per year from 1975 to 2000 and between two and three per cent 

since the turn of the millennium (Haeberli et al. 2007).

Data from the World Glacier Monitoring Service track 30 reference gla-

ciers in nine mountain ranges and document strongly accelerating loss 

of glacier mass. Since the year 2000, the mean loss rate of these 30 

reference glaciers has increased to about twice the loss rates observed 

during the two decades between 1980 and 1999 (Zemp et al. 2009). 

The previous record loss in 1998 has been exceeded already three 

times—in 2003, 2004 and 2006—and the new record loss in 2006 

is almost double that of the previous record loss in 1998. The mean 

annual loss for the decade 1996-2005 is more than twice the value 

measured between 1986 and 1995 and more than four times that of 

the period 1976-1985. Certain regions such as southern Alaska suffer 

from significantly higher losses (Larsen et al. 2007). Positive feedback 

mechanisms such as albedo change due to dark dust and collapse 

around glacier peripheries now appear to play an increasingly important 

role, enhancing mass loss beyond pure climate forcing (WGMS 2008a, 

WGMS 2008b, Oerlemans et al. 2009).

Among those glaciers losing the most volume in the record year of 

2006, Norway’s Breidalblikkbrae thinned by more than 3 metres in the 

year, France’s Ossoue glacier thinned by almost 3 metres, and Spain’s 

Maladeta glacier thinned by nearly 2 metres, thereby losing a considerable 

percentage of their remaining average ice thickness. Of the 30 reference 

glaciers, only one thickened in this extraordinary year, Echaurren Norte 

in Chile. The current extent and volume of glaciers and ice caps in many 

mountain ranges is now close to—or exceeding—the lowest value since 

the onset of the Holocene about 10,000 years ago (Solomina et al. 2008).

Glaciers and ice caps have a potentially significant but very poorly 

known dynamic response component because of the number of marine-

terminating outlet glaciers draining them. In the Russian Arctic for example, 

iceberg calving accounted for about 30 per cent of observed volume 

loss during the period 1951-2001 (Glazovsky and Macheret 2006). At 

Austfona Ice Cap on Svalbard, calving accounts for approximately 35 per 

cent of mass balance (Dowdeswell et al. 2008). Calving constitutes about 

40 per cent of mass loss at both Devon Ice Cap and Prince of Wales Ice 

Fields in the Canadian Arctic (Burgess and Sharp 2008, Mair et al. 2009). 

Calving and melt from glaciers and ice caps can also result in more rapid 

basin-wide thinning than on ice sheets because of glaciers’ and small 

ice caps’ smaller reservoir size relative to the size of the marine outlet. 

Researchers are still trying to understand if these data indicate a trend.

For example, the mass loss from a 39,000 square kilometre region in 

Alaska’s St. Elias mountains during 2003-2007 was about 21 km3 per 

year, making the basin-averaged thinning rate 0.5 metres per year (Arendt 

et al. 2009). In comparison, Greenland’s mass loss for approximately 

the same period was 180 km3 per year, taken from a total of 1,7 million 

square kilometres; the basin-averaged thinning rate is 0.01 metres per 

year, smaller than the St. Elias thinning rate by a factor of 50. Similarly, 

the calving flux from Alaska’s Columbia Glacier in 2001-2005 was 

7 km3 per year from a basin 750 square kilometres in area, with a 

resulting basin-averaged thinning of 9.3 metres per year. Jakobshavn 

Isbrae in Greenland presently discharges about 24 km3 per year from 

a basin of 92,000 square kilometres, with a resulting basin-averaged 

thinning rate of 0.25 metres per year, 37 times less than Columbia’s 

thinning rate (Meier et al. 2007). Again, while Greenland has a much 

larger reservoir of ice and consequently potential contribution to sea-

level rise than do glaciers and ice caps, glaciers and ice caps have 

the potential to change volume much faster in the coming decades to 

centuries (Meier et al. 2007).

Evidence of glacier loss has been documented on every continent using 

different methods to measure rates of change. In 1894, the entire area 

of glaciers in the Pyrenees was mapped and measured for the first time, 

with the Spanish portion covering 1779 hectares. Measurements were 

not taken again until 1982, when the area of Spanish Pyrenean glaciers 

had shrunk to 595 hectares. In 1993, only 468 glacier-covered hectares 

were measurable and in 2003, only 277 hectares remained (ERHIN 

2009). Measurements from 2008 showed glacier extent covering only 

260 hectares in the Spanish Pyrenees, with the researchers suggesting 

that if current trends continue, glaciers will disappear from the Pyrenees 

by 2050 (González et al. 2008).

Most icecaps and glaciers in the mountains of tropical Africa are expected 

to disappear by 2030 (Eggermont et al. 2007, Hastenrath 2009). Loss 

Source: WGMS 2008a

Figure 2.1: Mean cumulative specific mass balance of indicated glaciers

Table 2.1: Decline of Pyrenean glaciers 1894-2008

Source: González et al. 2008, ERHIN 2009

(Figures in hectares)

Year 1894 1982 1991 1994 1998 1999 2001 2008

Balaitus 55 18 15 13 5 2 0 0.5

Infierno 88 62? 66 55 43 41 41 40.7

Viñemal 40 20 18 17 8 6 2 1.2

Taillón - 10 2 2 1 <1 0 0

M. Perdido 556 107 90 74 52 48 44 36.6

La Munia 40 12 10 8 3 0 0 6.7

Posets 216 55 48 48 35 34 34 28.2

Perdiguero 92 10? 17 9 <1 0 0 -

Aneto-Mal 692 314 302 249 169 163 162 152

Besiberri - - 6 6 6 6 6 -

TOTAL 1779 608 574 481 322 300 290 <260

Numbers of glaciers and ice banks

Year 1980 1991 1994 1999 2000 2008

Glaciers 27 17 13 10 10 10

Ice banks 9 19 19 16 9 9

TOTAL 36 36 32 26 19 19
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of permanent ice from Africa’s mountains will have profound 

effects on surrounding ecosystems, as well as the hydrology 

and temperature regime of Africa’s unique highland cold-water 

lakes. Efforts have begun to document the baseline climatic, 

environmental, and biological conditions in Africa’s mountains to evalu-

ate future changes. Sediments accumulating on the bottom of highland 

glacial lakes have chronicled the history of central African climate and 

environmental dynamics, producing the historical perspective needed 

for resource conservation and responsible adaptation. Surveys of lake 

sediments in the Rwenzori Mountains show that recent glacier recession 

started around 1880, broadly coinciding in timing with declining East 

African rainfall. The data do not show glacial expansion coinciding with 

the initiation of this wet phase in the early 19th century, highlighting 

the complexity of the relationship between tropical glaciers and climate 

(Eggermont et al. 2007).

Repeat photography of some of the earliest glacier images from southern 

South America reveals drastic, widespread glacier recession in northwestern 

Patagonia between 38° and 45°S. Linear trends in regionally-averaged 

annual and seasonal temperature and precipitation records indicate 

substantial warming and decreasing precipitation over the 1912–2002 

interval. Regionally-averaged mean annual stream flow records east of 

the Andes mountains show a highly significant negative correlation with 

the regional temperature series. Given the major socio-economic impor-

tance of rivers and glaciers in this area, potential impacts of the future 

warmer and drier climates projected for this region will be considerable 

(Masiokas et al. 2008).

For the most part, land-terminating glaciers of western Canada and 

the northwestern United States have retreated since the 19th century, 

although average rates of retreat varied in the first half of the 20th century, 

with glaciers stabilizing or even advancing until 1980 and then resuming 

consistent recession. This most recent retreat has been accompanied 

by statistically detectable declines in late-summer streamflow from 

glacier-fed catchments over much of the area, although there is some 

geographical variation. In many valleys, glacier retreat has produced 

geomorphic hazards, including outburst floods from moraine-dammed 

lakes, mass failures from over-steepened valley walls, and debris flows 

generated on moraines. With the climate projected to continue warming 

over the 21st century, current trends in hydrology, geomorphology, and 

water quality should continue, with a range of implications for water 

resource availability and management, and for river ecosystems (Moore 

et al. 2009).

Ice cores collected in 2006 from Naimona’nyi Glacier in the Himalaya 

of the Tibetan Plateau lack distinctive marker horizons, suggesting no 

net accumulation of ice mass since at least 1950. Naimona’nyi is the 

highest glacier documented to be losing mass annually, suggesting the 

possibility of similar mass loss on other high-elevation glaciers in low 

and mid-latitudes under a warmer Earth scenario. If climatic conditions 

dominating the mass balance of Naimona’nyi extend to other glaciers in 

the region, the implications for water resources could be serious as these 

glaciers feed the headwaters of the Indus, Ganges, and Brahmaputra 

Rivers that sustain one of the world’s most populous regions (Kehrwald 

et al. 2008). 

In the Himalaya particularly, glacier loss increases the threat of glacier 

lake outburst floods. Often, mountain glaciers leave a front moraine at 

their former terminus that can contain the glacier’s melting run-off in a 

pro-glacial lake. Reservoirs for hydroelectric facilities may have a similar 

configuration. When a moraine or other type of barrier is breached, the 

full contents of the lake may descend through the downstream valley as a 

torrent. The breach can occur because the lake has filled too much, high 

winds have forced water over the barrier, or a large wave results from 

sudden collapse of ice at the glacier front or sidewall debris. The result 

can tear out bottomland, forests, settlements, and hydroelectric power 

installations very quickly (Chaudhary and Aryal 2009). 

Himalayan glaciers are retreating at rates between 10 and 60 metres 

per year. The terminus of most high valley glaciers in Bhutan, Nepal, and 

neighbouring parts of China are retreating very fast. Vertical shifts over the 

last fifty years of 100 metres have been recorded and retreat rates of 30 

metres per year have become common. Particular situations with glacier 

lake outburst flood potential are under observation: These include Nepal’s 

Lake Imja Tsho in the Khumbu-Everest region—where the Imja glacier 

is retreating at 74 metres per year, and Bhutan’s Pho Chu Basin where Naimona’nyi’s frozen ice. Source: T. Nash ©

Quelccaya ice cap 

of Qori Kalis Glacier 

in 1978 (left) and in 

2004 (right). Source: 

L.Thompson
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some pro-glacial lakes have increased in size by 800 per cent. In the Pho 

Chu Basin several lakes are interconnected and a significant event at the 

top could cascade throughout the system (ICIMOD 2007, ICIMOD 2009).

ARCTIC ICE

Polar scientists use satellite imagery and other observations that show 

the Arctic ice cover is declining more rapidly than estimated by any of the 

computer models used by the IPCC in preparing its 2007 assessments 

(Stroeve et al. 2007, Overland 2009, Wang and Overland 2009, Johan-

nessen 2008). While natural variability plays a significant role in Arctic 

sea-ice extent, radiative forcing from anthropogenic sources is growing 

in influence (Serreze et al. 2007, Stroeve et al. 2007). In 2008 and 2009 

the extent of Arctic sea-ice was well below the 1979-2000 average. This 

might be associated with higher air and ocean temperatures and changes 

in particular ocean circulation patterns (Stroeve et al. 2008, Giles et al. 

2008, Wang and Overland 2009, Kwok et al. 2009).

In 2007, the sea-ice in the Arctic Ocean shrank to its smallest extent on 

record, 24 per cent less than the previous record set in 2005 and 34 per 

cent less than the average minimum extent over 1970-2000 (ESA 2007, 

Comiso et al. 2008, Stroeve et al. 2008). The minimum sea-ice cover of 

2007 extended over 4,52 million square kilometres of the Arctic Ocean 

(NSIDC 2009a). This is clear evidence of a phenomenon of importance 

on a planetary scale forced by global warming and caused mainly by an 

Earth System energy imbalance due to GHG concentrations increasing 

in the atmosphere (IPY 2009).

Arctic sea-ice coverage in 2008 finished with the second-lowest minimum 

extent in the satellite record, 9 per cent above the 2007 minimum. How- 

ever, the Arctic summer of 2008 experienced different wind and ocean 

circulation patterns compared to 2007, resulting in a more diffuse ice 

cover and a thinner pack: This suggests a record low volume of Arctic 

sea-ice at the end of summer 2008 (NSIDC 2009a).

The nature of the Arctic sea-ice cover has changed drastically over the 

last few decades, with much more extensive proportions of first- and 

second-year ice. In 1988, 21 per cent of the sea-ice cover was 7+ years 

old and 31 per cent was 5+ years old. In 2007, only 5 per cent was 7+ 

years old and 10 per cent was 5+ years old. Within the central Arctic 

Basin in 1987, 57 per cent of the ice pack was 5+ years old and at least 

14 per cent was 9+ years old. The Arctic Basin in 2007 had only 7 per 

cent of ice coverage 5+ years old and no ice that was 9 years or older 

(Maslanik et al. 2007, Haas et al. 2008).

As the melt season of 2009 began, the Arctic Ocean was covered mostly 

by first-year ice, which formed since September 2008, and second-year 

ice, which formed during the winter of 2007 to 2008. First-year ice in 

particular is thinner and prone to melt more quickly than thicker multi-

year ice. In 2009, ice older than two years accounted for less than 10 

per cent of the ice cover at the end of February (NSIDC 2009a). This is 

quite a significant decline considering that only a decade ago, older ice 

on average accounted for 30 per cent the total sea-ice cover at the same 

time of the year. Ultimately, thinner and more vulnerable Arctic sea-ice has 

profound implications for the global climate system, as ice cover serves 

to naturally cool air and water masses, and plays a key role in ocean 

circulation and reflecting solar radiation back into space. 

Two ocean circulation patterns dominate the Arctic Ocean: The Transpolar 

Drift moves water and ice from the region of the East Siberian Sea along 

the north of Eurasia and over the North Pole to drain into the deep Fram 

Strait between Greenland and Svalbard. The Beaufort Gyre circles between 

the North Pole and the coast of northwestern Canada and Alaska, rotating 

in a clockwise direction and fostering the growth of multi-year ice as floes 

circle for many years. 

Mooserboden reservoir in Carpathia, Austria, part of the Kaprun 

hydroelectric plant looking southwards. Source: P. Himsworth

Figure 2.2: Arctic sea-ice extent October 16, 2009

Box 2.1: International Polar Year 
From March 1, 2007 until February 25, 2009 over 10,000 scientists from 60 na-

tions participated in facets of an international multidisciplinary research collaboration 

known as the International Polar Year (IPY). The IPY’s coordination and integration 

of ongoing research projects, as well as exploiting the opportunity to fill in scientific 

gaps, is attempting to fill the demand for up-to-date scientific interpretations of how 

climate in the Arctic and Antarctic is changing. As a group, IPY scientists made a 

statement about the record low sea-ice extent in the Arctic:

“Our main conclusions so far indicate that there is a very low probability that Arctic sea 

ice will ever recover. As predicted by all IPCC models, Arctic sea ice is more likely to 

disappear in summer in the near future. However it seems like this is going to happen 

much sooner than models predicted, as pointed out by recent observations and data 

reanalysis undertaken during IPY and the Damocles Integrated Project. The entire 

Arctic system is evolving to a new super interglacial stage seasonally ice free, and 

this will have profound consequences for all the elements of the Arctic cryosphere, 

marine and terrestrial ecosystems and human activities. Both the atmosphere and 

the ocean circulation and stratification (ventilation) will also be affected. This raises 

a critical set of issues, with many important implications potentially able to speed up 

melting of the Greenland ice sheet, accelerating the rise in sea-levels and slowing 

down the world ocean conveyor belt. That would also have a lot of consequences 

on the ocean carbon sink and ocean acidification.” 

Source: IPY 2009

2009 Arctic sea-ice extent (area of ocean with at least 15 per cent 

sea-ice) compared to recent years. Source: NSIDC 2009a
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During the last few decades of the 20th century, the positive 

phase of the Northern Annular Mode (NAM)—an encompassing 

category that includes Arctic Oscillation and North 

Atlantic Oscillation states—produced conditions 

that strengthened Arctic Ocean winds trans-

porting ice away from the Alaskan and Siberian 

coasts via the Transpolar Drift and flushing large 

amounts out of the Arctic Basin through the 

Fram Strait and into the North Atlantic (Serreze 

et al. 2007). The Transpolar Drift seemed to veer 

powerfully over the Pole and pick up more ice 

off the northern edge of the Beaufort Gyre for 

years, exporting multi-year ice before it could 

return to the Canada Basin and Beaufort Sea for 

another annual accumulation of additional ice. 

By the beginning of the 21st century, the NAM 

had returned to a more neutral state and multi-

year ice accumulated again in the Arctic Basin. 

However in 2007, positive NAM conditions prevailed over 

the summer and once again multi-year ice continued to 

drain from the Arctic Basin (Maslanik et al. 2007, Serreze 

et al. 2007, Kwok et al. 2009, NSIDC 2009a). Based on 

sea-ice age data from researchers at the University of 

Colorado, during the winter of 2008/2009, 390,000 

square kilometres of second-year ice and 190,000 square 

kilometres of older (more than two years old) ice moved 

out of the Arctic (NSIDC 2009a).

Researchers recognize the gradual long-term warming over 

the last 30 years, mostly characterized by milder winter 

freezing seasons and longer summer melting seasons, 

evidencing strong reflectivity or positive albedo feedback effects. Less 

ice means more open water exposed to shortwave solar radiation that 

would be absorbed and transformed into heat. Strong positive feedback 

accelerates the melting of Arctic sea-ice, largely due to the sharp contrast 

of the high albedo for sea-ice areas covered with snow that reflects 80 

per cent of the incoming solar radiation back into space, in contrast with 

the very low albedo of the ocean that reflects only 20 per cent of the 

solar radiation, absorbing the other 80 per cent (Graversen et al. 2008, 

Dmitrenko et al. 2008). 

Natural variability in atmospheric and ocean circulation patterns combined 

with radiative forcing to shrink the 2007 ice extent so much. Over the 

western Arctic Ocean in 2007, observations estimate total summertime 

cloud cover decreased by 16 per cent from 2006 to 2007. Over three 

months of 24 hour sunlight under clear skies, the total radiative forcing 

warmed the surface ocean by 2.4 degrees Celsius, enhancing basal ice 

melt. Both an increase of air temperatures and a decrease in relative 

humidity, associated with the persistent clockwise atmospheric circulation 

pattern, explain the reduced cloudiness (Kay et al. 2008).

Major efforts since 2002 to document the nature of the Beaufort Gyre 

have reported significant differences between the climatology of the 1990s 

and the observed phenomenon characterizing post-2003 conditions. The 

Beaufort Gyre contains significant amounts of fresh water within its ice 

floes, but also within its circulating water column. Since the 1990s the 

Gyre has reduced in surface area but gained up to 1,000 square kilome-

tres of additional fresh water since the 2000s began by tightening and 

accelerating its circulation pattern (Proshutinsky et al. 2009). Freshwater 

sources in the Arctic include flow from the Pacific Ocean, precipitation, ice 

melt, and discharge from major river systems including the Ob, Yenisey, 

and Lena of Russia and the Mackenzie of Canada. Scientists assumed 

that Arctic fresh water flowed from the basin in balance with the input 

from the various sources until observations showed large discrepancies 

between the two estimates. More recently, researchers suggest that fresh 

water is stored within Arctic circulation systems under certain conditions 

and is then released when those conditions dissipate (Proshutinsky et al. 

The wind-driven Arctic 

ice circulation pattern 

has two primary compo-

nents. First, the Beau-

fort Gyre is a clockwise 

circulation in the 

Beaufort Sea, north of 

Alaska. This circulation 

results from an average 

high-pressure system 

that spawns winds over 

the region. A second 

component is the 

Transpolar Drift Stream, 

where ice moves from 

the Siberian coast of 

Russia, across the 

Arctic basin, exiting into 

the North Atlantic off the 

east coast of Greenland. 

Source: UNEP/GRID-

Arendal 1998

Figure 2.3: Beaufort Gyre and Transpolar Drift currents

Satellite measurements of winter multi-year ice cover in the Arctic Ocean between 

2004 and 2008, along with the corresponding downward trend in overall winter 

sea-ice volume, and switch in dominant ice type from multi-year ice to "rst-year ice. 

Source: Kwok et al. 2009
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Figure 2.4: Trend in winter multi-year and first-year sea-ice fractions
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2008, McPhee et al. 2009, Proshutinsky et al. 2009). Scientists from the 

Norwegian Polar Institute warn that fresh water is piling up in the Arctic 

Ocean and that a change in the dominant wind direction could release 

the largest amount of fresh water through Fram Strait ever recorded (NPI 

2009, Holfort et al. 2009).

Before the 2007 summer, most models for seasonal ice loss envisioned 

an ice-free September for the Arctic Ocean in the waning years of the 

21st century (Serreze et al. 2006, Boé et al. 2009). The plummeting sea-

ice extent of 2007 demanded new analyses and suggested new trends. 

Researchers who track the growth and melt of polar ice found the longterm 

outlook ‘disturbing’, particularly because all the models used for the IPCC 

AR4 underestimated the timing of Arctic ice loss (Stroeve et al. 2007, 

Stroeve et al. 2008). They suggest this may be due to an assumption of 

sea-ice thickness in the models greater than existed in reality (Stroeve 

et al. 2008). A reconsideration of the trends led to speculation that the 

Arctic Ocean may be ice-free in September by 2030.

The continuing sparse ice extent recorded in September 2008 spurred 

further analysis: At current rates of coverage, more than 60 per cent of 

the Arctic Ocean area is open to increased solar irradiation at the end 

of summer and temperatures in the Arctic autumn now reach 5-6 de-

grees Celsius above the climatological norm (Wang and Overland 2009, 

Overland 2009). From examination of models that most closely match 

the observation of summer Arctic sea-ice loss including 2007 and 2008, 

these researchers suggest that the Arctic could be virtually ice-free in 

September of 2037 (Wang and Overland 2009). Furthermore, they posit 

that with summers like 2007, a nearly ice-free September by 2028 is 

well within the realm of possibility.

The confidence behind these projections of rapidly decreasing Arctic 

summer sea-ice is based in those same models: Some indicate rapid ice 

cover decrease once the areal extent of the ice cover shrinks to vulner-

able dimensions (Serreze and Francis 2006, Stroeve et al. 2008, Wang 

and Overland 2009). 

Some Arctic sea-ice loss simulations suggest a different sequence of 

possible future events: A gradual transition to a seasonally ice-free 

Arctic Ocean and then a shift to a year-round ice-free state (Delworth 

et al. 2008, Delworth et al. 2006). Earlier models showed this possible 

shift to year-round ice-free conditions could happen either gradually or 

abruptly (Winton 2006). New research supports a seasonally ice-free 

Arctic with some stability: The thermodynamic effects of sea-ice mitigate 

the possibility of sudden ice loss when the Arctic Ocean is ice covered 

during a sufficiently large fraction of the year. These results suggest 

that critical threshold behaviour is unlikely as perennial sea-ice condi-

tions develop to seasonally ice-free conditions. However, these models 

still allow that a critical threshold associated with the sudden loss of 

the remaining wintertime-only sea-ice cover may exist (Eisenman and 

Wettlaufer 2009). 

From September of 2006 until January of 2008, the research schooner 

Tara—sponsored by the European Union Programme: Developing Arctic 

Modeling and Observing Capabilities for Long-term Environmental Stud-

ies (DAMOCLES)—travelled on the Transpolar Drift to reproduce the 

1894-1896 Fram expedition led by Fritdjof Nansen. Tara drifted closer 

to the North Pole than Fram had, and surprisingly Tara completed the 

transect from the Laptev Sea to the Fram Strait in 15 months while 

the drift carried the Fram that distance in 3 years. In September of 

2007, the Russian vessel Akademik Fedorov deployed a drifting station 

near the Severnaya Zemlya Russian islands. That drifting station was 

recovered near Svalbard ten months later, confirming the acceleration 

of the transpolar drift as also observed by Tara (IPY 2009). A series of 

buoys dropped on Transpolar Drift ice in 2001, 2004, and 2007 followed 

through on research begun in 1991 that verified the ice travelling through 

the drift has become first- and second-year ice in recent years while 

the earlier observations showed older ice was previously common in the 

system (Haas et al. 2008). 

The Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) is also changing rapidly. In a study 

following data from 1979-2008, the average September total sea-ice 
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Figure 2.5: Arctic rivers and their discharge (km3/year)

Box 2.2: Implications of sea-ice loss
The implications of so little multi-year ice in the Arctic are now being investigated. 

First-year ice melts more quickly, so larger areas of open water will be exposed to 

solar radiation earlier in the year, which will increase both sea and atmospheric 

temperatures. The larger heat transfer from the ocean to the atmosphere—the 

maritime effect—will help moderate autumn and winter cold temperatures. As ice 

retreats from shorelines, winds gain a longer fetch over open water, resulting in 

stronger waves and increased shore erosion. 

Accelerated sea-ice loss will not only affect the Arctic Ocean coast. The rapid retreat 

of Arctic sea-ice could accelerate rapid warming 1,500 kilometres inland throughout 

Alaska, Canada, and Russia. During rapid ice retreat, the rate of inland warming 

could be more than three times that previously suggested by global climate models.

Such drastic changes in climate will affect ecosystems and the human populations that 

depend on them. While higher temperatures are radically changing the environment in 

the North, they also will thaw out extensive expanses of permafrost, defined as earth 

that remains frozen for two or more consecutive years. The more apparent effects 

will include damaged infrastructure as roads, pipelines, and foundations collapse, 

as well as ‘drunken forests’ that result from altered rooting conditions. More serious 

complications result from the potential release of methane and carbon dioxide that 

are currently frozen in Arctic soils. The expected rapid soil thaw could also produce 

a talik—a layer of permanently unfrozen soil sandwiched between the seasonally 

frozen layer above and the perennially frozen layer below—which in turn creates 

a more rapid heat build-up in the soil, further accelerating the longterm thaw and 

release of carbon dioxide (Lawrence et al. 2009, UNEP 2008c, Serreze et al. 2007, 

Jones et al. 2009, Jones et al. 2008, Mars and Houseknecht 2007).
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area within the CAA has decreased by 8.7 per cent each decade, while 

the melt season duration is increasing significantly at 7 days per decade. 

The longest melt season of the full thirty years lasted 129 days in 2008. 

The CAA is on the receiving end of the multi-year ice delivery from the 

interactions of the Transpolar Drift and the Beaufort Gyre, but even there 

the average September multi-year ice area is decreasing by 6.4 per cent 

per decade. The Northwest Passage, touted as a future shortcut between 

the North Atlantic and the Pacific, will continue to be susceptible to multi-

year ice blocking the Western Parry Channel region as the transition to 

a sea-ice free Arctic summer continues, limiting the dependability of 

transiting through the CAA (Howell et al. 2009).

In the early 20th century, explorers of Canada’s Ellesmere Island de-

scribed a glacial front skirting the island’s northern coast. Modern 

glaciologists have deduced that this ice front was likely a continuous 

ice shelf covering some 89,000 square kilometres. By the 1950s, much 

of that ice had disintegrated. Retreating glaciers which formerly fed the 

vast amalgamated shelf differentiated and lost contact with each other. 

That retreat and differentiation, together with the reduced protection 

once sea-ice loss took effect, contributed to the now almost complete 

disintegration of Ellesmere island ice shelves (England et al. 2008, 

Mueller et al. 2008, Scott 2008).

The loss of sea-ice in the Arctic Ocean will have serious repercussions 

as feedbacks from temperature increases, altered seasons, and shifting 

circulation patterns cascade through Arctic biophysical systems. But the 

loss of Arctic Ocean sea-ice will not directly lead to any significant sea-

level rise because all the ice is already floating. Ice shelves on surrounding 

coastlines and glaciers that reach inland and deliver ice to the oceans will 

experience additional melt from the warmer temperatures (England et al. 

2008). Inland and outlet glaciers will continue to contribute to sea-level 

rise. Observations over the past decades show a rapid acceleration of 

several outlet glaciers in Greenland and Antarctica. 

OUTLET GLACIERS IN TRANSITION

Among the various oceanographic, hydrological, atmospheric, and eco-

logical consequences of changes in the volume of the Earth’s land ice, 

the forecasting of future sea level stands as arguably the most globally 

significant. One process by which sea level is increased is by the addition 

of new water mass from land ice. This transfer can occur by melting of 

ice from direct climatological forcing, but also by the flow of glacier ice 

mass into oceans and calving of icebergs into the ocean—aspects of 

glacier dynamics. Glacier dynamics can produce extremely rapid increases 

in sea level because increasing glacier flow and iceberg calving do not 

track increasing temperature in a simple way, but sometimes respond 

non-linearly and irreversibly to climate inputs. Past dynamic contributions 

to sea level have long been hypothesized from geologic evidence, while 

the possibility of rapid dynamic response of ice sheets to climate change 

has been under consideration since the 1970s. Most research on rapid 

dynamic changes since that time, including rapid iceberg discharge, has 

been conducted on glaciers and ice caps; however, somewhat in the past 

decade but especially since the IPCC AR4, research on dynamics of ice 

sheets, as well as glacier and ice cap dynamics, has increased sharply 

(Zwally et al. 2002, Pfeffer 2007, Benn et al. 2007, Howat et al. 2008, 

Briner et al. 2009). Understanding of the mechanisms and controls on 

rapid dynamic-forced changes in glacier and ice sheet contributions to 

sea level is now among the most urgently pursued goals in glaciology 

and sea-level investigations. The notable absence of predictions of a 

dynamic-forced component of sea-level rise from the IPCC AR4 made 

their sea-level predictions a very conservative lower-bound estimate 

(IPCC 2007b).

Two main hypotheses guide current research to explain the acceleration 

of outlet glaciers in Greenland, Antarctica, and at the marine boundaries 

of other glaciers and ice caps. The first suggests that dynamic changes 

result from processes that act to destabilize marine-ending termini and 

disrupt force balances that persist up the glacier. This destabilization then 

leads to faster ice flow and thinning that propagates rapidly up-glacier 

and leads to further retreat (Pfeffer 2007, Sole et al. 2008). The second 

hypothesis is that warmer air temperatures accelerate sliding by increasing 

the amount of surface melt. Some fraction of surface water may percolate 

through the ice mass and, once it reaches the glacier bed, increases 

basal lubrication and the rate at which ice slides over its bed. This leads 

to glacier acceleration, thinning, and terminus retreat. This mechanism 

would behave similarly on both land and marine terminating outlet glaciers 

(Parizek and Alley 2005, Sole et al. 2008).

GREENLAND ICE

The recent marked retreat, thinning, and acceleration of most of Greenland’s 

outlet glaciers south of 70° N has increased concerns over contributions 

from the Greenland Ice Sheet to future sea-level rise (Howat et al. 2005). 

These rapid changes seem to be parallel to the warming trend in Greenland, 

the mechanisms are poorly understood.

An analysis of a large sample of southern Greenland Ice Sheet marine- and 

land-terminating outlet glacier thinning rates showed that more than 75 

per cent of marine-terminating outlet glaciers are thinning significantly 

more than their land-terminating counterparts. There was a dramatic 

Russian vessel Akademik Fedorov. Source: N. Harrison

Jakobshavn Glacier in western Greenland has been rapidly losing ice from its terminus 

for more than a decade due to warm water currents reaching up the fjord. The arrow 

indicates direction of discharge, while the glacier retreats back towards the Greenland 

Ice Sheet. Source: NASA 2009
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increase in almost all marine outlet glacier thinning rates from 1993 to 

2006, when the documentation ended, suggesting a widespread forcing 

mechanism. These findings suggest that a change in a controlling mecha-

nism specific to the thinning rates of marine-terminating outlet glaciers 

occurred in the late 1990s and that this change did not affect thinning 

rates of land-terminating outlet glaciers (Sole et al. 2008). 

A study of Helheim Glacier, a large outlet glacier on Greenland’s eastern 

coast, used an ice flow model to reproduce the changes documented for 

the glacier’s recent dynamics. The researchers found the ice acceleration, 

thinning, and retreat began at the calving terminus and then propagated 

upstream along the glacier. They could not detect any relationships be-

tween surface ice melt or drainage and any subsequent changes in ice 

dynamics. They concluded that the changes were unlikely to be caused 

by basal lubrication through surface melt propagating to the glacier bed. 

While the researchers confirmed that tidewater outlet glaciers adjust 

extremely rapidly to changing boundary conditions at the terminus, they 

could not determine any boundary condition change that initiated the 

terminus’ instability and concluded that recent rates of mass loss in 

Greenland’s outlet glaciers are transient and should not be extrapolated 

into the future (Nick et al. 2009). 

Another study focused on western Greenland’s Jakobshavn Isbrae respon-

sible for draining 7 per cent of the ice sheet’s area, which switched from 

slow thickening to rapid thinning in 1997 and suddenly doubled its velocity. 

Here, the change in glacier dynamics is also attributed to destabilization 

of the glacier terminus, but the researchers are able to attribute that to 

warmer ocean water delivered to the fjord. However, these researchers 

were also able to detect short-term and less significant fluctuations in 

Jakobshavn Isbrae’s behaviour that could be attributed to meltwater 

drainage events (Holland et al. 2008). 

They present hydrographic data documenting a sudden increase in 

subsurface ocean temperature along the entire west coast of Green-

land in the 1990s that reached Jakobshavn Isbrae’s fjord in 1997. 

The researchers trace the warm flow back to the east of Greenland 

where the subpolar gyre that rotates counter clockwise south of Ice-

land scoops warmer water from an extension of the Gulf Stream and 

directs it back west and south around the tip of southern Greenland. 

In the early 1990s the North Atlantic Oscillation atmospheric pattern 

switched phase and drove the subpolar gyre closer to the Greenland 

shore, accelerating the flow of the warm water around the tip and up 

the western shore, where it eventually reached the Jakobshavn Isbrae 

fjord (Holland et al. 2008). The delivery of warm water to the base of 

Jakobshavn Isbrae’s fjord persisted through 2007 and the retreat 

continued at least through 2008, with shorter term fluctuations af-

fected by surface melt permeating through the ice mass (Holland et 

al. 2008, Box et al. 2009). Whether this pulse of warm water from the 

subpolar gyre also affected Helheim and other marine outlet glaciers 

in Greenland will have to be investigated.

Such studies not only illuminate the dynamics of outlet glaciers in a 

changing environment and subject to a variety of forcings, they also help 

us understand the significance of particular topographical configurations 

beneath ice that certainly affect current phenomena and could play a 

strong role in future events. Both Helheim and Jakobshavn occupy 

deep valleys that extend far into Greenland’s inland territory. The pos-

sibility remains, for these and similarly configured outlet glaciers, that 

should they lose their ice plugs they would act as drainage outlets for 

Greenland’s interior meltwater. Given the many interacting variables 

affecting the Earth’s ice in a changing climate, the future behaviour of 

these large outlet glaciers remains unpredictable (Holland et al. 2008, 

Nick et al. 2009). 

Many other outlet glaciers in Greenland are in retreat from dis-

turbance at terminus and because of meltwater permeating their 

mass. In 2008, researchers reported on one of the thousands 

of melt-water lakes that now form on Greenland each summer. 

The four-kilometre-wide expanse of water that formed in 2006 

completely drained into the icy depths in 90 minutes, at a flow 

rate greater than Niagara Falls (Joughin et al. 2008, Das et al. 

2008). The latest documentation has shown that this particular 

surface melt drainage event fed into the Jakobshavn Basin behind 

the glacier terminus (Mottram et al. 2009). 

The Greenland Ice Sheet

The nature of Greenland Ice Sheet surface melt is also under examination 

and it seems to be accelerating: A time series of Greenland surface melt 

extent, frequency, and onset has been updated to include data from 1973 

to 2007, when the documentation ended. The seasonal melt departure, 

the sum from 1 June to 31 August of the departure from average of 

each day’s melt extent, is a new metric used to describe the amount of 

melt. Results show a large increase in melt in summer 2007, 60 per 

cent more than the previous high in 1998. During summer 2007, some 

locations south of 70°N had as many as 50 more days of melt than 

average. Melt occurred as much as 30 days earlier than average. The 

seasonal melt departure is shown to be significantly related to coastal 

temperatures as monitored by meteorological stations, although 2007 had 

more melt than might be expected, based on the summer temperature 

record (Mote 2007). 

ANTARCTIC ICE 

The very high average elevation, about 2,300 metres above sea level, 

of the Antarctic Ice Sheet and continuous latitudinal ring of open ocean 

separating Antarctica from other landmasses isolates the ice sheet from 

warmer latitudes to the north. Prevailing westerly winds encircling Ant-

arctica match a circulation pattern in the Southern Ocean, the Antarctic 

Circumpolar Current (ACC), which is the Earth’s fastest moving current 

and is only constrained as it passes from the Pacific to the Atlantic through 

the Drake Passage. Non-synchronous and multidecadal influences—from 

the westerlies, the ACC, pressure systems that build over the Southern 

Ocean, and the amount of fresh water draining from the continent—all 

affect fluctuations of Antarctica’s ice (Mayewski et al. 2009). 
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Parts of Antarctica are also losing ice, particularly from the 

West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Researchers estimate that loss of ice 

from West Antarctica increased by 60 per cent in the decade 

to 2006. Ice loss from the Antarctic Peninsula, which extends 

from West Antarctica towards South America, increased by 140 per cent. 

The processes affecting the peninsula involve accelerating glacier flows 

caused by both warmer air and higher ocean temperatures (Rignot et al. 

2008). An additional factor in West Antarctica and the Antarctic Peninsula 

that could undermine the integrity of the great ice sheets is the recent 

disappearance of a number of ice shelves that build along those shores. 

These shelves are immense—the Ross ice shelf is the largest and is 

slightly smaller than Spain. The shelves are already floating on the ocean 

so their loss does not add to sea-level rise. But they are attached to the ice 

sheets and act as buttresses (BAS 2008). When they go, the ice sheets 

may accelerate out into the ocean and that does displace the water. Ice 

shelves also act as buffer areas between the changes in temperature and 

winds over open waters of the Southern Ocean and the more subdued 

weather systems of Antarctica’s interior. 

A large part of the 13,000 square kilometre Wilkins Ice Shelf, between 

70° and 74°W along the Antarctic Peninsula, collapsed in February 2008 

(Braun et al. 2008). At that time the British Antarctic Survey said the shelf 

was in imminent danger of disintegration because it seemed to be sta-

bilized only by a slim ice bridge that extended between two islands (BAS 

2008). Finally, in early April 2009, that ice bridge broke and throughout 

the Antarctic winter the shelf has been sheering into huge slivered bergs 

that are slowly moving away from the mainland (ESA 2009). The collapse 

of the Wilkins Ice Shelf will not directly lead to sea-level rise but the event 

serves as a dire warning: Ice shelves have the potential to become unstable 

on very short timescales. The collapse of the Wilkins Ice Shelf and its 

predecessor, the Larsen Ice Shelf which collapsed in 2002, show that, 

like rapid dynamic response of outlet glaciers, ice shelves can undergo 

rapid change (Turner et al. 2009). 

Weather and climate data from Antarctica are difficult to gather because 

of the size of the region, the logistical difficulties in getting to many areas, 

and the physical difficulties of working on a continent of ice that is dark 

and isolated for at least six months every year. As a result, lack of data 

still remains a significant problem for researchers of Antarctic science. 

Starting in 1957’s International Geophysical Year, data of differing quali-

ties and coverage have been gathered by manned stations, automated 

weather stations, and satellites. Even today with 42 ground stations in 

Antarctica, the distribution concentrates along the coasts and paralleling 

the Transantarctic Mountains to the south of the Ross Ice Shelf. Ground 

data from the vast interior of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet are still sparse 

(Steig et al. 2009).

In recent decades, traditional assessments of Antarctic temperature change 

noted the contrast between strong warming around the Antarctic Peninsula 

and slight cooling of Antarctica’s interior (Monaghan et al. 2008). This 

cooling pattern of the interior has been attributed to an increased strength 

of the circumpolar westerlies reacting to the expansion of the southern 

subtropical zone moving out from lower latitudes and associated with the 

depletion of ozone in the stratosphere at those polar latitudes. Without a 

strong ozone layer at the lower boundary of the stratosphere, the colder 

stratospheric circulation can propagate downwards to the troposphere and 

affect surface temperatures over Antarctica and as far north as Patagonia 

(Thompson and Solomon 2002). 

Recent findings show that significant warming extends well to the south 

of the Antarctic Peninsula to cover most of West Antarctica, an area of 

warming much larger than previously reported. West Antarctic warming 

exceeded 0.1°C per decade over the past 50 years, and has been most 

marked during winter and spring. The whole continent’s average near-

surface temperature trend is warming, although this is offset somewhat 

by East Antarctic cooling in autumn (Monaghan et al. 2008, Steig et 

al. 2009). These trends appear unrelated to changes in the westerlies; 

instead, analysis attributes the warming to regional changes in atmos-

pheric circulation and associated changes in sea surface temperature 

and sea-ice (Steig et al. 2009).

Studies of satellite data covering 1987-2006 track how melt is advancing 

farther inland from the Antarctic coast over this period. Evidence sug-

gests that melt is reaching to higher altitudes and is accelerating on the 

continent’s largest ice shelf (Tedesco et al. 2007). This analysis shows 

Lake Fryxell in the 

Transatlantic Mountains. 

Source: Joe Mastroanni/

National Science Foun-

dation (NSF)

Box 2.3: Relationships between stratospheric 
ozone and climate change 
Integrating the effects of changing stratospheric ozone concentrations with climate 

models remains a challenge for Earth System scientists. However, new research 

and experimentation are revealing the wide range of influence that stratospheric 

ozone depletion has on temperatures in the upper troposphere that can propagate 

downward. In the troposphere, and reaching to the Earth’s surface, this influence 

may reach to affecting the speed of the Southern Westerlies, the strength of cyclonic 

circulation in the Southern Ocean, the extent of Antarctic sea-ice, and the possibility 

of upwelling that releases carbon dioxide from deep ocean reservoirs. Stratospheric 

ozone depletion is partly responsible for masking expected warmth in Antarctica, and 

successful ozone recovery will lead to the projected increase in Antarctic temperatures. 

Source: Shindell and Schmidt 2004, Forster et al. 2007, Son et al. 2008, Shindell 

2008, Turner et al. 2009, Toggweiler 2009, Anderson et al. 2009, Toggweiler and 

Russell 2008.
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when melting began in the different regions with the first evidence along 

the Peninsula, east from the Peninsula to about 30°E, and then west to 

the Ross Ice Shelf with detectable melt by 1990.

In contrast to the dramatic decrease in Arctic sea-ice cover, the total area 

of Antarctic sea-ice has been increasing since the 1970s. At its maxi-

mum near the end of the Southern Hemisphere’s winter in September, 

Antarctic sea-ice covers an area of 150,000 square kilometres or more. 

At maximum extent, southern sea-ice accumulates off the Ross Ice Shelf 

in the Ross Sea and clots into a rotating mass in the Ross Gyre. Another 

expansive accumulation grows to the east of the Antarctic Peninsula, in 

the Weddell Sea. 

The Southern Ocean and associated air masses and cryosphere have 

undergone increased perturbation during recent decades. Ocean station 

and drifting float observations have revealed rising temperatures in the 

upper 3,000 metres. Salinity has declined in waters at intermediate depth 

and the decline may be speeding up in the sparsely sampled latitudes 

nearest the pole. Sea-ice area increased from 1979 to 1998, particularly 

in the Ross Sea, while a decline in ice extent since the early 1970s has 

been led by the Amundsen–Bellingshausen sector. Fresher waters with 

lower oxygen isotope content on the Pacific–Antarctic continental shelf are 

consistent with increased melting of continental ice. New bottom water has 

become colder and less salty downcurrent from that region, but generally 

warmer in the Weddell Sea. Many ice shelves have retreated or thinned, 

but others have grown and no trend is apparent in the large iceberg calving 

rate. Research suggests that ice dynamics in Antarctica are in a state of 

flux—learning how they are responding to environmental change offers 

one of the most exciting challenges facing Earth System scientists over 

the next decade and more (Mayewski et al. 2009).

Many observed Antarctic ice dynamics, especially the increase in sea-

ice, have also been linked to the effects of the stratospheric ozone loss 

(Thompson and Solomon 2002). The effects of the ozone hole extend 

down through the atmosphere during the summer and autumn so that 

the greatest increase in surface winds over the Southern Ocean has been 

during the autumn. However, over approximately the next half century 

there is expected to be a return to the pre-ozone hole concentrations of 

ozone, which is expected to bring even warmer temperatures and more 

dynamic ice conditions (Turner et al. 2009).

Influences on Antarctic climate are becoming more clearly understood, as 

are the influences that climate has on the whole region. The Earth’s ice is 

responding to warmer temperatures and to a number of complex related 

processes. Melt from mountain glaciers and ice caps and the Antarctic 

and Greenland Ice Sheets will continue to contribute to sea-level rise. The 

question is how much melt will the different sources contribute—and 

over how long a period?

Image shows an overlay of Antarctica’s ongoing warming temperature trends (between 1981-2007) and 4 September 2009 sea-ice cover (per 

cent of total area). Source: NASA 2007, NSIDC 2009b

Figure 2.7: Antarctic temperature trends and sea-ice cover
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EARTH’S OCEANS
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After 20 years of targeted research into how climate change is 

affecting Earth Systems, enormous challenges remain in under-

standing balances, feedbacks, and relations among sub-systems 

in the world’s oceans. Research about sea-level rise, circulation 

shifts, and chemical responses to anthropogenic inputs often 

seems to raise more questions than answers. 

INCREASED TEMPERATURES

The seasonal variations in heating penetrate into the ocean 

through a combination of radiation, convective overturning, and 

mechanical stirring by winds. These processes move heat through 

the mixed layer, which, on average, involves about 90 metres of 

the ocean’s upper layer. The thermal inertia of a 90 metre layer can add 

a delay of about six years to the temperature response to an immediate 

change. With its huge volume and mean depth of about 3,800 metres, 

the total ocean would take 230 years to fully respond to a temperature 

change if it were rapidly mixed. However, mixing is not a rapid process 

for most of the ocean so in reality the response depends on the rate of 

ventilation of water between the well-mixed upper layers of the ocean and 

the deeper, more isolated layers that are separated by the thermocline—the 

ocean layer exhibiting a strong vertical temperature gradient. The rate of 

such mixing is not well established and varies greatly geographically. An 

overall estimate of the delay in surface temperature response caused by 

the oceans is from 10 to 100 years. The slowest response should be in 

high latitudes where deep mixing and convection occur, and the fastest 

response is expected in the tropics. Consequently, the oceans are a great 

moderating effect on climate changes (Trenberth 2001).

Changes in the climate system’s energy budget are predominantly revealed 

in ocean temperatures and the associated thermal expansion contribution 

to sea-level rise. Climate models, however, do not reproduce the large 

decadal variability in globally averaged ocean heat content inferred from 

the sparse observational database, even when volcanic and other variable 

climate forcings are included. The sum of the observed contributions has 

also not adequately explained the overall multi-decadal rise. But now im-

proved estimates of near-global ocean heat content and thermal expansion 

for the upper 300 metres and 700 metres of the ocean for 1950–2003 

have been reported, using statistical techniques that allow for sparse data 

coverage and that apply corrections to reduce systematic biases in the most 

common ocean temperature observations. These adjusted ocean warming 

and thermal expansion trends for 1961–2003 are about 50 per cent larger 

than earlier estimates but about 40 per cent smaller for 1993–2003, which 

is consistent with the recognition that previously estimated rates for the 

1990s had a positive bias as a result of instrumental errors. On average, the 

decadal variability of the climate models with volcanic forcing now agrees 

approximately with the observations, but the modelled multi-decadal trends 

are smaller than observed (Domingues et al. 2008).

SEA-LEVEL RISE

Global average sea level is rising predominantly as a consequence of three 

factors—thermal expansion of warming ocean water, addition of new water 

from the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica and from glaciers and ice 

caps, and the addition of water from land surface runoff. All three potential 

sources are undergoing changes of anthropogenic origin. Regionally, sea 

level is affected by isostatic responses to the unloading of burden from 

bedrock, by coastal subsidence in response to removal of materials or 

to new loads, and by gravitational and ocean current effects causing the 

ocean surface to deviate from a consistent elevation (Pfeffer et al. 2008, 

Milne et al. 2009, Lettenmaier and Milly 2009, Bamber et al. 2009).

Since at least the 19th century, sea-level changes have been measured 

directly by tide gauge records and, since the 1990s, by satellite altimetry. 

Sea-level changes over longer periods of time, thousands to millions of 

years, are inferred from geologic evidence (Rohling et al. 2009). The aver-

age rate of global mean sea-level rise over the 20th century was about 1.7 

millimetres (mm) per year. In the period 1993-2003 global mean sea level 

rose about 3.1 mm per year, and since 2003 the rate of rise has been about 

2.5 mm per year. The relative importance of the three factors contributing 

to global average sea-level rise has varied during this time (Jevrejeva et al. 

2008, Church 2008, Lettenmaier and Milly 2009, WCRP 2009).

Contributions to sea-level rise are measured by a variety of methods. Syn-

thesis analyses, referred to as sea-level budgets, are conducted periodically 

 Earth’s Oceans
Over the last five decades, the world’s oceans have been subjected to fishery overharvesting, seafloor damage 

from bottom trawling, and habitat loss around margins from coastal development schemes. Climate change further 

threatens oceans with higher temperatures, increased acidification, and altered circulation and nutrient supplies. 

This sea surface tem-

perature (SST) map is 

generated by subtract-

ing the long-term mean 

SST, for that location 

and in that time of year, 

from the current value. 

A positive anomaly 

means that the current 

sea surface temperature 

is warmer than average 

and a negative anomaly 

means it is cooler than 

average. Source: NOAA 

2009b

In Hawaii, as in other islands or low-lying regions, sea-level rise combined with high rain-

fall events pose a #ooding risk due to storm sewers backing up with saltwater. Another 

associated hazard is accelerated beach erosion. Source: L. Carey

Figure 3.1: Global sea surface temperature anomaly on 10 September, 2009
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to compare direct observations of sea-level rise with models and evaluations 

of the component contributions. Thermal expansion is determined by ocean 

temperature measurements from large numbers of automated buoys, while 

glacier and ice sheet contributions are determined by geodetic measure-

ments of land ice volume change as well as by mass budget fluxes observed 

in individual ice bodies. Since 2003, changes in land ice and land hydrology 

(surface and underground water flows) have been detected gravitationally 

by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite system. 

GRACE observations are also used in combination with satellite altimetry 

to measure thermal expansion (NASA JPL 2009). Changes in all three 

components are also estimated by modelling and limited observational data 

are upscaled to global values by a variety of statistical methods.

Prior to about 1990, ocean thermal expansion accounted for slightly more 

than 50 per cent of global sea-level rise. Since then, the contribution from 

thermal expansion has declined to about 15 per cent but this decrease has 

been countered by increases in glacier, ice cap, and ice sheet contributions. 

By 2006, glaciers and ice caps contributed about 32 per cent of the total 

sea-level rise, while the ice sheets on Greenland and Antarctic together 

contributed about 20 per cent (Milne et al. 2009, Hock et al. 2009).

While glaciers and ice caps exclusive of the ice sheets dominate present-

day contributions to sea-level rise, they collectively constitute a far smaller 

total sea-level rise owing to their much smaller global volume. If current 

trends in ice loss continue, the glacier and ice cap reservoir will be 

exhausted by 2200. On the time scale of decades to the next century, 

however, glaciers and ice caps will remain a source of sea-level rise equal 

to or greater than the ice sheets (Meier et al. 2007, Bahr et al. 2009).

The impacts of sea-level rise will be felt through both an increase in mean 

sea level and through an increase in the frequency of extreme sea-level 

events such as storm surges. These impacts include increased frequency 

and severity of flooding in low-lying areas, erosion of beaches, and damage to 

infrastructure and the environment, including wetlands and inter-tidal zones, 

and mangroves, with significant impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem 

function. Millions of people in low-lying nations such as Bangladesh, 

along deltas and river systems like the Mekong, and on islands such as Tuvalu 

will have to respond to rising sea levels during the 21st century and beyond. 

Developing and developed countries alike have significant challenges ahead 

imposed by sea-level rise that will continue for hundreds of years (Church 

et al. 2008, Heberger et al. 2009, Karl et al. 2009, Solomon et al. 2009).

With growing population and infrastructure development human exposure 

to natural hazards is inevitably increasing. This is particularly true as the 

strongest population growth is located in coastal areas with greater exposure 

to floods, cyclones, and high tidal surges. To make matters worse, any land 

remaining available for urban growth is generally risk-prone, for instance 

along flood plains or on steep slopes subject to landslides (Nelleman et al. 

2008). Currently, about 100 million people worldwide live within 1 metre 

of sea level and that number is growing every day (Anthoff et al. 2006).

Infrastructure has been built along many vulnerable coastlines in devel-

oping countries, as well as in developed countries, because slopes are 

gentle enough for buildings, ocean waters are used to cool power plant 

turbines and industrial processes, and sewage systems discharge to 

ocean outfalls. Rising sea levels—that will continue to rise for centuries 

at rates that are not yet well constrained—will be a major determinant 

in relocating and building new transportation routes, as well as power 

and waste treatment plants. Relocating business districts and residential 

areas will become another vast challenge to coastal communities and to 

governments at every level (Heberger et al. 2009).

Estimates of how much regional and global sea levels will rise over par-

ticular periods of time have been vigorously discussed since the IPCC AR4 

estimated a rise of only 18–59 centimetres (cm) over the 21st century. 

The discussions focus on the dynamic ice changes that were excluded 

from AR4 estimates because no consensus could be reached based on 

published literature available at that time (Solomon et al. 2009). Since the 

Terrestrial water storage, extraction 

of groundwater, building of reservoirs,

changes in runoff, and seepage into 

aquifers
Subsidence in river delta

regions, land movements,

and tectonic displacements

Surface and deep ocean circulation 

changes and storm surges

Warming ocean 

causes the water 

to expand

Exchange of water

stored on land as

glaciers and ice caps

discharge to ocean basins

Source: Griggs 2001

Source: Pfeffer 2009

Table 3.1: Components of Global Average Sea-Level Rise (millimetres per year)

Time period

IPCC 2007b 

1993-2003

Meier et al. 

2007, 2006

Cazenave and Nerem 

2004, 1993-2003

Cazenave et al. 

2009, 2003-2008

Thermal expansion 1.6±0.5 — 1.6±0.3 0.34±0.123

Greenland 0.21±0.07 0.50±0.10 0.20±0.04 0.38±0.05

Antarctica 0.21±0.35 0.17±0.11 0.55±0.06 0.56±0.06

Other Glaciers  

and Ice Caps 0.5±0.18 1.1±0.24 0.8±0.1 1.1±0.254

Land hydrology5 — — — 0.17±0.1

Sum of components 2.8±0.722 1.8±0.501,2 3.0±0.52 2.2±0.28

Notes:

1: Sum does not include thermal expansion

2: Sum does not include land hydrology

3: Average of two estimates

4: Taken from Meier et al. 2007

5: Land hydrology contribution available from GRACE measurements only since 2003

Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) surface mass-

rate "eld corrected for glacio-isostatic rebound and showing current 

ice loads of Alaska and Greenland. The twin satellites detect the 

gravitational "elds characterizing different masses on Earth’s near 

surface. Source: Peltier 2009

Figure 3.2: Equivalent water thickness variations over 

North America

Figure 3.3: What causes sea level to change?
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publication of the IPCC AR4, climatological modelling, without dynamic 

effects explicitly included, suggests that 21st century sea level could rise 

to 0.5 to 1.4 metres above the 1990 level (Horton et al. 2008, Rahmstorf 

et al. 2009). It is clear that while the estimates produced by different 

modelling studies agree on the general projected trend in global average 

sea level, they vary in the estimated magnitude of future sea-level rise. 

As discussed in the section on Earth’s Ice, there are indications of a larger 

contribution than had been estimated to sea-level rise from dynamic changes 

of glaciers, ice caps, and the Greenland and West Antarctic Ice Sheets over 

the last decade. In the shorter term—decades to centuries—glaciers and 

ice caps may contribute significantly faster to sea level than changes in melt 

rate alone would indicate. In the longer term—centuries to millennia—the 

Greenland and West Antarctic Ice Sheets could potentially raise sea level by 

6 metres and 3.3 metres, respectively. There is abundant geologic evidence 

that melting ice sheets have raised sea level by very large amounts in 

decades to centuries, but it is unclear whether this is possible today given 

the present configurations of bedrock topography and of ice on Greenland 

and Antarctica (Pfeffer et al. 2008, Bamber et al. 2009, Dutton et al. 2009).

At this time there is still no robust method for modelling future dynamic 

glacier and ice cap or ice sheet contributions to sea level, but limiting 

values have been estimated for the next century. By considering rates of 

discharge from melt and from iceberg fluxes required to drain ice through 

existing marine outlets, it can be shown that a combined sea-level rise in 

excess of 1.15 metres from Greenland and Antarctica by 2100 is physically 

very unlikely. Similarly, glaciers and ice caps are realistically limited to 

no more than about 0.55 metres by 2100. Introduction of realistic future 

melt and discharge values into the same analysis suggests that plausible 

values of total global average sea-level rise, including all land-ice sources 

plus thermal expansion, may reach 0.8 to 2.0 metres by 2100, although 

no preferred value was established within this range (Pfeffer et al. 2008).

As discussed in Earth Systems (Chapter One), published estimates for 

sea-level rise beyond 2100 agree that global mean sea levels will con-

tinue to rise regardless of changes in the driving forces of ocean thermal 

expansion and melting of ice (Solomon et al. 2009, Siddall et al. 2009).

Immediate implications of sea-level rise are already daunting: According 

to the Institute for Public Works in Australia, for every 20 cm of sea-level 

rise the frequency of any extreme sea level of a given height increases by a 

factor of about 10. According to this approach, by 2100, a rise of sea level 

of 50 cm would produce events every day that now occur once a year and 

extreme events expected once during the whole of the 20th century will occur 

several times every year by the end of the 21st century (Hunter 2009). It is 

obvious that stringent measures will be needed to adapt to sea-level rise. 

CIRCULATION

Fresh water from the melting Arctic sea-ice and from the Greenland Ice 

Sheet enter the North Atlantic and encounter warmer and saltier currents 

arriving from more temperate latitudes. Changes in quantities and other 

characteristics of the fresh water could affect dynamics of the thermohaline 

convection that sink into the deep ocean as a distinct mass and are a 

driving force of circulation patterns in the Atlantic Ocean.

The deep mixing of ocean waters at high latitudes is important for the heat 

and carbon uptake of the oceans. This overturning is usually triggered 

by strong heat loss during the winter season. But with expectations of 

warming surface waters and the increased influx of fresh water in the 

high latitudes from sea-ice and glacier melt, it has been suggested that 

deep mixing may diminish or perhaps even cease in the near future: 

Both effects, warming and freshening, make the top layer of water less 

dense and therefore increasingly resistant to deep mixing (Lozier 2009).

As water is removed from the surface, it carries not only heat and salinity 

anomalies to great depths, but also anthropogenic carbon dioxide, absorbed 

when the water was still at the surface. The carbon dioxide concentra-

tion, like other water-mass properties, is transported to the deep ocean 

where it remains for hundreds of years. Therefore, the amount of carbon 

dioxide that has been—and will be—stored in the deep ocean is criti-

cally linked to the production of water masses through deep overturning 

events (Sabine et al. 2004).

The vertical exchange that feeds the North Atlantic Deep Water current 

moving south along the ocean floor seemed to slow for a few years in the 

early 21st century (Bryden et al. 2005, Alley 2007, Lozier 2009). More 

recently, strong ocean convection in gyres of the sub-polar North Atlantic 

seems to have returned (Våge et al. 2009, Yashayaev and Loder 2009). 

The strong mixing documented in the Irminger Sea to the east of Green-

land’s southern tip and in the Labrador Sea to the southwest is attributed to 

West Antarctic above-sea level surface topography in grey shading 

and below-sea level topography in browns de"ning the areas subject 

to rapid ice collapse. The browns range from 0 to 2000 metres below 

sea level. For clarity, the ice shelves in West Antarctica are not 

shown. In East Antarctica, areas more than 200 metres below sea 

level are indicated by blue shading. Source: Bamber et al. 2009

Figure 3.4: West Antarctic Ice Sheet vulnerability to 

collapse 

Map shows general location and direction of the warm surface (red) and cold deep-water 

(blue) currents of the thermohaline circulation. Salinity is represented by colour in units 

of the Practical Salinity Scale (the conductivity ratio of a sea water sample to a standard 

KCl solution). Low values (blue) are less saline, while high values (orange) are more saline. 

Source: NASA 2005

Figure 3.5: Thermohaline circulation
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cold air arriving from Canada that initiates a heat transfer from the ocean to 

the air, with a consequential sinking mass of cold water. In recent winters, 

higher temperatures of water flowing south through the Davis Strait have 

warmed the cold air from the west. However, in the winter of 2007 to 2008 

after record Arctic sea-ice loss, the surface water flowing south was melt 

from that loss, colder and fresher than usual, so with the winter it froze 

quickly over the Davis Strait. The cold air from the west stayed chilly until 

it reached the relatively warm water off Greenland, where the subsequent 

energy exchange triggered renewal of a vertical exchange (Våge et al. 

2009). This unexpected feedback from colder fresher currents delivered 

to the west of Greenland demonstrates the complexity of Earth Systems 

involved in the distribution of heat in a changing climate. 

In the Southern Ocean, circulation is closely coupled with the dominant 

westerly winds that ring Antarctica. Observations show a significant intensifi-

cation of the Southern Hemisphere westerlies, the prevailing winds between 

the latitudes of 30° and 60° S, over the past decades. The response of the 

Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the carbon sink in the Southern Ocean 

to changes in wind stress and surface buoyancy fluxes is under debate: 

Do enhanced winds support more upwelling or are they dissipated at levels 

near the surface? Analysis of data from the Argo network of profiling floats 

and historical oceanographic records detected coherent hemispheric-scale 

warming and freshening trends that extend to depths of more than 1,000 

metres. The warming and freshening is partly related to changes in the 

properties of the water masses that make up the Antarctic Circumpolar 

Current, which are consistent with the anthropogenic changes in heat 

and freshwater fluxes suggested by climate models (Böning et al. 2008).

Beyond meridional overturning and creation of deep water, ocean water 

from different depths mixes through upwelling processes. Southern Ocean 

upwelling not only mixes water of differing salinity and temperature but 

it brings carbon-rich deeper water to the surface and delivers CO
2
 to the 

atmosphere. Upwelling may have been a major contributor to the increase in 

atmospheric carbon during Pleistocene deglaciation (Anderson et al. 2009). 

However, absorption of CO
2
 by the oceans accounts for 30 to 40 per cent 

of the excess that has been emitted from anthropogenic sources since 

the beginning of the industrial revolution (Canadell et al. 2007). Recent 

research has reported a possible slowing in the uptake of CO
2
 by the 

Southern Ocean (Le Quéré et al. 2007, Lenton et al. 2009).

ACIDIFICATION

Further physical changes in the world’s oceans can be attributed to 

mounting concentrations of CO
2
 in the atmosphere. While increases in 

water temperature and fluctuations between fresh and saline water affect 

circulation at the surface and with vertical exchange, the repercussions from 

increasing concentrations of CO
2
 in the oceans introduce a separate but 

related threat. The ocean’s role in absorbing anthropogenic CO
2
 released 

into the atmosphere has been underway for over two centuries. This has 

altered the chemistry of the global ocean fundamentally, by acidifying 

the top 2,000 metre layer of the oceans’ waters and thus shrinking the 

total amount of ocean habitat where organisms that incorporate calcium 

carbonate (CaCO
3
) into their shells and skeletons can thrive (Caldeira and 

Wickett 2003, Sabine et al. 2004, Orr et al. 2005, Denman et al. 2007, 

Feely et al. 2008, Ilyina et al. 2009, Silverman et al. 2009).

Box 3.1: Dense shelf water cascades
Understanding of the environmental, ecological, and societal importance of dense shelf 

water cascades (DSWC) and the role that submarine canyons play is progressively 

increasing. Matter and energy transfer from shallow to deep waters are the main fuel 

supplies for deep-water ecosystems and are essential for their maintenance. Contrary 

to the classical view of vertical settling of particles, or pelagic rain, new research 

results in the Mediterranean Sea have demonstrated that slope-determined horizontal 

injection of particles plays a key role in sustaining deep ecosystems and in moving 

chemical compounds, such as organic and mineralized carbon, into deepwater basins 

where they may remain sequestered over the long-term. Such injections often take 

the form of energetic cascades that last for weeks and can occur every few years. 

In addition to the northwestern Mediterranean area, cascades of dense shelf water 

have been identified in the Adriatic Sea and deduced from bed-form assemblages 

in the Aegean Sea. Because DSWC occurs in many ocean margins of the world it 

is very likely that these findings have global implications. Clearly, further studies in 

other regions of the world ocean are needed to fully resolve the likely cause and 

effect relations between DSWC and climate change. 

Source: Puig et al. 2008, Allen and Durrieu de Madron 2009

An extensive sea-ice cover maintained the strong, cold, westerly 

winds until they reached warmer open waters in the central basin 

of the Labrador Sea and in the Irminger Sea during the winter 2007-

2008. There, the unusually cold winds rapidly cooled the surface 

water, leading to mixing of the water column to depths that had not 

been reached in the last 15 years. Source: Lozier 2009

Figure 3.6: Deep convection in the subpolar ocean

Figure 3.7: Aragonite saturation and ocean pH change

Changes in surface ocean pH relative to pre-industrial values for 

different atmospheric CO
2
 stabilization levels, 380 ppm and 650 

ppm plotted over existing shallow-water coral reef locations (shown 

as magenta dots). Results are obtained by adding model-predicted 

perturbations in geochemical "elds to modern observations, except 

for the Arctic Ocean where results are model simulations only due to 

a lack of observations. Source: Cao and Caldeira 2008
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Ongoing ocean acidification may harm a wide range of marine organisms 

and the food webs that depend on them, eventually degrading entire marine 

ecosystems (Fabry et al. 2008, Silverman et al. 2009, Doney et al. 2009). 

Laboratory studies suggest that molluscs, including species that support 

valuable marine fisheries such as mussels and oysters, and especially 

their juveniles, are particularly sensitive to these changes (Gazeau et al. 

2007, Kurihara et al. 2007, Kurihara et al. 2009, Cooley and Doney 2009). 

Organisms’ net responses to rising CO
2
 will vary, depending on sensitivi-

ties to decreasing seawater pH, carbonate concentration, and carbonate 

saturation state and to increasing oceanic total inorganic carbon and 

gaseous CO
2
. Shell-forming marine organisms create carbonate structures 

using one of two approaches: 

Organisms that exert low biological control over calcification directly 

deposit CaCO
3
 along their inner shell walls. Consequently, they depend 

on a sufficient ambient carbonate concentration to accumulate shells 

successfully. Commercially valuable molluscs such as scallops and oysters 

and some gastropods such as conchs use this method to build shells. 

Shells deposited in this manner are more likely to contain aragonite, a more 

soluble mineral form of CaCO
3
. Corals form aragonite skeletons around their 

exterior, while coralline algae secrete aragonite or magnesium calcite, a 

moderately soluble form of CaCO
3
 (Fabry et al. 2008, Doney et al. 2009). 

Organisms that exert high biological control over calcification typically 

accumulate intracellular stocks of carbonate ions, gradually hardening 

their chitin and protein exoskeletons from within by depositing CaCO
3
, 

the least soluble form of calcite. Sea urchins and crustaceans, includ-

ing lobsters, shrimp, and crabs, follow this model and therefore do not 

require specific seawater chemistry to form shells. An organism’s ultimate 

responses will also depend on factors such as individual history or genetic 

variability (Doney et al. 2009).

Many organisms, some of which are commercially valuable, also exhibit a 

range of damages to functions such as metabolism, reproduction, devel-

opment, and immunity (Fabry et al. 2008, Holman et al. 2004, Burgents 

et al. 2005). Still unknown are the effects of acidification on the ability of 

fish to grow internal carbonate structures, which are important because 

they determine their advantages for feeding and migration.

However, crabs, lobsters, shrimp, some planktons, and other organisms 

increase calcification or photosynthesis in seawater that is high in CO
2
 

(Ries et al. 2008a, Ries et al. 2008b, Doney et al. 2009). Whether the 

observed cases of increased calcification or photosynthesis result in any 

kind of advantage is not known. However, decreases in calcification and 

biological function due to ocean acidification are capable of decreasing 

the fitness of commercially valuable groups by directly damaging shells 

or by compromising early development and survival (Kurihara et al. 2007, 

Kurihara et al. 2009, Gazeau et al. 2007).

Ocean acidification’s total effects on the marine environment will depend 

also on ecosystem responses. Even if carbonate-forming organisms do 

form shells and skeletons in elevated CO
2
 conditions, they may encounter 

high energy costs that could reduce survival and reproduction (Wood et al. 

2008, Kleypas et al. 2006). Losses of plankton, juvenile shellfish, and other 

organisms at the bottom of marine food chains have the potential to reduce 

harvests of economically important predator species. At the same time, 

acidic conditions will damage coral and prevent its re-growth, destroying 

crucial marine ‘nursery’ habitats and disrupting feeding and reproduction 

processes in a range of species (Kleypas et al. 2006, Lumsden et al. 2007). 

Ecological shifts to algal overgrowth and decreased species diversity 

sometimes follow after coral disturbances, creating new ecosystem 

states that are stable but are then dominated by herbivores and less 

commercially valuable species. Ocean acidification has been implicated 

in similar ecological shifts from corals and other calcifying organisms to 

sea grasses and algae in communities with decreasing pH (Norström et 

al. 2009, Hall-Spencer et al. 2008, Wootton et al. 2009, Scheffer et al. 

2001, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). 

Ocean acidification will affect coral reefs and the ecosystems that depend 

on them in the more temperate latitudes because the processes involved 

are more robust in colder water. Coral reefs in warmer waters are subjected 

to the threat of coral bleaching. 

1.  Up to one half of the carbon dioxide (CO
2
) released by burning fossil fuels over the 

past 200 years has been absorbed by the world’s oceans

2.  Absorbed CO
2
 in seawater (H

2
O) forms carbonic acid (H

2
CO

3
), lowering the water’s pH 

level and making it more acidic

3.  This raises the hydrogen ion concentration in the water, and limits organisms’ access 

to carbonate ions, which are needed to form hard outer shells

Source: Adapted from University of Maryland 2009

Box 3.2 The chemistry of acidification
The oceanic uptake of anthropogenic CO

2
 occurs through a series of well-known chemi-

cal reactions that increase aqueous CO
2
, lower seawater pH, and lower carbonate ion 

levels. To the beginning of the 21st century, anthropogenic CO
2
 has reduced average 

surface ocean acidity to 8.1 pH units from a pre-industrial value of 8.2 pH units on a 

logarithmic scale, a 30 per cent increase in acidity (Caldeira and Wickett 2003, Caldeira 

2009). Acidification decreases the concentration of carbonate (CO
3
), decreasing the 

saturation state of the CaCO
3
 mineral calcite in the upper ocean that many marine 

organisms need to metabolize the shells and skeletons that support their functions. 

Projected increase in anthropogenic CO
2
 emissions will accelerate these chemical 

changes to rates unprecedented in the recent geological record. At current emission 

rates, atmospheric CO
2
 concentrations will increase from 385 parts per million (ppm) 

in 2008 to 450–650 ppm by 2060, which would decrease average ocean surface 

acidity to an average of 7.9–7.8 pH units and reduce the saturation states of calcite 

and aragonite, two more CaCO
3
 minerals, by 25 per cent—further shrinking optimal 

regions for biological carbonate formation (Doney and Schimel 2007, Doney et al. 

2009, Steinacher et al. 2009, Cooley and Doney 2009). 

Seasonal acidification events are already appearing—water that can corrode 

aragonite is welling up during the summer months along the California coastline, 

decades earlier than models predict (Feely et al. 2008). Researchers are anticipating 

the same degree of corrosive water in some high-latitude polar and subpolar loca-

tions by 2050 or earlier (Steinacher et al. 2009). But these model predictions and 

logical anticipations may be too conservative because they are based on scenarios 

that expected some decrease in CO
2
 emissions by the early 21st century. Estimated 

fossil-fuel CO
2
 emissions in 2005 exceeded those predicted by the most extreme 

scenario from the 1990s implying that future atmospheric CO
2
 levels may exceed 

current model predictions, and the oceans may acidify faster than presently forecast.

Figure 3.8: How ocean acidification works
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CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Since the early 1980s, episodes of coral reef bleaching and mortality, due 

primarily to climate-induced ocean warming, have occurred almost annu-

ally in one or more of the world’s tropical or subtropical seas. Bleaching 

is episodic, with the most severe events typically accompanying coupled 

ocean–atmosphere phenomena, such as the El Niño Southern Oscilla-

tion, which result in sustained regional elevations of ocean temperature. 

Bleaching episodes have resulted in catastrophic loss of coral cover in some 

locations, and have changed coral community structure in many others, 

with a potentially critical influence on the maintenance of biodiversity in 

the marine tropics (Donner et al. 2007). 

Bleaching has also set the stage for other declines in reef health, such 

as increases in coral diseases, the breakdown of reef framework by bio-

eroders, and the loss of critical habitat for associated reef fishes and other 

biota. Secondary ecological effects, such as the concentration of predators 

on remnant surviving coral populations, have also accelerated the pace of 

decline in some areas. Although bleaching severity and recovery have been 

variable across all spatial scales, some reefs have experienced relatively 

rapid recovery from severe bleaching impacts. Bleaching disturbances 

are likely to become a chronic stress in many reef areas in the coming 

decades, but if coral communities were exposed to the stress less intensely 

and over longer periods of time, they could adapt to changing conditions 

(Donner et al. 2007). Some reefs degraded by multiple stressors may 

already be approaching their end, although to date there has not been 

any global extinction of individual coral species as a result of bleaching 

events (Baker et al. 2008). Should such bleaching events increase in 

intensity and frequency, as has been projected by the best models, they 

will seriously degrade these important ecosystems.

If coral reefs were only threatened by rising sea levels they could possibly 

grow at the accelerated rates that are likely for the next century at least. 

But acidification and warming, as well as pollution and physical destruction, 

are weakening reefs further and they are unlikely to continue to provide 

‘fish nursery services’ at the optimal rates required for healthy marine 

ecosystems (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2009).

Box 3.3 The Coral Triangle 

Coral bleaching results when colonies of colorful photosynthesiz-

ing zooxanthellae algae abandon the calcareous structures built 

by coral polyps. Once bleached, the structures may or may not 

be re-colonized to re-establish the symbiotic relationships that 

characterize healthy reefs. Over the last three decades, coral 

reefs have experienced severe mass bleaching events in many 

tropical regions, including the Coral Triangle that stretches across 

six countries of Southeast Asia and Melanesia. 

A recent review of coral reef health in the Coral Triangle indicates 

that acidification, warmer temperatures, and rising sea levels 

have already damaged coastal ecosystems. These three climate 

change-related processes act as stresses in addition to other 

anthropogenic threats such as destructive and unsustainable 

fishing techniques, increased chemical pollution, and higher 

levels of sedimentation due to onshore land use practices.

Source: Baskett et al. 2009, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2009, Oliver 

and Palumbi 2009

Figure 3.9: Distribution of coldwater and tropical coral reefs 

The coldwater reefs are highly susceptible to ocean acidi"cation from climate change, which has its greatest impacts at high latitudes, while tropical 

reefs will become severely damaged by rising sea temperatures. In addition, both reef types must adapt to sea-level rise. Source: UNEP 2008b
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EARTH’S ECOSYSTEMS
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 Earth’s Ecosystems
Since the compilation of the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report, serious and irreversible changes in Earth’s Ecosystems 

due to anthropogenic activities are increasingly recognized with greater confidence and better quantification of 

the processes. 

For both marine and terrestrial ecosystems, the most challenging 

irreversible climate-related changes include altered chemical 

characteristics of the ambient environment, inundation of many 

small-islands and low-lying coastal ecosystems by sea-level 

rise, loss of wetland quantity and quality, and increased aridity 

in subtropical areas. These expected irreversible changes and 

their cumulative effects, proceeding at unprecedented rates, will 

alter ecosystem characteristics resulting in potential species extinction.

Local and subnational research into ongoing climate-related ecosystem 

changes is proliferating in countries and regions that support active inves-

tigative science programmes. The understanding gained from these efforts 

could provide analogues for changes in less well-documented regions. 

Only a sampling of new research can be addressed in this Compendium 

and hopefully their worth as potential analogues will be eventually proven. 

Documenting the effects of climate change on ecosystems at global scales 

has consistently challenged the IPCC, mainly because of the scarcity of 

peer-reviewed research findings from Latin America, Africa, and Asia 

(McCarthy et al. 2001, Rosenzweig et al. 2008). However, since the clos-

ing date for submissions to the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), 

wide-ranging surveys have been conducted and analysis suggests that 

ecological changes in the phenology and distribution of plants and animals 

are occurring in all well-studied marine, freshwater, and terrestrial groups 

(Parmesan 2006). Range-restricted species, particularly polar and moun-

taintop species, show severe range contractions and have been the first 

groups in which species have gone extinct due to recent climate change. 

Tropical coral reefs and amphibians have been most negatively affected. 

Predator-prey and plant-insect interactions have been disrupted when 

interacting species have responded differently to warming (Parmesan 2006). 

A comprehensive 2008 analysis of more than 29,000 data series from all 

continents, some covering over 35 years of observations, verifies these 

findings and goes further by attributing such changes to anthropogenic 

climate change (Rosenzweig et al. 2008). In marine ecosystems these 

responses include shifts from cold-adapted to warm-adapted communities, 

phenological changes, and alterations in species’ interactions. In ter-

restrial ecosystems, responses include shifts to earlier onset of spring 

events such as leaf unfolding, blooming date, migration, and reproduction 

timing; change in species distribution; and modification of community 

structure. Contributing changes in physical systems include shrinking 

glaciers, melting permafrost, coastal erosion, shifts in river discharge 

peaks, and warming in lakes and rivers with effects on stratification and 

chemistry (Rosenzweig et al. 2008).

The 2008 analysis explicitly considered the influence of land-use change, 

management practices, pollution, and human demographic shifts as driv-

ers of the observed environmental changes and was able to eliminate 

the affected data series from their review (Rosenzweig et al. 2008). This 

broad consideration strengthens the robustness of the findings and offers 

a model for future analyses. The approach has stimulated further docu-

mentation and synthesis in recent months (Lyon et al. 2008, Pörtner and 

Farrell 2008, Hegland et al. 2008, Chazal and Rounsevell 2009, Lawler 

et al. 2009, Cheung et al. 2009, Füssel 2009).

MARINE ECOSYSTEMS

The effects of climate variability on marine life have been under observation 

for decades. Thus the empirical evidence, and the theory that frames it, 

indicate that environmental conditions in the oceans including temperature, 

acidity, currents, and productivity are continuing to exhibit signs of change 

(Cheung et al. 2008, Rahel and Olden 2008, Dulvy et al. 2008, Beaugrand 

et al. 2009). Marine biodiversity, however, remains poorly understood 

and scarcely studied at the global scale: The influence of human impact 

on marine ecosystems has only been recently mapped at a global scale 

using standardized categories of effects (Halpern et al. 2008). Only a 

very limited number of studies have attempted to investigate the impacts 

of climate change on species richness, community assemblages, and 

distributions of biodiversity at the ocean basin or global scales. Previous 

research has focused on specific regions and particular ranges of taxa 

(Rosenzweig et al. 2008, Jackson 2008, Miles 2009). 

Researchers are now able to project global patterns of invasion, extinc-

tion, and the combined effect of species turnover to the year 2050 

using a recently developed dynamic climate envelope model (Cheung 

et al. 2009). The study plotted future distributional ranges of 1,066 

economically valuable marine fish and invertebrate species. The results 

suggest that the global scale and pattern of consequences for marine 

biodiversity from climate changes are consistent with those found for 

terrestrial ecosystems. By 2050, ecosystems in subpolar regions, the 

tropics, and semi-enclosed seas will have undergone numerous local 

extinctions. Conversely, the Arctic and Southern Oceans will experience 

severe species invasions. The impacts of climate change on marine 

biodiversity may result in a dramatic species turnover of up to 60 per 

cent in this first quantitative estimation of marine biodiversity impacts 

at the global scale (Cheung et al. 2009). 

In the face of such challenges, the cumulative effects of higher temperatures, 

changes in ocean circulation, and ocean acidification are under serious ex-

amination (Jackson 2008, Miles 2009). Additional variables involving oxygen 

and nitrogen levels are also being incorporated into models and analyses 

Mau Complex, the 

largest closed-canopy 

forest in Kenya, is under 

severe threat from land 

use change and could 

suffer further degrada-

tion from a changing 

climate. Source: A. Kirk
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(Kwon et al. 2009, Scheffer et al. 2009, Voss and Montoya 2009, Ward 

et al. 2009). The implications of these cumulative effects and of chemical 

cycle responses have profound significance for marine species and for the 

harvests that humans expect to reap through the 21st century (Schubert 

et al. 2006, Jackson 2008, Brewer and Peltzer 2009, Doney et al. 2009).

Ocean acidification

Preliminary findings from the field are verifying results from laboratory 

experiments, and scientific understanding of ocean acidification’s ef-

fects on the marine species and ecosystems is underway (see Earth’s 

Oceans, Chapter Three). Initial concerns over ocean acidification focused 

on reduced calcification in coral reefs and other calcareous organisms, 

but other concerns are emerging. Elevated dissolved CO
2
 concentrations 

may impose a physiological strain on marine animals, impairing perform-

ance and requiring energy that would otherwise be used for locomotion, 

predation, reproduction, or coping with other environmental stresses such 

as warming oceans (Guinotte et al. 2008, Brewer and Peltzer 2009). 

However, long-term progress and consequences of changing seawater 

chemistry on marine ecosystems and their various member species 

can only be theorized. Some data sets have allowed an identification of 

ocean chemistry thresholds when acidification will cause net carbonate 

dissolution rates to exceed net calcification rates in whole coral 

reef systems (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). 

The degree to which ocean acidification influences critical physi-

ological or ontogenetic processes is essential knowledge for the 

proper response: These processes are important drivers of calcifica-

tion, ecosystem structure and function, biodiversity, and ultimately 

ecosystem health. Research into the synergistic effects of ocean 

acidification and other human-induced environmental changes on 

marine food webs and the potential transformative effects these changes 

could have on marine ecosystems is urgently needed (Guinotte et al. 2008).

Some success has been seen through establishment and enforcement 

of marine protected areas (MPA) in efforts to encourage growth of fish 

populations (UNEP 2008b, UNEP 2009). Climate change represents a 

new and serious threat to marine ecosystems, but, to date, few studies 

have specifically considered how to design MPA networks to be resilient 

to this emerging threat. Researchers have compiled the best available 

information on MPA network design and supplemented it with specific 

recommendations for building resilience into these networks to help MPA 

planners and managers design MPA networks that are more robust in 

the face of climate change impacts (MacLeod et al. 2008).

Coastal processes 

Ecological studies often focus on average effects of environmental fac-

tors, but ecological dynamics and ecosystem functioning may depend 

as much or more upon environmental extremes and variability, especially 

in coastal regions where extreme events are expected to increase in 

Table 4.1: Marine ecosystem disturbance

Symptoms Drivers

Coral 
reefs

— Live coral reduced 50-93 per 
cent; fish populations reduced 
90 per cent

— Apex predators virtually absent; 
other megafauna reduced by 
90-100 per cent

— Population explosions of sea-
weeds; loss of complex habitat

— Mass mortality of corals from 
disease and coral bleaching

— Overfishing

— Warming and acidifica-
tion due to increasing 
CO

2

— Runoff of nutrients and 
toxins

—Invasive species

Estuar-
ies and 
coastal 
seas

— Marshlands, mangroves, 
seagrasses, and oyster reefs 
reduced 67-91 per cent

— Fish and other shellfish popula-
tions reduced 50-80 per cent

— Eutrophication and hypoxia, 
sometimes of entire estuaries, 
with mass mortality of fishes and 
invertebrates

— Loss of native species

— Toxic algal blooms

— Outbreaks of disease

— Contamination and infection of 
fish and shellfish, human disease

— Overfishing

— Runoff of nutrients and 
toxins

— Warming due to rise 
of CO

2

— Invasive species 

— Coastal land use

Conti-
nental 
shelves

— Loss of complex benthic habitat, 
fishes and sharks reduced 50-
99 per cent

— Eutrophication and hypoxia in 
‘dead zones’ near river mouths

— Toxic algal blooms

— Contamination and infection of 
fish and shellfish

— Decreased upwelling of nutrients

— Changes in plankton communities

— Overfishing

—Trophic cascades

— Trawling

— Runoff of nutrients and 
toxins

— Warming and acidifica-
tion due to increasing 
CO

2

— Species

— Escape of aquaculture 
species

Open 
ocean 
pelagic

— Commercially targeted fishes 
reduced 50-90 per cent

— Increase in nontargeted fish

— Increased stratification

— Changes in plankton communities

— Overfishing

If CO
2
 concentration 

continues to rise un-

checked, models show 

that acidi"cation will 

deplete carbonate ions 

in much of the global 

ocean by 2100, turning 

the waters corrosive for 

many shell-building ani-

mals. Source: National 

Geographic 2007

The map shows priority ecoregions as well as the global distribution of Marine Protected 

Areas in 2005. Source: WWF 2005

Status and trends of major ocean ecosystems de"ned by principal 

symptoms and drivers of degradation in more than 99 per cent of the 

global ocean that is unprotected from exploitation. Source: Jackson 

2008

Figure 4.1: Modelled ocean acidification

Figure 4.2: Location of Marine Protected Areas around the world

WWF’s marine priority ecoregion

Marine protected area
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intensity and frequency. Theoretically, as ocean surface and 

atmospheric temperatures warm, the hydrologic cycle will speed 

up—more moisture will evaporate from oceans and lakes, and 

plants and soils will give up more water through transpiration 

and evaporation because warmer air is capable of holding more 

water vapour. Also, as oceans warm, they should have more 

energy to supply tropical cyclonic winds. Sporadic observations 

over the long-term and changing data analysis abilities render 

varying conclusions. Some analyses have detected little change in fre-

quency and intensity of cyclones globally during the last 20 years, while 

other evidence shows that the strongest cyclones have become more 

intense in all storm-prone regions (Klotzbach 2006, Elsner et al. 2008). 

However, models and observations agree that sudden downpours will 

become more common in some regions, leading to more frequent flooding 

and associated soil erosion and slope collapse. In fact, observed increases in 

rainfall are greater than the models have predicted, implying that the expected 

intensity of rainfall may have been underestimated (Allan and Soden 2008).

In addition, human populations and the ecosystems that supply them with 

food, fibre, water, building material, and other resources are still threat-

ened by the storms that will penetrate further inland with rising sea levels 

(Aumann et al. 2008). Storm surges, such as the one delivered by Cyclone 

Nargis to the Irrawaddy Delta, can contaminate coastal fields with saltwater 

at the surface while sea-level rise can result in saltwater incursions in 

freshwater aquifers that supply groundwater resources (UNEP 2009). 

Researchers are evaluating how two aspects of climate change, sea-level 

rise and intensification of windstorms, will influence the structure, function, 

and capacity of coastal and inland forest ecosystems to deliver ecosystem 

services such as carbon sequestration, storm protection, pollution control, 

habitat support, and food production. The evaluation is considering coastal 

wetland and inland forest sites across the US representing continental-level 

gradients of precipitation, temperature, vegetation, frequency of occurrence 

of major windstorms, tidal range, watershed land use, and sediment avail-

ability. Once the methodologies are established, similar networks could be 

created in other regions to evaluate the implications of sea-level rise and 

windstorm effects at local and subnational scales (Hopkinson et al. 2008).

Physiological and biogeochemical responses of terrestrial ecosystems 

are determined by prevailing ecological and meteorological conditions. 

However, sudden extreme events can provoke the crossing of mortality 

thresholds for certain organisms and trigger population decline, decrease 

resilience, and alter community and ecosystem structure over time (Fagre 

et al. 2009, Running and Mills 2009). 

Another less appreciated but critical determinant of terrestrial ecosystem 

structure and functioning, particularly as it relates to life-cycle timing of 

seasonal plant phenology and plant growth responses, is the amplification of 

variability in climate and environmental conditions (Post et al. 2008, Fagre 

et al. 2009, Running and Mills 2009). Amplification in natural variability 

intensities due to climate change introduces a new urgency for understanding 

the biological consequences of environmental extremes (Knapp et al. 2008). 

Recent work on changes in, and predictability of, return times demonstrate 

that the coincidence of otherwise normal events can lead to environmental 

extremes. Using techniques based on paleontological species-resilience 

models, researchers are developing methods to measure disturbance 

from extreme events and their effects on species throughout particular 

ecosystems. Further efforts will focus on distinguishing between events 

resulting from coincidence of background variabilities and new stresses 

introduced by climate change (Denny et al. 2009).

Mangroves

Mangrove forests, those vast twisted habitats found in tidal zones along 

many tropical and subtropical coastlines, provide aquatic feeding grounds 

and nurseries for fish. In addition to their crucial and well-documented 

role in estuarine and coastal fishery food chains, mangrove forests have 

recently been found to provide important protection and stabilization 

services for low-lying coastal lands (Thampanya et al. 2006, Bosire et 

al. 2008, Kairo et al. 2008). 

A number of studies have suggested that the resilience of mangrove 

ecosystems can be observed in their recovery patterns following severe 

natural disturbance. Mangroves have demonstrated considerable resil-

ience over timescales proportional to shoreline evolution, demonstrated 

by current soil accretion rates in mangrove forests that are effectively 

keeping pace with average sea-level rise (Alongi 2008). 

Despite their tremendous ecological value, mangroves suffer one of 

the fastest degradation rates of any global habitat—exceeding 1 per 

cent of total mangrove area per year (Kairo et al. 2008). Roughly half 

the world’s mangrove area has already been lost since the beginning 

of the 20th century. The major causes for this decline include over-

exploitation, harvesting, pollution, and shrimp farming. About 35 per 

cent of that mangrove loss has occurred since 1990—and 25 per cent 

of that total is from shrimp farms (Gilman et al. 2006, Thampanya et al. 

2006, Bosire et al. 2008). 

Mangroves might be able to adapt to rising sea levels and continue to 

protect coasts from storm surges, to filter sediments, and to shelter fish 

larvae and fingerlings. But, with the build-up of human settlements and 

other infrastructure in coastal zones, there is no place to which mangroves 

can retreat (Alongi 2008, MacLeod and Salm 2006). The consequences of 

losing these critical coastal ecosystems on marine biology, and ultimately 

Satellite images of the 

Myanmar coast on 15 

April 2008 (top) before 

Cyclone Nargis and 5 

May 2008 (bottom) after 

Nargis hit the region, 

showing the devasta-

tion of #ooding over the 

coastal area. Source: 

UNEP 2009, NASA 2008
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Figure 4.3: Irrawaddy River Delta washes away
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on human beings, are enormous (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2009, Brown 

2007, Alongi 2008, Chatenoux and Peduzzi 2007, UNEP-WCMC 2006, 

Vermaat and Thampanya 2007, Brown 2007).

Along many lowland sea coasts, tidal marshes provide significant levels 

of productivity but the threat from ongoing sea-level rise is not well un-

derstood. Study of tidal marshes at the lower and upper salinity ranges, 

and their attendant delivery of ecosystem services, will be most affected 

by accelerated sea-level rise, unless human demographic and topographic 

conditions enable tidal freshwater marshes to migrate inland, or unless 

vertical accretion of salt marshes increases as it does in mangroves, to 

compensate for accelerated sea-level rise (Craft et al. 2009). 

Islands

Sea-level rise presents an imminent threat to freshwater-dependent eco-

systems on small oceanic islands, which often harbour rare and endemic 

species. Once sea level reaches a critical threshold, the transition from 

a landscape characterized by dryland forests and freshwater wetlands 

to one dominated by sea grasses and mangroves can occur suddenly, 

following a single storm-surge event. Efforts to manage species’ survival 

and to support conditions that form refuges for threatened ecosystems 

are currently under development with the goal of serving as models for 

species-rich coastal ecosystems under threat globally (Ross et al. 2008).

Saltwater contamination is particularly difficult to handle on small islands 

because there is little possibility to retreat to available land at higher levels. 

Together with shore erosion, saltwater incursions into agricultural areas 

are already driving island populations from their communities (UN 2008).

TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS

As has been presented, climate change affects a wide range of compo-

nents of the Earth’s systems. Individual components of the systems react 

with a wide range of response times at different scales to increasing GHG 

concentrations in the atmosphere. While radiative forcing changes almost 

instantaneously as atmospheric GHG levels rise, warming of surface air 

temperatures, melting of ice sheets, and sea-level rise will continue long 

after atmospheric GHG levels have been stabilized. These long-term 

changes are referred to as the ‘climate change commitment’: Conditions 

that we have already committed to because of earlier actions—or inac-

tions. The concept of unavoidable commitments has so far mostly applied 

to physical properties of the climate system. However, the concept can 

be extended to terrestrial ecosystems (Jones et al. 2009, Plattner 2009). 

The global terrestrial biosphere shows significant inertia in its response 

to climate change. As well, it will continue to change for decades after 

climate stabilization (Brovkin et al. 2009). Ecosystems can be committed 

to long-term change long before any response is observable: For exam-

ple, the risk of significant loss of forest cover in Amazonia rises rapidly 

for a global mean temperature rise of about 2 degrees Celsius. Such 

unavoidable ecosystem changes must be considered in the definition of 

dangerous climate change (Jones et al. 2009).

Increases in temperature over the last century have clearly been linked to 

shifts in species’ distributions. Given the magnitude of projected future 

climatic changes, even larger range shifts can be expected for the 21st 

century. These changes will, in turn, alter ecological communities and 

the functioning of ecosystems. Uncertainties in climate change projec-

tions at local and sub-national scales make it difficult for conservation 

managers and planners to proactively adapt to climate stresses (Post et 

al. 2008, Seastedt et al. 2008, UNEP 2009). 

One study addressed this uncertainty by assessing the potential effects 

of expected changes on the geographic ranges of about 3,000 Western 

Hemisphere species of amphibians, birds, and mammals using 30 future 

climate simulations with coupled atmosphere–ocean general circulation 

models. Eighty per cent of the climate projections based on a relatively low 

greenhouse-gas emissions scenario resulted in the local loss of at 

least 10 per cent of the vertebrate fauna over much of North and 

South America. The largest changes in fauna are predicted for the 

tundra, Central America, and the Andes Mountains where certain 

areas are likely to experience over 90 per cent species change, 

so that future faunal assemblages, diversities, and distributions 

will bear little resemblance to those of today (Lawler et al. 2009).

Disappearing and novel climates

The loss of whole, or even parts of, faunal assemblages entails 

the disappearance of species and ecosystems—and the evolu-

tion of new ones. Based upon an appreciation of paleobiogeographical 

principles, researchers suggest that the concept of disappearing and novel 

climates might be useful for understanding the changes that are expected 

over the next century and more (Williams et al. 2007, MacDonald et al. 

2008, Seastedt et al. 2008). 

Climate is a primary control on species distributions and ecosystem 

processes, so novel 21st century climates may promote formation of 

novel species associations and other ecological surprises, whereas the 

disappearance of some extant climates certainly threatens extinction for 

species through loss of habitat and of ecosystem integrity. Novel climates 

are projected to develop primarily in the tropics and subtropics, whereas 

disappearing climates are concentrated in tropical montane regions and 

the poleward portions of continents. 

New Caledonia is one of many small island developing states that are vulnerable to 

climate change. Source: L.G. Roger/Stillpictures

This satellite image 

shows mangrove for-

est in the Sundarbans 

protected area. The 

mangroves appear deep 

green, surrounded to the 

north by a landscape of 

agricultural lands, which 

appear lighter green; 

and by towns, which 

appear tan; and by 

streams, which appear 

blue. Source: NASA 

2006b

Figure 4.4: Sundarbans Protected Area
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Under the highest IPCC emissions scenario—the one that most closely 

matches current trends—12–39 per cent of the planet’s terrestrial surface 

could experience novel climate conditions and 10–48 per cent could suffer 

disappearing climates by the end of this century. Dispersal limitations—

imposed by fragmented habitats and physical obstructions, including those 

built by humans—increase the risk that species will experience the loss 

of existing climates or the emergence of novel climates. There is a close 

correspondence between regions with globally disappearing climates and 

previously identified biodiversity hotspots. While most changes are predicted 

to occur at high latitudes and high altitudes, many tropical species are 

incapable of tolerating anything beyond mild temperature variations. Even 

slight warming may threaten them. Ecosystem niche gaps left by migrating 

species in tropical lowland ecosystems may endanger those species that 

are able to adapt to changes within an ecosystem at a particular location, 

but not to the absence of a key player in that ecosystem (Williams et al. 

2007, Tewksbury et al. 2008, Colwell et al. 2008).

To address the problems of ecosystem loss in the face of climate change, 

ecosystem management efforts are increasingly recognizing that many 

ecosystems are now sufficiently altered in structure and function to 

qualify as novel systems. Given this assumption, attempts to ‘restore’ 

systems to within their historical range of location, characteristics, or 

processes may not be possible. In such circumstances, management 

activities directed at removing undesirable features of novel ecosystems 

may perpetuate or create ecosystems that will not survive. Management 

actions should attempt to maintain genetic and species diversity while 

encouraging the biogeochemical characteristics that favour the more 

desirable species (Seastedt et al. 2008).

SHIFTING CLIMATIC ZONES

Changes in the tropics are becoming more apparent. Several lines of 

evidence show that over the past few decades the tropical belt, which 

roughly encompasses equatorial regions, is expanding. This influences all 

latitudinally determined climatologies, including the intertropical conver-

gence zone, the subtropical dry zones, and the westerlies that dominate 

weather at subpolar latitudes. The observed rate of expansion already 

exceeds climate model projections for expansion during the 21st century. 

This expansion of the tropics not only has a cascading effect on large 

scale circulation systems but also on precipitation patterns that determine 

natural ecosystems, agricultural productivities, and water resources for 

urban and industrial demands. Expansion of the hot and humid tropical 

zone leads to poleward displacement of the subtropical zones, areas 

occupied by most of the world’s deserts (Seidel et al. 2008, Lu et al. 

2009, Seager et al. 2007, Johanson and Fu 2009, Sachs et al. 2009). 

Precipitation changes and dry-season rainfall reduction

In many regions of the world, water is already scarce and, given increased 

pressures from agriculture and urban expansion, is likely to become more 

so as global climate change advances. Shortages of water for agriculture 

and for basic human needs are threatening communities around the world. 

Southeastern Australia has been short of water for nearly a decade and 

southwestern North America may have already transitioned to a perennial 

drought crisis climate (Murphy and Timbal 2008, MacDonald et al. 2008).

According to projections, areas expected to be affected by persistent 

drought and water scarcity in coming years include the southern and 

northern parts of Africa, the Mediterranean, much of the Middle East, 

a broad band in Central Asia and the Indian subcontinent, southern 

and eastern Australia, northern Mexico, and the southwestern United 

States—a distribution similar to current water-stressed regions (IPCC 

2007a, Solomon et al. 2009). Regional studies are following up on these 

projections and others from drought-threatened regions.

Table 4.2: Interlinkages among climate changes, plant and animal response, and economic activity

Effects on Species

CHANGE

Phenology

– spring arrival

– autumn arrival

– growing season 

length

Temperature

– means

– extremes

– variability

– seasonality

Rainfall

– means

– extremes

– variability

– seasonality

Extreme events

– storms

– floods

– droughts

– fires

CO
2
 concentra-

tions

– atmospheric

– ocean

– ocean pH

Changes in competitive ability

Uncoupling of mutualisms  
(including pollinator loss and coral bleaching)

Changes in fecundity  
leading to changing population structure

Uncoupling of parasite-host relationships

Inability to form calcareous structures and  
dissolving of aragonite

Change in distribution ranges

Desynchronization of migration of dispersal events

Increased physiological stress causing direct 
mortality and increased disease suspectibility

Uncoupling of predator-prey relationships

Changes in sex ratio

Loss in habitat

Interactions with new pathogens and invasives

 
Agriculture

 
Animal  husbandry The changing climate is affecting the timing and quantity of water availability, the length of 

growing seasons, and the life cycles of pests and pathogens. These in turn put pressure 
on various species of plants and animals, with ultimate consequences for a variety of 
economic and development activities. Source: Foden et al. 2008 

Fisheries
 
Human health
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Northern Africa

Debate continues about whether the Sahel, one of the world’s most vulner-

able regions to climate variability, is at a tipping point. Some projections 

suggest that the Sahel region of West Africa could see a sudden revival of 

rains if global warming and changes in ocean temperatures in the North 

Atlantic combine to trigger a strengthening of the West African monsoon. 

This tipping point has been crossed in the past: Between 9,000 and 5,000 

years ago, large parts of the Sahel were verdant after an exceptionally 

dry period around 10,500 years ago. Evidence published in 2008 sug-

gested that even if this revival occurs it may not be as abrupt as some 

suggest. A study of pollen and lake sediments in the Sahara investigated 

how the Sahel went from wet to dry conditions over a 1,000 year period 

that began 6,000 years ago. Other studies suggest this shift happened 

within a few decades. The search for a reliable means of predicting future 

precipitation patterns in the Sahel region of Africa continues, with one 

study suggesting that links to sea surface temperatures that held in the 

20th century might not apply in the 21st century (Kröpelin et al. 2008, 

Brovkin and Claussen 2008, Cook 2008).

Mediterranean

New research confirms that by the end of the 21st century the Mediter-

ranean region will experience more severe increases in aridity than previ-

ously estimated. This aridity will render the entire region, particularly the 

southern Mediterranean, vulnerable to water stress and desertification. 

Using the highest resolution projections published for the entire Mediter-

ranean basin, researchers project a substantial northward expansion 

of dry and semi-arid regime lands across the Iberian, Italian, Hellenic, 

and Turkish peninsulas. These results imply a corresponding retreat of 

temperate oceanic and continental climate regimes and a likely shift in 

vegetation cover, with huge implications for agriculture in the region. This 

Figure 4.5: Novel and disappearing climates

study adds to the body of work that corresponds to and projects from the 

region’s ongoing observations of warming and drying trends (Iglesias et al. 

2007, Diffenbaugh et al. 2007, Gao and Giorgi 2008, Lionello et al. 2008).

Southwestern North America

In the southwestern region of North America, modelled trajectories 

toward intensified aridity in the 21st century and a sustained drier cli-

mate in the region are consistent with observed patterns. Researchers 

suggest that a transition to a more arid climate in the southwestern US 

is already underway, perhaps since 2000. It will likely be only a matter 

of years before drought becomes the region’s new climatology. Unlike 

the multi-year droughts of 1950s western North America—attributed 

to variations in sea surface temperatures or El Niño Southern Oscillation 

effects—the projected intensified aridity in the Southwest is the result 

of an increased divergence of large-scale moisture regimes and other 

changes in atmospheric circulation cells linked to poleward expansion of 

the subtropical dry zones. The 21st century drying of these subtropical 

areas in the region is unlike any climate state seen in the instrumental 

record. The most severe future droughts will still occur during persistent 

La Niña events, but they will be worse than current extremes because 

the La Niña conditions will be perturbing a drier base state (Seager et 

al. 2007, Barnett et al. 2008, MacDonald et al. 2008).

Amazon rainforest 

Amazonia faces dual threats from deforestation and from climate change 

in the 21st century (Malhi et al. 2008). While deforestation is the most 

visible threat to the Amazon ecosystem, climate change is emerging as 

a creeping threat to the future of the region. Currently, the major agent 

of change in the Amazon forest ecosystem is likely to be decreased dry-

season precipitation (Betts et al. 2008). The Andean flank of the Amazon 

Disappearing climates

+3.4° C +1.8° CNovel climates

0.22 1.72 3.22 4.72 6.22

World map of disappearing climates and novel climates under two of the IPCC scenarios, one that projects a 3.4° C temperature increase and 

one that projects an increase of 1.8° C. Changes occur almost everywhere—yellows and reds indicate more change from current conditions, 

blue indicates less change. Source: Williams et al. 2007
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is home to exceptional biodiversity, adjoins the most biodiverse 

regions of lowland Amazonia, and hosts a number of sheltered wet 

spots in otherwise dry areas. The cloud forests between 1,500 

and 3,000 metres of elevation, considered to be a potentially 

disappearing climate, are susceptible to drying as cloud levels rise in the 

face of warming temperatures, and higher elevation restricted endemics 

would be particularly vulnerable (Killeen et al. 2007, Malhi et al. 2008).

Since Amazon forests appear vulnerable to increasing dryness, the 

potential for large carbon losses serving as positive feedbacks to climate 

change must be considered. According to some researchers, the excep-

tional growth in global atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO
2
) concentrations 

in 2005, the third greatest in the global record, may have been partially 

caused by Amazon die-off resulting from drought effects effects (Cox 

et al. 2008, Phillips et al. 2009).

An annual increase of only 0.4 per cent in Amazon forest biomass roughly 

compensates for the entire fossil fuel emissions of Western Europe, so a 

switch from a moderate carbon sink to even a neutral state or a moderate 

carbon source would have significant implications on the build-up of CO
2
 

in the atmosphere. Considering that a 0.4 per cent of annual biomass 

sink represents the difference between two much larger values, the 

stand-level growth average approximating 2.0 per cent and mortality 

averaging of about 1.6 per cent, either a small decrease in growth or a 

small increase in mortality could shut the sink down (Phillips et al. 2008).

Peatlands and permafrost soils

The consequences of persistent climate warming of Arctic and subarctic 

terrestrial ecosystems, and associated processes, are ominous. The 

releases of carbon dioxide (CO
2
), methane (CH

4
), and more recently, 

nitrous oxide (N
2
O) in these regions have accelerated in recent decades 

(Canadell and Raupach 2009). 

Arctic permafrost soils store enormous amounts of carbon. Including all 

northern circumpolar regions, these ecosystems are estimated to hold 

twice as much carbon than is currently held in the atmosphere in the form 

of CO
2 
(Zimov et al. 2006, UNEP 2008c, Schuur et al. 2008, Canadell 

and Raupach 2009). If Arctic warming accelerates as expected, one of 

the possible global implications of ensuing feedbacks is that ecosystems 

could cross critical thresholds as discussed in Earth Systems (Chapter 

One). Current warming in the Arctic is already causing increased emissions 

of CO
2
 and CH

4
 and feedbacks may have already begun (UNEP 2008c, 

UNEP 2009, Walter et al. 2007, Westbrook et al. 2009). 

Most of the carbon released from thawing soils originates from the 

decomposition of organic matter—plant, animal, and microbial re-

mains—deposited thousands of years ago. This organic matter has been 

kept relatively stable as a result of low temperatures in the permafrost 

in which it was trapped. As permafrost thaws, it creates thermokarst, a 

landscape of collapsed and subsiding ground with new or enlarged lakes, 

wetlands and craters on the surface (UNEP 2008c).

In this newly thawing landscape, upland areas with good drainage and 

oxygen available for microbial activity, are usually sources of CO
2
. In the 

waterlogged areas and in lakes where anaerobic microbes decompose the 

organic matter, CH
4
 becomes the dominant emission. Carbon emissions 

from Arctic terrestrial ecosystems are increasing because longer growing 

seasons and warmer temperatures support extended and vigorous plant 

growth. The interactions of these and other processes will determine the 

net effect of GHG emissions from the Arctic. Ultimately, Arctic emissions 

to the atmosphere will outpace potential carbon storage processes 

while changes in landscape will result in more of the Sun’s energy be-

ing absorbed and released as heat, accelerating both global and local 

climate change (Canadell and Raupach 2009, Ise et al. 2008, Schuur 

et al. 2008, Canadell et al. 2007, Tarnocai et al. 2009).

Thermokarst emerges 

across the permafrost 

tundra landscape. 

Source: S. Kazlowski
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that time was severely damaged by herbivore insects. The 

researchers conclude that increased insect damage is likely to be a net 

long-term effect of anthropogenic atmospheric CO
2
 increase and warming 

temperatures (Currano et al. 2008).

These findings have implications for human health as well as that of 

ecosystems. Increased duration of seasons and rates of reproduction in 

vectors of human disease are considered immediate threats to human 

health due to anthropogenic climate change (Huss and Fahrländer 2007, 

Costello et al. 2009, Clement et al. 2009). 

ECOSYSTEM ADAPTATION

Ecosystems influence climate by affecting the energy, water, and carbon 

balance of the atmosphere at local and larger scales. However, current 

management efforts to mitigate climate change through ecosystem 

instruments focus on modification of one pathway, carbon sequestra-

tion. Using only one approach will only partially address the issue of 

ecosystem–climate interactions. The cooling of climate that results from 

carbon sequestration in forests may be partially negated by reduced 

surface albedo: This increases solar energy absorption, local longwave 

radiation, and local temperatures. Consideration of multiple interactions 

and feedbacks in climate management through ecosystems could lead 

to innovative climate-mitigation strategies, including GHG reductions 

primarily in industrialized nations, reduced desertification in arid zones, 

and reduced deforestation in the tropics. Each of these strategies has 

multiple ecological and societal benefits. Assessing their effectiveness 

requires better understanding of the interactions among feedback proc-

esses, their consequences at local and global scales, and the connections 

that link changes occurring at various scales in different regions (Chapin 

III et al. 2008).

Climate change threatens ecological systems at every scale throughout the 

world. Managing these systems in a way that ignores climate change will 

fail to meet the most basic management objectives. However, uncertainty 

in projected climate change impacts is one of the greatest challenges 

facing ecosystem managers. To select successful management strategies, 

managers need to understand the uncertainty inherent in projected climate 

impacts and how these uncertainties affect the outcomes of manage-

ment activities. Perhaps the most important tool for managing ecological 

systems in the face of climate change is active adaptive management, 

in which systems are closely monitored and management strategies are 

altered to address expected and ongoing changes (Lawler et al. 2009). 

Mountains

As climates change, sea levels rise, wetlands and drylands adjust, and 

ecosystems evolve, species seeking conditions that are cooler or that 

feature some other advantageous characteristics will move inland and 

upslope. Observations already demonstrate these trends (Parmesan 

2006, Rosenzweig et al. 2008, Lenoir et al. 2008, Kelly and Goulden 

2008). As these species adapt at higher altitudes, they may be classified 

as non-native—or even as invasive. The same characteristics that are 

advantages when recognizing resiliency and adaptability also identify 

weeds and invasive species. 

Traditionally, biological invasions have been recognized as a major driver 

of biodiversity decline and altered ecosystem services in lowland regions 

where most studies have been conducted to document large-scale effects 

facilitated by human-mediated propagation (Dietz and Edwards 2006, 

Pauchard et al. 2009). In contrast, high-elevation environments seemed 

less affected by invasions—an assumption based on harsher climatic 

conditions and comparatively low human population densities. However, 

recent analysis estimates that over a thousand non-native species have 

become established in natural areas at high elevations worldwide, and 

although many of these are not considered invasive, some may threaten 

extant native mountain ecosystems (Pauchard et al. 2009).

In fact, recent studies have observed both rapid and significant shifts in 

plant distribution to high altitudes. The findings confirm a strong correlation 

between the observed changes in the distributional margins of these plant 

species with observed changes in regional climate conditions. Comparing 

surveys of plant cover from 1977 and 2007 along a 2,314 metre eleva-

tion gradient of California’s Santa Rosa Mountains, researchers found 

that in just 30 years the average elevation of the dominant plant species 

expanded upward by 65 metres (Kelly and Goulden 2008). During that 

same period, southern California’s climate experienced surface warming, 

increased precipitation variability, and a decrease in snow cover. The 

upward shifts were uniform across elevation, suggesting that the vegeta-

tion responded to a uniformly distributed causal factor. In addition, the 

vegetation shifts resulted in part from mortality during two distinguished 

periods of drought, implying a temporal sign-switching ‘fingerprint’ of 

climate change due to water balance. Following these lines of evidence, 

researchers attributed the shift to climate change rather than to either 

air pollution or fire (Kelly and Goulden 2008).

Another recent study across the temperate and Mediterranean mountain 

forests in western Europe revealed a similar upward shift in forest plant 

species. Here, researchers compared the altitudinal distribution of 171 

plant species spanning from 0 to 2,600 metres above sea level. The 

results indicate a significant upward shift of 29 metres per decade in the 

optimum elevation of species over the 20th century (Lenoir et al. 2008). 

As ecosystems shift, native species may adapt in ways that have the effect 

of an invasive species. Among insects especially, changing conditions 

may bring advantages that throw relationships evolved over millennia 

out of balance. Many insects in temperate zones are surviving at tem-

peratures that inhibit their optimal metabolic capabilities. With warmer 

temperatures their reproductive seasons and rates may increase, with 

consequential increase in population. Many insect species also modulate 

metabolism to carbon dioxide availability and increasing atmospheric 

concentrations will grant advantage from that factor as well (DeLucia et 

al. 2008, Deutsch et al. 2008). 

A 2008 study examined insect damage in over 5,000 fossil leaves 

from five different sites originating in the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal 

Maximum—an era of high carbon dioxide concentrations 55 million 

years ago. As carbon dioxide concentrations increased, so did the insect 

damage. When CO
2
 concentrations decreased, the insect damage did 

as well. When CO
2
 concentrations were at their peak, every leaf from 

Source: Kelly and 

Goulden 2008

Figure 4.6: Total per cent coverage by perennial plants along the Deep Canyon 

Transect (Southern California’s Santa Rosa Mountains) in 1977 and 2007
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 Systems Management
A variety of actions are under discussion to manage the challenge posed by climate change: Cutting emissions, 

reforestation, and geoengineering are a few. Current research suggests that some of the possible actions are not 

only important but necessary for any chance of success—but no single action is sufficient on its own.

As discussed in Earth Systems (Chapter One) at the beginning 

of this Compendium, scientists are becoming more and more 

concerned about the long-term trajectory of climate change ef-

fects. They realize that we are committed to centuries of climate 

impacts even with a solid management plan for cutting greenhouse 

gas emissions and returning concentrations to a reasonable level 

(Ramanathan and Feng 2008, Lenton et al. 2008, Smith et al. 

2009, Solomon et al. 2009). Without an internationally accepted 

management strategy, how can we avoid counter-productive initia-

tives and maladaptations, ranging from legal impediments to wasted 

resources, possibly leading to famine, migration and conflict?

Combinations of management actions at scales ranging from local to 

global and from ecosystem adaptation to rebuilding infrastructure are 

needed to deal with climate change and its impacts. The necessary ac-

tions include a switch to environmentally sound energy sources; a halt to 

rampant deforestation in the tropics; sustainable management of fisheries, 

forests, agriculture, and other ecosystem services; and the development 

of innovative approaches to sequester carbon from the atmosphere over 

decades to millennia. 

In 2007, the United Nations Foundation and Sigma Xi, the Scientific Re-

search Society, prepared a report for the 15th session of the Commission 

on Sustainable Development with the intriguing title ‘Confronting Climate 

Change: Avoiding the Unmanageable and Managing the Unavoidable’ (SEG 

2007). Adopting this conceptual approach to systems management for 

climate change is attracting attention from the policy-research community.

MANAGING THE UNAVOIDABLE

Through the use of innovative approaches in modelling and interdisciplinary 

analytical teams, scientists are beginning to design management systems 

that may enable the use of possible mitigation and adaptation actions at 

various scales in response to the changing climate.

Ecosystem adaptations

Current research suggests that business-as-usual will not work. For 

instance, until very recently, technology transfer to address climate change 

has dwelled on mitigation issues. Given that the overwhelming majority 

of global greenhouse gas emissions are from the energy sector, energy 

alternatives became the dominant focus for technology transfer. Since 

energy technologies have been promoted as centralized and infrastruc-

ture dependent, it has been a priority on the part of developing country 

decision-makers to emulate developed country models by promoting 

infrastructure development, modernizing energy delivery, and stimulat-

ing private sector investment in large-scale installations. So technology 

transfer in the climate context has come to focus squarely on flows of 

experience, know-how, and equipment installation arrangements between 

countries, especially from developed to developing countries, and less on 

deployment and dissemination within countries and communities. Now 

that the question of technology for adaptation has moved into focus, some 

of the ideas about technology transfer for mitigation have been carried 

forward into the adaptation domain. However, this approach is not likely 

to work (Klein et al. 2006).

Adaptation requires responses at multiple scales. Building local resiliency 

in designated sectors and with acceptable socio-economic constraints on 

possible options offers many opportunities for stakeholder involvement and 

other community benefits. However, the rapid onset of climate change ef-

fects may forestall the gradual adaptation recommended (Klein et al. 2006). 

While many decision-makers think of mitigation and adaptation as two 

independent paths in responding to climate change, recent work shows 

that adaptation and mitigation are closely linked. For example, on the one 

hand reforestation can be an effective net sink of carbon and therefore 

qualify as a mitigation measure. On the other hand, forests are also under 

threat from changing climate, and must therefore also adapt to climate 

change (Jackson et al. 2008).

Threats to forests can take many forms, including increases in temperature 

and growing seasons that encourage potentially threatening pests (Parkins 

and McKendrick 2007). In the northwestern region of North America, the 

Chinese dyke-pond 

systems evolved over 

the past two thousand 

years, perfected by 

generations of farmers. 

Systems approach 

depends on maximizing 

internal inputs between 

land and water, optimiz-

ing ef"cient use of 

resources and minimiz-

ing waste. Source: M. 

Harvey/Stillpictures

A recent photograph showing an 

example of pine tree disease and 

mortality: Pine trees turn red in 

the "rst year after mountain beetle 

infestation and grey in subsequent 

years. Source: Kurz et al. 2008
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mountain pine beetle, Dendroctonus ponderosae, has been ravaging US 

and Canadian forest stands for nearly a decade. Their active populations 

have persisted because of warmer winters in which few beetle larvae are 

killed off by freezing temperatures. In addition, longer warm summers 

support more reproduction every year so larger populations of pine bark 

Box 5.1: Adaptation of natural systems 
Our growing appreciation of ecosystem services and recognition of their economic as well as intrinsic value requires that we protect what we need and preserve 

as much as possible in the face of changing climate. In June of 2009, Resources for the Future published a broad review of challenges to terrestrial ecosystem 

adaptation to climate change. The authors presented a list of possible interventions that could be used to facilitate ecosystem adaptation with the intention to 

provoke discussion and stimulate innovative approaches. They focused on options realistic for the US where most semi-natural lands are managed by state and 

federal government agencies. Possible interventions could include: 

Water management

The decline in the duration and extent of mountain seasonal snow will have progressively detrimental effects. One option for adaptation for stream systems may 

be to develop a large number of small high mountain water storage reservoirs in the upper cirques of the mountains just below the snowline. This activity was 

common before the advent of electrical grids and large dam complexes, when small dams, often only one to two metres high, were built to retain snowmelt for 

summer stream flow. A modern equivalent of small dams impounding areas of only a few hectares may be worth considering. Slow release of the impounded 

water from these dams would mimic the glacier and snow melt that has extended into the midsummer, providing stream flow all summer long. The ecological cost 

of this approach would be the loss of many high mountain meadows and timberline ecosystems, many of which would scarcely benefit from the increased water 

availability and could be damaged by construction activity. 

Vegetation management 

Adaptations for natural forest and range management involve planting and cutting. In the US, the Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service is planting more 

southern ecotypes of trees on the lands that are being manually replanted. Although there is some risk of getting “ahead” of the climate, much of the genetic 

variation in these trees revolves around cold hardiness dormancy timing and frost tolerance. Low daily temperatures are increasing faster than high temperatures. 

However, autumn temperatures are not increasing as fast as springtime temperatures. Therefore, this approach runs some risk for frost damage from early 

autumn freezes. Large-scale insect epidemics and large-scale wildfires are increasing dramatically in natural ecosystems. The primary proactive adaptation to 

these problems is more active forest thinning and vegetation harvesting. The approach is to have significantly less stressed forests of lower density, mimicking 

pre-fire suppression ecosystems. 

Manage for resilience

More than a century of ecological research on ecosystem responses to biotic and abiotic conditions has clarified that the effects of climate change can only be 

understood in synergy with other human-caused stressors, including habitat fragmentation, roads, urbanization, and disease. Managing for resilience will require 

a focal species approach because species responses to climate change are and will be largely idiosyncratic. Some categories of focal species that might make the 

most appropriate targets for managed reduction of anthropogenic interference would include: (a) highly vulnerable species, (b) species with a high public profile, 

(c) data rich species, and (d) strongly interacting species. 

Facilitate connectivity

Many species are unable to migrate due to habitat fragmentation or infrastructural barriers. Managing land to facilitate the movement of focal species beyond their 

current occupied range will preserve options for the species to adjust their geographic ranges and movement patterns under climate change. Large, contiguous, 

intact wildland regions provide large gradients of elevation and bioclimatic niches for species movement. However, even in human-dominated ecosystems, natural 

regions of parkland and riparian ecosystems may be critical for facilitating connectivity. 

Directed evolution of native animals

Given the likelihood that those animals which will prosper in a changed climate are likely to be species humans consider to be invasive, pests, or overabundant, 

managers may need to consider a role for directed evolution. In essence, directed evolution would involve human mediated facilitation or acceleration of evolu-

tionary adaptation to climate change. Livestock breeders, farmers, and gardeners always select their propagating stocks from individuals that manifest desired 

characteristics the cultivator wants to reproduce—directed evolution applies the same approach to undomesticated species. 

Source: Running and Mills 2009

beetles are surviving to produce more offspring and to weaken the trees. 

Not only are the forests losing their ecosystem capacities to sustain 

water tables and avert soil erosion, but they are also turning from carbon 

sinks to carbon sources as more trees succumb to pests and begin to 

decompose (Kurz et al. 2008).

Canadian Rocky Mountains in Banff National Park re#ect in Herbert Lake near Lake Louise. 

Photo Source: T. Dempsey/Photoseek.com
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Assisted colonization

Rapid climatic change has already forced changes to the distributions of 

many plants and animals, leading to severe range contractions and the 

potential extinction of some species (see Earth’s Ecosystems, Chapter 

Four). The geographic ranges of many species are moving to higher 

latitudes and altitudes in response to shifts in the habitats to which these 

species have adapted over long periods. Some species already appear to 

be unable to disperse or adapt fast enough to keep up with the rates of 

climate change—currently happening at unprecedented rates for many 

living species. These organisms face increased extinction risk and whole 

ecosystems, such as cloud forests and coral reefs, may cease to function 

in their current form (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). 

Previous discussions of conservation responses to climate change have 

considered assisted colonization as an option (McLachlan et al. 2007). 

Researchers have recently proposed the adoption of a risk assessment 

and management framework that could assist in identifying circumstances 

that require moderate action, such as enhancement of conventional 

conservation measures, or those that require more extreme action, such 

as assisted colonization.

One of the most serious risks associated with assisted colonization is the 

potential for creating new pest problems at the target site. Introduced 

organisms can also carry diseases and parasites or can alter the genetic 

structure and breeding systems of local populations (Hoegh-Guldberg et 

al. 2007, Running and Mills 2009).

In addition to the ecological risks, socio-economic concerns must be 

considered in decisions to move threatened species. Financial or hu-

man safety constraints, for example, may make a species’ introduction 

undesirable. Current disputes already demonstrate that it is unacceptable 

to move threatened large carnivores into regions that are important for 

grazing livestock. Introduced plants that may affect the quantity or quality 

of grazing livestock output may also not be welcome. Using gene banks 

may be the only practical option for these and other species until more 

suitable habitat can be found or developed in the future. Currently, gene 

banks for agriculturally significant seeds have been established with 

consideration of conservation in a warming world. This approach needs to 

be applied to many more plants and animals that may not be of economic 

significance presently but that may prove invaluable in an uncertain future 

(Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007, Swaminathan 2009). 

The reality of a rapidly changing climate has caught many natural-resource 

managers and policy-makers unprepared. Large-scale translocations 

might now be needed. Consequently, the conservation community needs 

to move beyond the preservation or restoration of species and ecosystems 

in place as the correct approach (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007, Running 

and MIlls 2009). 

Assisted colonization will always carry some risk, but these must be weighed 

against those of extinction and ecosystem loss. Already some regions of 

the Earth such as the Arctic are experiencing high levels of warming. Many 

others will experience unprecedented heat within the next 100 years, as 

well as altered precipitation and ocean acidity. The future for some species 

and ecosystems is so uncertain that assisted colonization might be their 

best chance. These management decisions will require careful thought 

and will need to be backed up by detailed scientific understanding if they 

are to succeed (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007, Running and Mills 2009).

Managed agricultural adaptation

Climate change threatens the sustainability of world agriculture. Its 

effects are likely to be unpredictable, making it particularly difficult for 

plant breeders, agronomists, and farmers to respond. As well as direct 

effects of changing climate on crops themselves, there will be indirect 

but potentially devastating pressures from weeds, pests, and diseases. 

Box 5.2: Gene bank for a warming world
In February of 2008, the Norwegian Government officially opened an international 

seed depository near the town of Longyearbyen on Spitsbergen Island, in the Svalbard 

archipelago. The facility will provide secure long-term cold storage for preserving 

plant resources. Once completed, the Svalbard depository could maintain up to 

4.5 million different seed varieties: ideally, samples of every variety of almost every 

important food crop in the world. 

The vast collection is intended as insurance against disaster so food production can 

be restarted anywhere should it be threatened by a regional or global catastrophe. 

When the depository was originally conceived in the early 1980s, the perceived threats 

came from nuclear war and geopolitical uncertainty. When the idea resurfaced in 

2002, following the adoption by the UN of the International Treaty on Plant Genetic 

Resources for Food and Agriculture, concerns about genetic resource loss from 

climate change brought new urgency and motivation to the concept.

The Svalbard facility will depend on seeds acquired according to strict protocols from 

sources around the world. If dried and packaged with the proper moisture content and 

stored at the right temperature, seeds from most major food crops will remain viable 

for hundreds to thousands of years. The seed collection will be maintained at optimal 

conditions for their long-term storage, maintained at a temperature of -18 degrees 

Celsius through the use of the naturally cold temperatures deep within Spitsbergen’s 

permafrost and an artificial cooling system. The vault has been excavated out of 

sandstone—120 metres inside a mountain and lined with a metre of reinforced 

concrete. The facility is among the most energy-efficient and reliable structures in 

the world, with low operating costs and virtually no maintenance. 

While no location can possibly provide 100 per cent insurance against the threat of 

natural and human dangers, Svalbard offers a level of protection that is difficult to 

match. At 78 degrees latitude—roughly 1,000 kilometres north of the northernmost 

tip of continental Norway—the location is suitably cold and isolated. The absence of 

volcanic or significant seismic activity in the region and the site’s elevation above pro-

jected potential sea-level rise also contribute to the ideal longterm storage conditions. 

The area also offers excellent infrastructure, including a dependable power supply 

and a nearby airport. Depositors retain ultimate ownership of the materials held in 

storage. However, the facility is owned by the Government of Norway and will be 

managed by the Nordic Gene Bank, which has been conserving seeds since 1984 

in a facility located within an abandoned coal mine in Sweden.

Source: Fowler 2007, Skovmand 2007, UNEP 2008c

Assessing the feasibility of whether to attempt the movement of a species to prevent its 

extinction or ecosystem collapse. Source: Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2008

Figure 5.1: Decision framework for assessing possible species translocation
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It is essential that everyone involved in sustaining food production be 

ready to meet this challenge. How mankind emerges from the coming 

century or more of predicted major shifts in climate will depend on how 

well agricultural production can be maintained (Sanghi and Mendelsohn 

2008, Halford 2009).

Of the Earth’s 130 million square kilometres of land, 12–15 million square 

kilometres are under crops, with another 35 million being grazed. Agriculture 

is a major economic, social, and cultural activity for billions of people, and 

it provides a wide range of ecosystem services. To meet projected growth 

in human population and per capita food demand, historical increases 

in agricultural production will have to continue, eventually doubling cur-

rent production—a significant challenge even without the complexities 

introduced by the changing climate. Agriculture is highly sensitive to 

climate variations: Climate variability is the dominant source of production 

unreliabilities from year to year in many regions, and persists as a source 

of disruption to ecosystem services (Howden et al. 2007). 

However, that climate variability has led to the development of an im-

mense diversity of agricultural practices along with cultural, institutional, 

and economic factors. This means there is a correspondingly large array 

of possible adaptation options to meet the challenges of climate change. 

Over the next four decades, the amount of available cropland per person 

is projected to drop to less than 1,000 square metres, due to biological 

limits, requiring an increase in agricultural production that is unattainable 

through conventional means (Montgomery 2008). A sense of urgency 

has been growing, in response to the universal decline of soil quality that 

results from various systems of intensive agriculture. The problem of soil 

degradation, which has affected 84 per cent of the world’s croplands, 

presents serious implications for agricultural productivity and broader 

ecosystem services (Hazell and Wood 2008). 

An emerging body of scientific research focuses on spatially integrated 

management approaches to agriculture. This would involve a move away 

from the conventional model of land-use segregation, in which some areas 

are dedicated wholesale to food production, while others are set aside for 

conservation or other uses (Scherr and McNeely 2008, Holden et al. 2008). 

For decades, biodiversity conservation and agricultural productivity were 

thought to be incompatible and mutually exclusive pursuits. But practition-

ers of eco-agriculture challenge these notions. Their approach transforms 

large-scale, high-input monoculture plantations at the farm level to a more 

diverse, low-input, and integrated system at the landscape level. Given 

the necessary management, policy, and governance structures, these 

new eco-agricultural land-use mosaics could support biodiversity while 

meeting increasing demands for wider ecosystem services and achieving 

critical goals of agricultural sustainability (Scherr and McNeely 2008). By 

treating food production as just one of many possible ecosystem services, 

eco-agriculture in a sense encourages landholders to cultivate clean air 

and water, rich soil, and biological diversity, as well as food. The local 

and regional resilience this produces is also the basis of well-managed 

adaptation to climate change.

Forms of eco-agriculture have been practised in the past and at impressive 

scales: Terra Preta soils of central Amazonia could provide tremendous 

opportunities for multiple benefits (UNEP 2009). Large-scale generation and 

utilization of nutrient-rich Terra Preta soils would decrease the necessity for 

clearing new agricultural lands that require deforestation. Less deforestation 

for agricultural lands would maintain biodiversity while mitigating both land 

degradation and climate change and, if done properly, can alleviate waste 

and sanitation problems in some communities (Glaser 2007). 

Multiple challenges for agriculture

In spring 2008, precipitous increases in staple food prices, which threatened 

the lives of tens of millions, provoked demonstrations and food riots in 37 

countries and were attributed by some to projections for biofuel demand 

created by a response to climate change. These events may signal the 

arrival of an era in which longstanding relative inequalities have reached 

a breaking point for the global poor. It has become clear that ecosystem 

management and food security are intimately linked. The surplus living 

resources and ecological margin of error in many regions are gone. As 

societies struggle over diminishing tracts of fertile and irrigable land—and 

over traditional fishing grounds—the accelerating threats of changing 

climate, ecosystem collapse, and population stress have converged in a 

way that calls the very future of food availability into question. The debates 

are vigorous and highly contentious. The issue of food security created 

global political panic in 2008 and will no doubt continue to occupy much 

of the international agenda for years to come (UNEP 2009). 

There is no denying the achievements of past agricultural intensification 

in the mid to late 20th century. The economic and social advances that 

characterize India, China, and much of Latin America today are, to a 

significant degree, due to that agricultural intensification. The problem 

is that while the global agricultural system that emerged is undeniably 

more productive, in a mid 20th century sense, its practice has accelerated 

soil erosion, soil salination, nitrification of water bodies, and overuse of 

synthetic pesticides with subsequent loss of natural pest control and other 

ecosystem services affecting agricultural sustainability. At the same time, 

Woman prepares for planting at the Mshikamano women’s group-farm in Bagamoyo, 

Tanzania, where eco-agricultural practices are used to promote both conservation and 

rural development strategies. Source: T. Thompson
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these intense agricultural practices have contributed to the burden of GHG 

concentrations in the atmosphere—producing the changing climate now 

threatening those socio-economic achievements. 

Our agricultural systems’ distribution flaws—based on fossil-fuelled cheap 

transportation—make whole populations vulnerable to supply shocks as 

witnessed in 2008 (Surowiecki 2008). Despite higher crop yields in many 

countries, there are vast, persistent, and widening gaps in the ability of 

societies to feed themselves, much less to protect future resources and 

ecosystem services (Hazell and Wood 2008). For most developing countries, 

entrenched and deepening poverty stems from the fact that millions of 

small-scale farmers, many of whom are women, are simply unable to 

grow enough food to sustain their families, their communities, or their 

countries (AGRA 2008, Ngongi 2008). The efficiencies derived from the 

economy of scale in intensified agricultural systems do not apply at the 

scale of these families and communities (Dossani 2008). 

As the human population continues to grow, the pool of land available 

for agricultural production shrinks, and climate change disrupts expected 

precipitation patterns, the costs and efforts required to avert a worst-

case global food crisis will inevitably increase for developing countries. A 

number of institutions and research bodies are pressing for a complete 

rethink of the role of agriculture in achieving equitable development and 

sustainability. Increasingly, they are advocating approaches to agriculture 

that recognize the importance of multiple ecosystem services and that 

build resilience in the face of the changing climate. 

The extensive 2008 International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, 

Science and Technology for Developement (IAASTD) report advocates a 

radical move away from technologically-based production enhancements 

to a focus on the needs of small farmers in diverse ecosystems, particu-

larly in areas of high vulnerability to climate change and other threats 

to ecosystems. Recognizing that the poor have benefited the least from 

increased productivity, the study argues for improving rural livelihoods, 

empowering marginalized stakeholders, enhancing ecosystem services, 

integrating diverse knowledge, providing more equitable market access 

for the poor, and building climate resilience (IAASTD 2008). In November 

2008, the UN’s Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) called for an 

immediate plan of action on a new ‘World Agricultural Order’ to ensure 

that production meets rising demand in the face of climate change, while 

safeguarding the goals of sustainable ecosystem management (FAO 

2008). It proposed a new governance system for world food security and 

agricultural trade that offers farmers, in developed and developing countries 

alike, the means of earning a decent living (Diouf 2008). 

While increased chemical and technological inputs may keep the agricul-

tural production system going over the short-term, it becomes progressively 

more difficult to sustain (Montgomery 2008, Pretty 2008). In the context 

of climate change and how it is affecting Earth’s Systems now as demon-

strated by physical and ecosystem shifts, the evolving reality will compel 

those responsible for the new agricultural paradigm to reach a balance 

between production and ecosystem integrity. If we can establish the balance 

sooner, we will avoid the inevitable shocks and panics that result from 

business-as-usual practices—and we will avoid famine, migration, and 

conflict that could result from agricultural incapacity (Montgomery 2008). 

Management of terrestrial biomass

Maintaining ecosystem integrity is gaining new importance as a basis for 

sustainable agriculture. At the same time, agricultural principles can be 

applied to forestry and soil ecosystem services, when they are regarded as 

potential carbon sinks that can be enhanced through conscientious manage-

ment practices. Such sustainable management practices aim for long-term 

sequestration capacities while maintaining ecosystem service cycles on 

the shorter term for supporting local communities and their interactions 

in a globalized economy. As noted by some researchers, sustainable for-

est management practices can maximize carbon sequestration rates and 

then provide harvests as carbon accumulation dwindles for exploitation as 

Tropical rainforest at Tambopata Nature Reserve, Peru.  

Source: S. Muller/ Still Pictures

Box 5.3: IPCC suggests cropping system 
adaptations

 » Altering inputs such as varieties/species to those with more appropriate thermal 

time and vernalization requirements and/or with increased resistance to heat shock 

and drought, altering fertilizer rates to maintain grain or fruit quality consistent 

with the prevailing climate, altering amounts and timing of irrigation and other 

water management. 

 » Wider use of technologies to ‘‘harvest’’ water, conserve soil moisture (e.g., crop 

residue retention), and use and transport water more effectively where rainfall 

decreases. 

 » Managing water to prevent water logging, erosion, and nutrient leaching where 

rainfall increases. 

 » Altering the timing or location of cropping activities. 

 » Diversifying income through altering integration with other farming activities 

such as livestock raising. 

 » Improving the effectiveness of pest, disease, and weed management practices 

through wider use of integrated pest and pathogen management, development, 

and use of varieties and species resistant to pests and diseases and maintaining 

or improving quarantine capabilities and monitoring programs. 

 » Using climate forecasting to reduce production risk. 

Source: Parry et al. 2007
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low GHG fuel through advanced combustion or as long-term construction 

products that replace high carbon intensity concrete and steel materials 

(Fahey et al. 2009, Liu and Han 2009). Innovative soil sequestration 

approaches can keep carbon out of the atmosphere for millennia while 

locally mitigating soil degradation problems that affect 84 per cent of the 

world’s arable land (Montgomery 2008, UNEP 2009, Bruun et al. 2009).

Carbon sequestration in forests

Carbon is stored in forest ecosystems in the form of living tree biomass 

and dead organic matter. In most forests, the largest carbon pools are 

above-ground live biomass and mineral soil organic matter, with smaller 

amounts in roots and surface detritus. 

Currently, forests are major contributors to the terrestrial ecosystems 

that remove about 3 billion tonnes of anthropogenic carbon from the 

atmosphere every year through net growth, absorbing about 30 per 

cent of all CO
2
 emissions from fossil fuel burning and net deforestation 

(IPCC 2007c, Karsenty et al. 2008, Ceccon and Miramontes 2008). The 

40 million square kilometres of forest ecosystems, almost a third of the 

Earth’s total land area, store reservoirs of carbon holding more than twice 

the amount of carbon in the atmosphere.

Scientists and policy makers agree there are a number of major strategies 

available to mitigate carbon emissions through forestry management activi-

ties (Canadell and Raupach 2008). First, reforestation and afforestation 

increase total forested land area. China has cultivated 240,000 square 

kilometres of new and regrown forest during the 20th century, transforming 

net carbon emissions to net gains of nearly 180 million tonnes of carbon 

per year and offsetting 21 per cent of Chinese fossil fuel emissions in 

2000 (Wang et al. 2007, Gregg et al. 2008).

Second, increasing the carbon density of existing forests at both stand 

and landscape scales enhances the effectiveness of forested area. Fire 

suppression and harvest exclusion in US forests during the 20th century 

led to a 15 per cent increase in forest biomass between 1927 and 1990, 

although the policy was not implemented for the purpose of carbon 

sequestration (Canadell and Raupach 2008).

Third, optimizing the use of forest products to substitute for other fossil-fuel 

CO
2
 emissions: At a larger scale, this may mean using lumber instead of 

concrete for some building purposes. But it can also affect fire reduction 

policies that require the removal of undergrowth and occasional thinning 

by local communities to contribute to fuel needs among those who harvest 

the ‘windfall’ (UNEP 2008c).

Finally, reducing deforestation has high potential for cost-effective contribu-

tions to climate protection. The continued destruction of Earth’s tropical 

forests alone accounts for an estimated 17 per cent of all GHG emissions. 

Under the reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation 

(REDD) scheme, developing countries with tropical forests would participate 

in a new international carbon market to receive compensation for reduc-

ing and stabilizing national deforestation rates (Canadell and Raupach 

2008, UNEP 2009).

Significant uncertainty defines the future size and stability of the terrestrial 

carbon stock in the context of climate change and possible feedbacks (Bonan 

2008, Jackson et al. 2008, Rhemtulla et al. 2009). Most global climate-carbon 

coupled models for the 21st century indicate some carbon accumulation 

in biomass, largely from a CO
2
 fertilization effect on certain types of plants. 

However, there are uncertainties about the outcome from interacting variables 

(Canadell et al. 2007, Canadell and Raupach 2008). Regions with large carbon 

stores that are vulnerable to climate change have been identified that could 

lead to the release of billions of tonnes of carbon by the end of this century: 

Not only the possible releases from northern landscapes and continental 

shelves, but also from peat swamp forests in Southeast Asia where climate 

models agree on a future drying trend (Li et al. 2007).

Forest management practices affect net carbon exchange with the at-

mosphere, both by changing the amount of carbon stored in various pools 

and by altering the trajectory of net ecosystem productivity at a location. 

Sustainable forest management can increase total carbon sequestration 

because much of the carbon in wood products removed during forest 

harvest is not returned immediately to the atmosphere, but is stored in 

durable products and more trees can be grown to sequester more carbon 

(Liu and Han 2009). Theoretically, maintaining the landscape in the optimal 

stages of net ecosystem productivity can maximize carbon sequestration. 

This is accomplished by managing for maximum tree stocking and by 

using the harvested wood for durable products or as a substitute for fossil 

fuels. The overall effect of forest management on GHG emissions depends 

on the type of forest, the type of wood products, and the efficiency of 

biomass conversion. Assumptions about how the wood and wood residues 

will substitute for other products that embody greater carbon intensity in 

their manufacture or their consumption as fuel must also be considered 

(Eriksson et al. 2007, Fahey et al. 2009).

Box 5.4: Reducing emissions from deforestation 
and forest degradation 
Since the close of the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report, a growing amount of world-

wide research has been devoted to the mitigative and adaptive capacities of forests. 

Experts suggest that the active protection of tropical forests is not only a crucial 

ecosystem management priority, but also a cost-effective means of reducing overall 

emissions (UNEP 2009). This has given rise to the concept of “reducing emissions 

from deforestation and forest degradation” (REDD). For instance, reducing rates of 

deforestation by 50 per cent by 2050, and stopping deforestation when countries 

reach 50 per cent of their current forested area, would avoid emissions equivalent to 

50 billion tonnes of carbon (Gullison et al. 2007, UNEP 2009). As pressures build for 

a global policy for mitigating GHG emissions, an international mechanism for REDD 

implementation is likely to emerge as a central component of an optimal climate 

change treaty (Oestreicher et al. 2009, UNEP 2009).

However, including REDD in a new climate treaty raises many difficult institutional, 

methodological, and scientific issues (Strassburg et al. 2009, Preskett et al. 2008). 

For example, robust, reliable and regular estimation of forest emissions from defor-

estation and degradation is a crucial requirement of REDD policy, which has not yet 

been realized (Howes 2009). To verify the uptake of carbon by a particular forest, it 

will be necessary to develop new tools that are both inexpensive and accurate, but 

not easily dissembled or manipulated. Another difficult issue concerns the question 

of governance of forests and the need to find equitable models of land tenure and 

land use rights under a REDD policy (IUFRO 2009, UNEP 2009).

There are other aspects of REDD policy that will be less difficult to implement. For 

example, it will be fairly easy from a technical standpoint to verify the quantity of wood 

used from a particular forest as a substitute for carbon-intensive building materials 

or fossil fuels. However, some technical issues remain, for instance, regarding the 

permanence of the forest, and about spinoff effects of using wood as a substitute 

material (Fahey et al. 2009).

Many questions remain about national capacities and institutional preparedness 

to carry out REDD policies. It is wrong to assume, for example, that all developing 

countries are willing or able to implement REDD policies (Schrope 2009).

Finally, in the rush to introduce REDD policies, it is important not to sidetrack the 

beneficial trend towards sustainable forest management which calls for multiple 

benefits from using forests including social, intrinsic, and non-market values. Sustain-

able forest management also puts high value on the ecosystem services provided by 

forests and on incorporating indigenous knowledge into forest management. REDD 

policies should reinforce rather than undermine sustainable forest management 

practices. (Howes 2009).
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Long-term sequestration in soils

An innovative approach to soil carbon sequestration has emerged that 

may offer a low-risk and very efficient way to mitigate climate change and 

replenish soil fertility. The concept involves producing biologically derived 

charcoal, or biochar, and incorporating it into soils. Biochar is essentially 

the product of cooking biomass at low temperature and in the absence 

of oxygen, so it turns into charcoal. 

Early research suggests that biochar sequestration may not only keep 

CO
2
 from reaching the atmosphere, but could also extract CO

2
 from the 

atmosphere (McHenry 2009, Gaunt and Lehmann 2008, Bruun et al. 2009). 

In addition, the prolonged decomposition of biochar—centuries to millen-

nia—enhances soil fertility and other properties of soil quality including 

increased water retention and cation exchange capacities (Bruun et al. 2009). 

The idea for using biochar as a response to today’s climate change chal-

lenge originates from traditional ecological knowledge. Pre-Columbian 

inhabitants of the central Amazon basin made Terra Preta—Portuguese 

for dark earth. These dark, nutrient-rich soils were manufactured by mix-

ing large amounts of charred residue, organic wastes, manure, and bone 

into relatively infertile soil. By controlling low-temperature, low-oxygen 

smoldering fires at the surface of the soils, the prehistoric soil managers 

were able to carbonize the majority of the accumulated biomass and 

produce a rich Terra Preta. 

Terra Preta soils are three times more concentrated in their organic matter, 

nitrogen, and phosphorous content, and 70 times more rich in mineralized 

carbon than the surrounding nutrient-depleted soils. The half-life of the 

charcoal in Terra Preta soils is estimated at thousands of years (Kleiner 

2009, UNEP 2009). Today, research scientists are refining the techniques of 

this early tradition with the aim of developing biochar production technolo-

gies as a tool that could lock carbon for similar millennial time-periods.

To better understand the optimal benefits of biochar sequestration, it 

is important to distinguish between how CO
2
 is released and captured 

through the lifecycle of plant growth, a process that is considered carbon 

Terrestrial ecosystems store about 2,100 Gigatonnes of carbon in living organisms, litter, and soil organic matter. This is more than twice the 

amount currently present in the atmosphere. Source: Trumper et al. 2009, Ruesch and Gibbs 2008

Figure 5.2: Carbon storage in terrestrial ecosystems

Tonnes per hectare

Box 5.5: Advanced wood combustion at the community 
scale
The use of wood fuel in advanced combustion facilities is supplying a significant proportion of 

heat and electricity needs from locally grown and renewable resources—a long sought-after 

goal. Advanced wood combustion has been contributing to energy needs in Scandinavia for 

decades and the system is now expanding in France, Germany, and other European countries. 

Community-scale wood energy combustion can add financial value to local forest stands, support 

restoration and improvement in the form of selective harvesting, and provide local employment. 

Sustainability of local forests needs careful monitoring to assure that forest-energy outputs 

enhance rather than deplete ecosystems. Ideally, combustion and pollution are controlled by 

technical advances in wood-energy development. In the 2000s, Austria’s 1,000 advanced wood 

combustion facilities emit minimal pollutant emissions because of the high-quality combustion 

control and wood’s low pollutant content compared to fossil fuels. 

Source: Hackstock 2008, Richter et al. 2009
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‘neutral’, and the biochar approach which has a ‘negative’ net effect. 

Through the process of photosynthesis, Earth’s terrestrial plants absorb 

approximately 60.6 billion tonnes of carbon every year. A similar amount 

of carbon is then released back into the atmosphere through respiration. 

Biochar sequestration, by comparison, is carbon negative, as it results in 

a long-term withdrawal of CO
2
 from the atmosphere by diverting a portion 

of the carbon out of the photosynthesis cycle and into a much slower, 

stable, and resistant state of mineralized carbon.

Recent studies have improved our understanding of the biochar mecha-

nisms for mineralizing carbon. However, most scientists concede that 

the rates of subsequent demineralization through chemical breakdown 

are not thoroughly understood (Gaunt and Lehmann 2008, Bruun et 

al. 2009). However, farmers are moving ahead with the use of biochar 

because of its ability to reinvigorate degraded soils. A biochar product 

with the brand name ‘Agrichar’ has been marketed as a product from a 

patented pyrolysis process.

According to a study which examined the viability of 17 carbon management 

and geoengineering options, biochar has the potential to sequester nearly 

400 billion tonnes of carbon over the 21st century, reducing atmospheric 

CO
2
 concentrations by 37 parts per million (Lenton and Vaughan 2009).

Although some researchers caution that these numbers are likely high, 

even the most conservative estimates of 20 billion tonnes of carbon 

sequestered by 2030 could have a significant impact on atmospheric 

GHG concentrations. Biochar could be an essential component of systems 

management necessary for meeting the climate change challenge (Kleiner 

2009, Lehmann 2007). 

AVOIDING THE UNMANAGEABLE

Society has very important decisions to make. Even if GHG emissions 

ceased immediately, the warming of the Earth and associated changes—as 

well as those of ocean acidifcation—would continue beyond this century 

and perhaps this millennium (SEG 2007, Ramanathan and Feng 2008, 

Smith et al. 2009, Solomon et al. 2009). Management practice decisions 

for addressing such monumental issues must be effective, efficient, and 

equitable, within the realization that there are no instantaneous solutions.

We know the necessary components of any comprehensive management 

strategy: A switch to environmentally sound energy sources; a halt to 

rampant deforestation in the tropics; sustainable management of fisheries, 

forests, agriculture, and other ecosystem services; and development of 

innovative approaches to carbon sequestration from the atmosphere over 

decades to millennia. These are necessary components but may not be 

sufficient to prevent dangerous anthropogenic climate change. Additional, 

not alternative, schemes are under discussion that need very serious and 

considered decisions to be made —by society.

Geoengineering 

Large-scale physical interventions, or technological fixes on a planetary 

scale, are proposed actions addressing climate change grouped under 

the term geoengineering. Proposals to manipulate the global climate 

intend to correct the Earth’s radiative imbalance either through captur-

ing and sequestering carbon out of the atmosphere or through reducing 

the amount of incoming shortwave solar radiation (Lenton and Vaughan 

2009, Victor et al. 2009). 

Carbon dioxide removal (CDR) techniques are designed to extract CO
2
 

from the atmosphere while solar radiation management (SRM) techniques 

reflect a small percentage of the Sun’s light back into space to offset 

the effects of increased GHG concentrations (Royal Society 2009). CDR 

concepts are based on the carbon sequestration accomplished by nature 

through photosynthesizing plants and other organisms. SRM concepts are 

based on the natural effects observed in the atmosphere after powerful 

volcanic eruptions.

One method for the removal of CO
2
 from the atmosphere is ‘iron 

fertilization’. This exploits the CO
2
 sequestration potential in parts 

of the ocean that are nutrient rich but do not support plankton 

growth due to a lack of iron. Supplying large amounts of iron to 

these areas of the ocean could stimulate plankton blooms that 

theoretically will bind carbon molecules and eventually sequester 

them on the deep sea-floor. Many small-scale experiments have 

been conducted over the last two decades that show some 

success at producing plankton blooms. These experiments have 

invoked strong reactions, both for and against the concept. The 

most serious concern, voiced by scientists, is the possible disrup-

tion in nutrient cycles that feed ocean life. This would constitute 

a serious challenge to marine ecosystems already overexploited 

and endangered by human activities. In November 2007, the 

Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution stated that  

“...planned operations for large-scale fertilization operations using micro-

nutrients—for example, iron—to sequester carbon dioxide are currently 

not justified” (IMO 2007, UNEP 2008c).

Another potential ocean-based approach to CO
2
 removal is the manipula-

tion of the overturning circulation of the oceans to increase the rate of 

sequestration of atmospheric carbon into the deep sea. Vertical pipes 

would pump nutrient-rich deep water to the surface, enhancing upwelling 

rates and promoting the downwelling of dense water in the subpolar 

oceans (Lovelock and Rapley 2007). A potential drawback is that the 

manner in which altering natural circulation patterns locally will affect the 

overall carbon balance is unknown and could lead to release, rather than 

sequestration, through upwelling of carbon from the deep ocean (Royal 

Society 2009, Yool et al. 2009).

A land-based approach involves completely artificial CO
2
 collectors that 

emulate the sequestration capability of photosynthesizing plants. Based 

on a technology used in fish tank filters and developed by scientists from 

Columbia University’s Earth Institute, a method called ‘air capture’ would 

remove CO
2
 directly from the atmosphere at the location of the ideal 

geological deposits for storage. In a project in Iceland, CO
2
 is collected 

from a local industrial process and injected into the underlying basalt 

formations, rich in magnesium and calcium, with the goal of reproducing 

the natural processes that form calcite and dolomite deposits and bind-

ing carbon molecules for millions of years. These formation types are 

common on every continent (Gislason et al. 2007). Whether this scheme 
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Figure 5.3: Biochar can be carbon negative 
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becomes a viable contribution to solving the climate crisis will 

depend on the success of the ongoing experiments, as well as 

the regulatory constraints involved (IMO 2007, Morton 2007, 

Lackner and Liu 2008). 

Aerosol injection schemes are designed to artificially increase 

aerosol levels in the stratosphere, causing an overall increase 

in planetary reflectivity. The method using sulphate aerosols 

simulates the effect of large volcanic eruptions on global climate 

in reducing incoming solar radiation and has been the subject 

of climate geoengineering proposals for some time (Robock 

2008b, Royal Society 2009, Hegerl and Solomon 2009).

Suggested methods for delivering the required amount of 

sulphate aerosols to the stratosphere include aircraft, aircraft/

rocket combinations, artillery and balloons and could carry 

an annual cost of tens of billions of dollars (Blackstock et al. 

2009). The environmental impacts of the delivery 

system itself would also need to be factored into 

the feasibility analyses of such schemes (Robock 

2008a, Royal Society 2009).

The increase in reflectivity of the stratospheric 

layer after the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 

1991 was also shown to affect the hydrological 

cycle, producing droughts through a drop in global 

precipitation levels during 1992 (Trenberth and Dai 

2007). Detailed ocean-atmosphere modelling has 

indicated that enhancing stratospheric sulphate 

aerosols would reduce the precipitation of the 

Asian and African summer monsoons, poten-

tially affecting more than a billion people (Robock 

2008a, Rasch et al. 2008, Tilmes et al. 2008).

An enhanced layer of sulphate aerosols also re-

duces stratospheric ozone levels, with global ozone 

levels about 2 per cent below expected values after 

the eruption of Mount Pinatubo (Robock 2008a). 

Geoengineering through stratospheric sulphate 

aerosols could lead to a substantial increase 

in Arctic ozone depletion, possibly delaying the 

recovery of the layer by up to 70 years (Tilmes et al. 2008).

Sunshade geoengineering is the proposed installation of space-based 

sunshields or reflective mirrors to deflect a proportion of incoming solar 

radiation before it reaches the atmosphere. Sunlight deflectors would 

either be placed in near-Earth orbits or near the Lagrange point, about 

1.5 million kilometres from Earth where the gravitational pull of the Earth 

and Sun are equal. An array of sunshades in this position would pose 

less of a threat to Earth-orbiting satellites than near-Earth objects. Recent 

modelling has demonstrated that sunshade engineering could be suc-

cessful (Lunt et al. 2008).

Schemes to increase reflectivity at the Earth’s surface by covering deserts 

with reflective films, painting roofs white, or generating low-level cloud 

cover over oceans either all have risky side effects or only local effects 

(Royal Society 2009, Hegerl and Solomon 2009).

Box 5.6: Carbon Capture and Storage
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is a method for the geological sequestration of carbon dioxide (CO

2
). CCS systems are designed to capture CO

2
 emissions 

where they are most concentrated at industrial point sources such as coal power generation plants and to transport it to storage reservoirs. 

In theory, the captured CO
2
 would be compressed into a liquid, then pumped through a pipeline or transported on a ship to a site where it would be injected into 

the target reservoir. The injection technology already exists and is used in an oil field optimization technique: When an oil or gasfield has become depleted and 

the remaining fossil hydrocarbon lacks pressure to reach the wellhead, CO
2
 is injected into the far side of the reservoir to put pressure on the remaining fossil 

hydrocarbon, pushing it towards the wellhead where it is brought to the surface. This technique is called enhanced oil recovery and has been used by the oil and 

gas industry for decades. These depleted oil and gas reservoirs have been suggested as suitable CO
2
 destinations, as have deep saline formations and unexploit-

able coal seams (Lenton and Vaughan 2009).

Other storage methods under investigation include the direct injection of CO
2
 into the deep oceans where it is assumed the high pressure will keep any CO

2
 from 

leaking to the surface—or into the ocean itself and contributing to ocean acidification and resulting marine ecosytem crises. Another suggested destination involves 

mineral carbonation, which would combine minerals with concentrated CO
2
 to form carbonate crystals. All these methods are still regarded as experimental in 

terms of storing large amounts of CO
2
, and their effectiveness is unknown. Also their possible environmental impacts are not yet known (Blackford et al. 2009). 

CCS will require significant expenditures on equipment and infrastructure to capture, transport, and store the compressed CO
2
. Large pipeline networks are 

expensive but even without such considerations the main problems involve the size, location, accessibility, and reliability of suitable geological reservoirs. The 

risks of subsequent carbon leakage and the potential for interactions with groundwater are another unknown and could be prohibitive. 

Recent modelling results from the International Energy Agency suggest that CCS could provide 20 per cent of total GHG emission reductions in 2050 under 

advantageous economic conditions (IEA 2008a, IEA 2008b). However, a 2009 analysis of CCS start-up costs determine the price of avoided CO
2
 would be US$ 

120 to 180 per tonne (Al-Juaied and Whitmore 2009).

Schematic overview 

of the climate geoen-

gineering proposals 

considered. Black 

arrowheads indicate 

shortwave radiation, 

white arrowheads 

indicate enhancement of 

natural #ows of carbon, 

grey downward arrow 

indicates engineered 

#ow of carbon, grey up-

ward arrow indicates en-

gineered #ow of water, 

dotted vertical arrows 

illustrate source of cloud 

condensed nuclei, and 

dashed boxes indicate 

carbon storage. Source: 

adapted from Lenton 

and Vaughan 2009

Figure 5.4: Geoengineering options
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decades to millennia. While none of these options is sufficient to address 

the challenge, each must be part of the strategy. Another necessary com-

ponent in any effective response to climate change must be to continue 

supporting, and even expanding, the admirable efforts that our scientists 

have been exerting in attempts to comprehend Earth System Science. 

In 2008, authors of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) met with 

representatives from the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), 

the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), and the International 

Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) to discuss needs for future climate 

change research and observations in the context of what was learned 

from the IPCC AR4 process. Participants agreed to 11 key priorities for 

science and climate change that, if fulfilled, would advance us well on 

our way to further understanding of how climate is changing and how we 

can respond. As scientists continue to ask themselves how to fill gaps and 

to better examine the complexities of natural systems, they will continue 

to lead us in what has been termed the greatest challenge of the 21st 

century: Addressing climate change.

Although implementing any of the SRM proposals could take decades, 

the cooling effect they are designed to achieve would be relatively rapid, 

with atmospheric temperatures responding within a few years once the 

apparatus was in place (Matthews and Caldeira 2007). The SRM methods 

may therefore provide a useful tool for reducing global temperatures rapidly 

should catastrophic climate changes begin. However, such systems would 

require a huge commitment of resources given the need for constant upkeep 

over the period of their implementation, since any failure or ‘switching 

off’ of an SRM scheme could result in rapid warming (Robock 2008a). 

Without a reduction of GHG concentrations in the atmosphere, other direct 

effects of increased CO
2
—particularly ocean acidification and the collapse 

of marine ecosystems —remain unmitigated. The logistical and technical 

considerations of space-based geoengineering, plus the uncertainties in 

costs, effectiveness, risks and timescales of implementation make these 

measures unfeasible as solutions to dangerous climate change in the 

short-term (Royal Society 2009). 

Another consideration that geoengineering approaches must address 

is liability: Who or what company, agency, government, or institution is 

responsible for unfortunate side effects that may result from deliberate 

interference with Earth Systems? The legal issues behind geoengineer-

ing are likely to pose more of a problem than the technical challenges of 

implementing such an endeavour (Royal Society 2009).

Carbon dioxide removal methods may be preferable to solar radiation 

management methods because they involve fewer risks and uncertainties. 

Although CDR methods have the advantage of returning the climate system 

closer to its natural state, none of the methods has yet proved effective at 

an affordable cost and with acceptable side effects (Royal Society 2009). 

Given these wide ranging implications that must be kept under considera-

tion of geoengineering schemes—as well as the potential to overshoot 

the effects on Earth Systems by underestimating climate sensitivity—ex-

perimentation must be strictly controlled and liabilities must be delineated. 

Deploying a well-planned and closely controlled solar radiation management 

scheme could be an option for a worst case climate scenario. However, 

some kind of carbon dioxide removal methods must be explored as well, 

including aggressive afforestation programmes, use of soil amendments 

such as biochar, and construction of carbon extraction towers over geologi-

cal sinks. Considering how difficult it has been to reach agreement on the 

obvious climate challenge solutions based on common but differentiated 

responsibilities, the uncertainties involved in geoengineering schemes 

may prohibit any global agreement on deliberately interfering with Earth’s 

Systems (Boyd 2008, Royal Society 2009, Jackson 2009).

Among the research findings and the analysis that scientists have been 

discussing over the past few years, a significant proportion is now ad-

dressing issues of irreversibility and commitment to climate effects that 

will last for centuries if not a millennium. Abrupt change, tipping elements, 

and cumulative effects concern the analysis more and more. In this Com-

pendium, we see evidence of thousands of marine and terrestrial species 

already stressed by climate change effects. Discussion has opened on 

decision frameworks for assisted colonization, gene banks for storing 

material from species which cannot be relocated, and launching what 

would normally be considered pollutants into the atmosphere. These trends 

communicate a sense of alarm among the scientists and practitioners 

who are most familiar with the science of climate change.

CONTINUING SCIENTIFIC ROLE

The necessary management practices to respond to climate change 

include a switch to environmentally sound energy sources; a halt to 

rampant deforestation in the tropics; sustainable management of fisheries, 

forests, agriculture, and other ecosystem services; and the development 

of innovative approaches to sequester carbon from the atmosphere over 

Box 5.7: Key priorities for science of climate 
change
1. Improve process-level understanding, climate models, observations of climate-

relevant parameters and climate monitoring systems in specific areas.

2. Make climate information more relevant to decisions concerning impacts, 

adaptation and mitigation.

3. In addition to global, decadal predictions, increase focus on regional-scale climate 

information, accounting for land surface processes and biosphere–atmosphere 

interactions.

4. Climate and impact relevant observational data records should be reprocessed 

to reflect new knowledge and to improve the flagging of errors and estimation 

of biases; and incorporated into reanalysis efforts. 

5. Datasets must be expanded to include observations of the impacts of climate 

change and to account for autonomous or planned adaptation, especially highly 

vulnerable regions. 

6. A systematic approach must be established specifically to monitor and assess 

vulnerability.

7. Develop and apply a consistent, harmonized set of scenarios of land use, land 

cover, and emissions databases to support both the climate and integrated 

assessment communities, with consistency across spatial and temporal scales, 

and considering both historic and future timescales.

8. Observations and innovative technology should be utilized to better understand 

variations in the hydrologic cycle, both in the very short-term and sustained 

over decades, particularly with respect to extremes. 

9. Establish a community initiative that uses physical process studies, observations, 

and syntheses to obtain a consensus on the possible nonlinear responses of 

ice sheets to climate change, including their influences on rates of sea-level 

rise.

10. Improve process modelling and understanding of feedbacks in the carbon cycle 

across the Earth Systems.

11. Improve understanding of the processes involved in aerosol indirect forcing 

(e.g., aerosol transport, convective processes, cloud formation and dissipation) 

to represent them reliably in climate models. 

Source: Doherty et al. 2009
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Glossary
Acidification

Change in the environment’s natural chemical balance caused by an 
increase in the concentration of acidic elements. The main source 
of acidifying substances which include sulphur dioxide (SO

2
), nitro-

gen oxides (NO
x
), and ammonia (NH

3
) is emissions from fossil fuel 

combustion.

Adaptation

Adjustment in natural or human systems over time to a new or changing 
environment, including anticipatory and reactive adaptation, private 
and public adaptation, and autonomous and planned adaptation.

Albedo 

Fraction of solar radiation reflected by a surface or object, often 
expressed as a percentage. Snow-covered surfaces have a high 
albedo, the surface albedo of soils ranges from high to low, and 
vegetation-covered surfaces and oceans have a low albedo. The 
Earth’s planetary albedo varies mainly through varying cloudiness, 
snow, ice, leaf area, and land cover changes. 

Albedo feedback 

Climate feedback involving changes in the Earth’s albedo. It usually 
refers to changes in the cryosphere, which has an albedo much larger 
(~0.8) than the average planetary albedo (~0.3). In a warming climate, 
it is anticipated that the cryosphere would shrink, and the Earth’s 
overall albedo would decrease resulting in more solar radiation being 
absorbed and warming the Earth still further. 

Altimeter satellite

Device to measure the time that it takes for a radar pulse to travel 
from the satellite antenna to the surface and back to the satellite 
receiver. Combined with precise satellite location data, altimetry 
measurements can provide sea surface heights.

Anthropogenic

Resulting from or produced by human beings. 

Aragonite

Calcium carbonate (limestone) mineral, used by shell- or skeleton-
forming, calcifying organisms such as corals, some macro algae, 
pteropods (marine snails) and non-pteropod molluscs such as bivalves 
(e.g., clams, oysters), cephalopods (e.g., squids, octopuses). Aragonite 
is more sensitive to ocean acidification than calcite, also used by many 
marine organisms. See also Calcification and Ocean acidification.

Arctic oscillation

An atmospheric circulation pattern in which the atmospheric pressure 
over the polar regions varies on timescales ranging from weeks to 
decades. The oscillation extends through the depth of the troposphere. 
From January through March, the Arctic Oscillation also referred to as 
the North Atlantic Oscillation, extends upward into the stratosphere 
where it modulates the strength of the westerly vortex that encircles 
the Arctic polar cap region. 

Arthropods

Any of numerous invertebrate animals of the phylum Arthropoda, 
characterized by an exoskeleton (hard shell). Arthropods include the 
insects, crustaceans, arachnids, myriapods, and extinct trilobites, 
and are the largest phylum in the animal kingdom.

Atmosphere

Gaseous envelope surrounding the Earth. The dry atmosphere consists 
almost entirely of nitrogen and oxygen, together with trace gases such 
as carbon dioxide and ozone. 

Biochar

A type of charcoal resulting from the process of heating organic 
material in the absence of oxygen (pyrolysis).

Biodiversity

The variability among living organisms from all sources such as 
terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological 
complexes of which they are part. It encompasses diversity within 
species, between species and of ecosystems. 

Biophysics (also biological physics)

An interdisciplinary science that employs and develops theories and 
methods of the physical sciences for the investigation of biological 
systems. Studies included under the umbrella of biophysics span all 
levels of biological organization, from the molecular scale to whole or-
ganisms and ecosystems. Biophysics is closely related to biochemistry, 
nanotechnology, bioengineering, agrophysics and systems biology. 

Calcification

The process in which the mineral calcium builds up in soft tissue, caus-
ing it to harden. Calcification can be used for classification purposes 
based on the mineral balance and the location of the calcification.

Calcium carbonate (CaCO
3
)

Chemical compound found as rock in all parts of the world and the 
main component of seashells and the shell of snails. Calcium carbon-
ate is the active ingredient in agricultural lime. 

Calving 

Process by which ice breaks off a glacier’s terminus; usually the term 
is used for tidewater glaciers or glaciers that end in lakes, but can 
also refer to ice that falls from hanging glaciers. 

Carbon dioxide (CO
2
)

A naturally occurring gas and a by-product from burning fossil fuels or 
biomass, land-use changes or industrial processes. It is the principal 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas that affects Earth’s radiative balance. 

Carbon sequestration 

The process of increasing the carbon content of a reservoir other 
than the atmosphere (see Carbon sink).

Carbon sink 

Pool or reservoir that absorbs or takes up released carbon from 
another part of the carbon cycle. The 4 sinks are the atmosphere, 
terrestrial biosphere (usually including freshwater systems), oceans, 
and sediments.

Carbonate (CO
3
)

A salt or ester of carbonic acid. Also used as a verb, to describe car-
bonation (to carbonate), which is the process of raising the concentra-
tions of carbonate and bicarbonate ions in water to produce carbonated 
water and other carbonated beverages by adding carbon dioxide. 

Catchment 

An area that collects and drains rainwater. 

Circulation patterns

General geometric configuration of atmospheric circulation usually 
applied in synoptic meteorology to large-scale features of synoptic 
charts and mean charts.

Circumpolar circulation 

Deep ocean currents that transport deep and intermediate water 
between the oceans. For example, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current 
is an important feature of the ocean’s deep circulation because it 
contributes to the deep circulation between the Atlantic, Indian, and 
Pacific Oceans.
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Climate 

‘Average weather’ described in terms of the mean and variability of 
relevant quantities such as temperature, precipitation and wind over a 
period of time ranging from months to thousands or millions of years. 
Climate can also be used to describe the state, including a statistical 
description, of the climate system. The classical period of time is 30 
years, as defined by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). 

Climate change

Alternations in the state of the climate system over time due to 
natural variability or as a result of human activity. The United Na-
tions Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) defines 
climate change as “a change of climate which is attributed directly or 
indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global 
atmosphere and which is in addition to natural variability observed 
over comparable time periods.”

Climate threshold 

The point at which external forcing of the climate system triggers a 
significant climatic or environmental event which is considered un-
alterable, or recoverable only on very long timescales. For example, 
widespread bleaching of corals or a collapse of oceanic circulation 
systems as a result of increasing atmospheric concentration of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. 

Climatology

The scientific study of climate conditions averaged over a period of 
time on a local, regional or global scale to enable understanding of 
the periodicity, frequency, and trends of patterns. Recorded average 
climate is used as a standard against which to measure changes due 
to natural or human-induced factors.

Coral reef

Rock-like limestone structures along ocean coasts (fringing reefs) or 
on top of shallow, submerged banks or shelves (barrier reefs, atolls), 
often found in tropical and subtropical oceans. 

Coral bleaching 

The paling in colour of the coral which occurs if a coral loses its 
symbiotic, energy-providing organisms.

Coralline algae

A simple non-flowering type of plant. Coralline algae are red algae 
in the family Corallinaceae of the order Corallinales. These algae are 
most typically pink, or some other shade of red and some species 
can be purple, yellow, blue, white or grey-green in colour and found 
in tropical marine waters all over the world.

Corals

Common name for the Order Scleractinia, all members of which have 
hard limestone skeletons, and which are divided into reef-building 
and non-reef-building, or cold- and warm-water corals.

Crustaceans

A large group of arthropods, comprising almost 52,000 known species. 
They include various familiar animals, such as crabs, lobsters, crayfish, 
shrimp, krill and barnacles. The majority of them are aquatic, living 
in either marine or fresh water environments, but a few groups have 
adapted to life on land, such as terrestrial crabs, terrestrial hermit 
crabs and woodlice. 

Cryosphere

Component of the climate system consisting of all snow, ice, frozen 
ground and permafrost on and beneath the surface of the Earth and 
ocean. See also Glacier.

Desertification

Degradation of land in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas 
resulting from various factors including human activities and climatic 
variations. Often used as an example of a threshold beyond which 

the underpinning ecosystem cannot restore itself, but requires ever-
greater external resources for recovery.

Disappearing climate 

The complete disappearance of an extant climate. Disappearing 
climates are projected to be concentrated in tropical montane regions 
and the poleward portions of continents.

Drought 

Prolonged absence or marked deficiency of precipitation that causes a 
serious hydrological imbalance. Agricultural drought relates to moisture 
deficits in the topmost one metre or so of soil (the root zone) that 
affects crops. Meteorological drought is mainly a prolonged deficit 
of precipitation, and hydrologic drought is related to below-normal 
stream flow, lake and groundwater levels. 

Drunken forests

An area of trees displaced from their normal vertical alignment. Most 
commonly occurs in northern subarctic taiga forests of black spruce 
(Picea mariana) when discontinuous permafrost or ice wedges melt 
away, causing trees to tilt at various angles. Tilted trees may also be 
caused by frost heaving, and subsequent palsa development, hummocks, 
earthflows, forested active rock glaciers, landslides, or earthquakes.

Earth System Science

An interdisciplinary field of study of the behaviour of Earth Systems’ 
components, with an emphasis on observing, understanding and 
predicting global environmental changes involving interactions between 
land, atmosphere, water, ice, biosphere, societies, technologies and 
economies. 

Ecosystem

A dynamic and complex system of living organisms and their physi-
cal environment interacting with each other as a functional unit. The 
extent of an ecosystem may range from very small spatial scales to 
the entire Earth.

Ecosystem services

The benefits derived from ecosystems. These include provisioning 
services such as food and water, regulating services such as flood 
and disease control, cultural services, such as spiritual, recreational 
and cultural benefits, and supporting services, such as nutrient 
cycling, that maintain the conditions for life on Earth. Also referred 
to as ecosystem goods-and-services. 

El Niño Southern Oscillation

Systematic and re-occuring weather patterns of the ocean-atmosphere 
system in the tropical Pacific having important consequences for 
weather around the globe.

Endemic species

Species whose natural occurrence is confined to a certain region and 
whose distribution is relatively limited.

Erosion

Process of gradual destruction or removal and transport of soil and 
rock by weathering, mass wasting by streams, glaciers, waves, winds 
and underground water.

Eustatic sea-level rise

See Sea-level rise.

Evapotranspiration

The transport of water into the atmosphere from surfaces, for example 
from soil evaporation and vegetation transpiration. The process of 
evapotranspiration is one of the main consumers of solar energy at 
the Earth’s surface. Apart from precipitation, evapotranspiration is 
one of the most significant components of the water cycle. 

Genotype

The specific genetic makeup of an organism.
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Geoengineering

Technological options to achieve a deliberate manipulation of the 
Earth’s climate to produce a planetary cooling effect in order to 
mitigate the impact of global warming from greenhouse gas emissions.

Glacial retreat

Net movement of the glacier terminus upvalley. Retreat results when 
the glacier is ablating at a rate faster than its movement downvalley. 
Retreating termini are usually concave in shape.

Glacier

Mass of land ice flowing downhill (by internal deformation and sliding 
at the base) and constrained by the surrounding topography such as 
the sides of a valley or surrounding peaks. A glacier is maintained by 
accumulation of snow at high altitudes, balanced by melting at low 
altitudes or discharge into the sea. 

Glaciologists

Ice experts and specialists in the scientific study of glaciers and their 
effects on the landscape and our climate.

Global warming

Gradual increase, observed or projected, in global surface temperature, 
referred to as the global temperature, as one of the consequences of 
the enhanced greenhouse effect, which is induced by anthropogenic 
emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. 

Greenhouse gas (GHG) 

Gaseous constituents such as water vapour (H
2
O), carbon dioxide (CO

2
), 

nitrous oxide (N
2
O), methane (CH

4
) and ozone (O

3
) in the atmosphere. 

These gases, both natural and anthropogenic, can absorb and emit 
radiation at specific wavelengths within the spectrum of thermal 
infrared radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface, the atmosphere, 
and by clouds causing the warming greenhouse effect. 

Groundwater

Water beneath the Earth’s surface, often between saturated soil and 
rock, that supplies wells and springs.

Groundwater recharge

The process by which external water is added to the zone of satura-
tion of an aquifer, either directly into a formation or indirectly by way 
of another formation. 

Headwaters

The source of a river or a stream and the place from which the water 
in the river or stream originates.

Hydrographic event

An incident that alters the state or current of waters in oceans, riv-
ers or lakes. 

Hydrology 

Scientific study of water which seeks to understand the complex water 
system of the Earth and help solve water problems.

Ice cap

A dome-shaped ice mass, usually covering a highland area, which 
is considerably smaller in extent than an ice sheet. 

Ice shelf

A floating slab of ice of considerable thickness extending from the 
coast (usually of great horizontal extent with a level or gently sloping 
surface), often filling embayments in the coastline of the ice sheets. 

Iceberg

A large block of freshwater ice that has broken off from a snow-formed 
glacier or ice shelf and is floating in open water. 

Icefield

Large sheet of ice which covers an area of land or water.

Interglacial stage

Period of warmer climate that separates two glacial periods. Mid-
latitude interglacials are identified by a characteristic sequence of 
vegetation change from tundra to boreal forest and subsequently 
deciduous forest.

Inter-tidal zone

An area of the foreshore and seabed that is exposed to the air at low 
tide and submerged at high tide, or the area between tide marks. 
Also referred to as the littoral zone.

Logarithmic scale

A measurement that uses the logarithm of a physical quantity instead 
of the quantity itself.

Magnesium calcite

Carbonate mineral and the most stable polymorph of calcium car-
bonate (CaCO

3
). Calcite is often the primary constituent of the shells 

of marine organisms, e.g. plankton (such as coccoliths and planktic 
foraminifera), the hard parts of red algae, some sponges, brachiopoda, 
echinoderms, most bryozoa, and parts of the shells of some bivalves, 
such as oysters and rudists. 

Mangroves

Shrubs and trees of the families Rhizophoraceae, Acanthaceae, 
Lythraceae, and Arecaceae (palm) or the subfamily Pellicieraceae 
(family Tetrameristaceae) that grow in dense thickets or forests along 
tidal estuaries, in salt marshes, and on muddy coasts. 

Mega drought

Long drawn out, pervasive and prolonged absence or marked defi-
ciency of precipitation that causes a serious hydrological imbalance 
lasting much longer than normal, usually a decade or more.

Mesoscale convective system

Cluster of thunderstorms which becomes organized on a scale larger 
than the individual thunderstorms, and normally persists for several 
hours or more. Mesoscale convective systems may be round or 
linear in shape, and include other systems such as tropical cyclones. 

Mitigation 

A human intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks 
of greenhouse gases. 

Moraine 

Glacially formed accumulation of unconsolidated glacial debris (soil 
and rock) which can occur in currently glaciated and formerly glaci-
ated regions. Moraines may be composed of debris ranging in size 
from silt-like glacial flour to large boulders. The debris is typically 
sub-angular to rounded in shape. Moraines may be on the surface of a 
glacier or deposited as piles or sheets of debris where the glacier has 
melted. Moraines may also occur when glacier- or iceberg-transported 
rocks fall into the sea as the ice melts.

Novel climate

Future climate lacking a modern analogue, characterized by high 
seasonality of temperature, warmer than any present climate globally, 
with spatially variable shifts in precipitation, and increase in the risk of 
species reshuffling into future no-analog communities. Novel climates 
are projected to develop primarily in the tropics and subtropics.

Ocean acidification 

A decrease in the pH of seawater due to the uptake of anthropogenic 
carbon dioxide. 

Oceanography

Scientific study of the oceans using science and mathematics to 
explain the complex interactions between seawater, fresh water, 
polar ice caps, the atmosphere and the biosphere. 
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Outburst floods

An incident taking place when a lake contained by a glacier bursts. 
Floods happen due to erosion, a build-up of water pressure, an ava-
lanche of rock or heavy snow, an earthquake or cryoseism, volcanic 
eruptions under the ice, or if a large enough portion of a glacier breaks 
off and massively displaces the waters in a glacial lake at its base.

Outlet glaciers

A stream of ice from an ice cap to the sea. 

Oxygen isotope ratio

Cyclical variations in the ratio of the mass of oxygen with an atomic 
weight of 18 to the mass of oxygen with an atomic weight of 16 
present in some substances, such as polar ice or calcite in ocean 
core samples. The ratio is linked to water temperature of ancient 
oceans, which in turn reflects ancient climates. Cycles in the ratio 
mirror climate changes in geologic history.

Ozone (O
3
)

A gaseous atmospheric constituent created naturally and by photo-
chemical reactions involving gases resulting from human activities (e.g. 
smog) in the troposphere. Tropospheric ozone acts as a greenhouse 
gas. In the stratosphere, it is created by the interaction between 
solar ultraviolet radiation and molecular oxygen (O

2
). Stratospheric 

ozone plays a dominant role in the stratospheric radiative balance. 
Its concentration is highest in the ozone layer. 

Permafrost

The surface layer of soil, sediment and rock that remains at or below 
0 degrees Celsius for at least two consecutive years.

Photosynthesis 

The process by which plants take carbon dioxide from the air (or 
bicarbonate in water) to build carbohydrates, releasing oxygen in the 
process. There are several pathways of photosynthesis with different 
responses to atmospheric CO

2
 concentrations. 

Pyrolysis

A thermal decomposition process of organic material at high tem-
perature in the absence of oxygen.

Radiative forcing

The change in the net, downward minus upward, irradiance (expressed 
in W m–2) at the tropopause due to a change in an external driver of 
climate change, for example, a change in the concentration of carbon 
dioxide or the output of the Sun. Radiative forcing is computed with 
all tropospheric properties held fixed at their unperturbed values, and 
after allowing for stratospheric temperatures, if perturbed, to readjust 
to radiative-dynamical equilibrium. 

Savanna 

Tropical or sub-tropical grassland or woodland biomes with scattered 
shrubs, individual trees or a very open canopy of trees, all character-
ized by a dry (arid, semi-arid or semi-humid) climate. 

Salinity 

The presence of soluble salts in soils or waters such as sodium 
chloride, magnesium and calcium sulfates and bicarbonates. It usually 
results from water tables rising to, or close to, the ground surface.

Sea-level rise 

Increase in the mean level of the ocean. Eustatic sea-level rise is a 
change in global average sea level brought about by an increase in 
the volume of the world ocean. Relative sea-level rise occurs where 
there is a local increase in the level of the ocean relative to the land, 
which might be due to ocean rise and/or land level subsidence. In 
areas subject to rapid land-level uplift, relative sea level can fall.

Sediment respiration 

Process whereby living organisms convert organic matter to carbon di-
oxide and methane, releasing energy and consuming molecular oxygen. 

Small ice cap instability 

Behaviour of ice lines caused by variations in temperature, gradient, 
and amplitude of the seasonal cycle affecting the strength of the albedo 
feedback. Small ice cap instability may be a possible mechanism for 
the formation of the Antarctic ice sheet.

Stratosphere

The highly stratified region of the atmosphere above the troposphere 
extending from about 10 km (ranging from 9 km at high latitudes to 
16 km in the tropics on average) to about 50 km altitude. 

Symbiotic relationship

A close ecological relationship between the individuals of two or more 
different species. Sometimes a symbiotic relationship benefits both 
species, sometimes one species benefits at the other’s expense, and 
in other cases neither species benefits.

Talik

An unfrozen section of ground found above, below, or within a layer 
of discontinuous permafrost. These layers can also be found beneath 
water bodies in a layer of continuous permafrost.

Terrestrial ecosystems

A community of organisms and their environment that occurs on the 
landmasses of continents and islands.

Thermal expansion

An increase in volume (and decrease in density) that results from 
warming water. For example, warming of the ocean leads to an 
expansion of the ocean volume and hence an increase in sea level. 

Thermodynamic equilibrium 

A condition in a system where the distribution of mass and energy 
moves towards maximum entropy. 

Thermohaline convection (THC)

Large-scale, density-driven circulation in the ocean, caused by 
differences in temperature and salinity. In the North Atlantic, the 
thermohaline circulation consists of warm surface water flowing 
northward and cold deepwater flowing southward, resulting in a 
net poleward transport of heat. The surface water sinks in highly 
restricted regions located in high latitudes. Also called Meridional 
Overturning Circulation (MOC).

Threshold 

The level of magnitude of a system process at which sudden or rapid 
change occurs. A point or level at which new properties emerge in an 
ecological, economic or other system, invalidating predictions based 
on mathematical relationships that apply at lower levels. 

Topography

The relief and shape exhibited by a surface. 

Tsunami

A large wave produced by a submarine earthquake, landslide or 
volcanic eruption. 

Westerlies

Dominant winds of the mid-latitudes. These winds move from the 
subtropical highs to the subpolar lows from west to east.

Wetland

The transitional, regularly waterlogged area of poorly drained soils, 
often between an aquatic and a terrestrial ecosystem, fed from 
rain, surface water or groundwater. Wetlands are characterized by a 
prevalence of vegetation adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.

Source: UNEP 2007, IPCC 2007a, IPCC 2007b, IPCC 2007c, MA 2005
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

ACC  Antarctic Circumpolar Current

AGRA  Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa

AMS American Meteorological Society

AR4 Fourth Assessment Report

AWC  Advanced Wood Combustion

BAS  British Antarctic Survey

Ca Calcium

CAA  Canadian Arctic Archipelago

CaCO
3
  Calcium carbonate

CCS  Carbon Capture and Storage

CDR Carbon Dioxide Removal

CCSP  Climate Change Science Program

CDIAC Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Centre

CH
4
  Methane

CO
2
  Carbon dioxide

CO
3
  Carbonate

CO
3

-2  Carbonate ion

CSIRO  Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organi-

sation

DAMOCLES  Developing Arctic Modeling and Observing Capabilities 

for Long-term Environmental Studies

DSWC  Dense Shelf Water Cascades

ENSO  El Niño Southern Oscillation

ERHIN Estudio de los Recursos Hídricos procedentes de la In-

nivación

ESA  European Space Agency

FAO  Food and Agriculture Organization

FYI First Year Ice

GCOS Global Climate Observing System

GHG  Greenhouse gas

GISS  Goddard Institute for Space Studies

GMT  Global Mean Temperature

GRACE  Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment

GTOS Global Terrestrial Observing System

H+  Hydrogen

H
2
CO

3
  Carbonic acid

H
2
O  Water

HCO
3

-1  Bicarbonate ion

IAASTD  International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Sci-

ence and Technology for Development

ICIMOD  International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development

IEA  International Energy Agency

IGBP International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme

IGY  International Geophysical Year

IMO International Maritime Organization

IPCC  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IPCC AR4  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, The Fourth 

Assessment Report

IPCC AR5  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, The Fifth 

Assessment Report

IPCC WG2  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Working 

Group 2

IPY  International Polar Year

masl Metres above sea level

mm Millimetre

MOC Meridional Overturning Circulation

MPA  Marine Protected Areas

MYI  Multi Year Ice

N
2
O  Nitrous oxide

NAM  Northern Annular Mode

NASA  National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NASA/JPL National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory

NASA/GSFC  National Aeronautics and Space Administration / Goddard 

Space Flight Center

NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NOAA-ESRL National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-Earth 

System Research Laboratory

NPI  Norwegian Polar Institute

NSIDC  National Snow and Ice Data Center

Pg  1015 grams, Billion tonnes

ppm  parts per million

REDD  Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Deg-

radation

SCOPE Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment

SEG Scientific Expert Group

SIO Scripps Institution of Oceanography

SLR  Sea-level rise

SMD  Seasonal Melt Departure

SO
2
  Sulphur dioxide

SRM  Solar Radiation Management

SST  Sea surface temperature

TAR  Third Assessment Report

THC  Thermohaline circulation

UN  United Nations

UNEP  United Nations Environment Programme

UNFCCC  United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

USGS  United States Geological Survey

WCMC  World Conservation Monitoring Centre

WCRP  World Climate Research Programme

WGMS  World Glacier Monitoring Service
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